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rt is now well established that the feline spinal
cord can produce co-ordinated rhythmic locomotor activity
in flexor and extensor motoneurons in the absence of
phasic descending and afferent signals (Gritlner and

Zangger, L974; f.or review see InletzeL and Stuart, Lg76).

various models of spinar locomotion generators have been

proposed despite a relative paucity of information

regarding the activity of identified spinal neurons during

locomotion. The only well identified spinal interneurons

known at present are the inhibitory interneurons, Renshaw

ce lls (ncs ) and ra inhibitory interî.eurons (tatlls ) .

These interneurons have been shown to be rhythmically
active during "fictive" locomotion which occurs in the

absence of rhythmic input to the spinal cord, and iL has
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been suggested that RCs and rarNs could be components of
the spinal locomotion generator (t'litler and scoLt , Lg77).

Two reports (Severin, et al. L96B; Bergmans, et q!. Lg6g)

havcj suggested. that RCs are inhibited during locomotion,

however, and although RCs have been found to be rhythmically
active during fictive locomotion, the possibitity still
exists that segmentel afferents originating in moving

limbs may depress the activity of RCs during locomotion.

The purpose of the present study was to resolve the issue

of whether RCs are functional during locomotion and to

determine the possible roles of RCs and rarNs in the

control of the rhythmic behavior of motoneurons during

locomotion.

The evidence obtained in the present study indicates

that RCs âre not inhibited during locomotion evoked by

stimul¿.tion of the mesencephalic rocomotor region in
pre collicular -postmammillary non-para Lyzed, (controlled

treadmill locomotion) and paraLyzed. (fictive locomotion)

cats. Motoneuron activity recorded in ventral root

filaments Ìvas significantly inhibited by antidromic

stimulation of an L7 ventral root (recurrent inhibition)
during controlled treadmill locomotion when segmental
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afferentation was intact. significant recurrent

inhibition of IaINs and RCs was also produced by

antidromic ventral root stÍmulation during fictive
locàmotion. A positive linear rerationship existed

between the amount of recurrent inhibition of motoneurons

and rarNs and the normal freguency of cell firing prior
to ventral root stimulation.

The patterns and phase relationships of motoneuron,

RC and rarN activity during fictive rocomotion were

determined by normalizing each step cycle and computing

the period of activity and the frequency histogram for
each cell. Flexor and extensor RCs were active throughout

the flexion and extension phase of the step cycle,

respectively, with their periods of maximal activity
occurring at the end of their active periods. They

usually stopped firing just after the cessation of activity
in flexor and extensor motoneurons. The pattern of
quadriceps coupled rarN activity \^ras more variable, but

in general, the rarNs were mainly active from late flexion
to late extension with their period of maximal activity
occurring during ea'rLy to middle extension.

The data suggest that IaINs mediate reciprocal

inhibition during fictive. locomotion, thereby contributing
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to the hyperpolarLzatLon of antagonist motoneurons during

their inactive phase of the step cycle. The recurrent

inhibition of IaINs may limit the depth of reciprocal

intri¡ition but does not appear to interfere with the

appropriate timing of reciprocal intriUition. RCs also

probably function to keep motoneuron discharge within

moderate frequencÍ-es during their active phase. The

increased frequency of RCs aL the end of their

active period indicates that the recurrent inhibition of

motoneurons and IaINs may be maximal at these tÍmes

which could assist in terminating the activity in agonist

motoneurons and the recíprocal inhibition of antagonist

motoneurons at the end of each phase of the step cycle.

In addition, RCs may transmit information about the

activity of motoneurons to supraspinal structures via

the ventrel spinocerebellar tract.
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A.

INTRODUCTION

Evidence for and discussion of spinal locomotion

generators

The pioneering work of Sherrington (tgfO), phillipson
(fgOS) and Graham Brown (fgff, l9l4a, b) at the turn of
the century stimulated years of debate over the relative
importance of central versus peripheral nervous system

control of locomotion. phillipson (fgOS) argued that the

locomotor rhythm was a manifestation of a sequence of
interlocking reflexes. Sherrington (fgfO) demonstrated

that non-specific stimuration of the spinal cord caudal

to the site of transection could evoke walking movements

in a deafferented limb. Graham Brown (fgff) dramatically
made a case for the central programming of the locomotor

rhythm when he showed that cutting the spinal cord of a

decerebrate cat produced stepping movements in
bilaterally deafferented hindlimbs. Graham Brov¡nrs work
(rgr+¡) further indicated that the spinal circuits that
are responsible for producing locomotor rhythms are an

intrinsic part of the central nervous system from before

birLh, since fetal kittens removed from the uterus of a
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decerebrate cat displayed co-ordinated four-lirnb locomotor

movements when praced in a saline bath. Thus, the basic

locomotor rhythms are not learned phenomena. The

evidence thai has accumulated over the last eight decades

overwhelmingly supports the proposition that neuronal

circuits exist in the spinal cord that are capabre of

producing co-ordinated rhythmic activity in frexor and

extensor muscles in the absence of rhythmic supraspinal

and segmental afferent input (shurrager and Dykman, l95l;
Grillner and zangiBer, L974; for reviews see Grillner , Lg75

and l,Ie tzeL and Stuart, Lg76) .

Definitive evidence that the capability for

generating locomotor rhythmicity is an intrinsic property

of the spinal cord was provided by Grillner and. zangger

(tgl+), who showed rhar a chronic spinal (rnr:) kitten
could walk on a treadmill in response to simultaneous,

low frequency (5llz) stimulation of the L7 dorsal roots

even after the hindlimbs had been bilateralry deafferented
(i,: - s4). The evoked locomotíon \,vas similar to that seen

in intact cats (Engberg and Lundberg , Lg6g; Rasmussen,

et al. L978) as evidenced by the normal alternating EMG
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activity recorded from muscles which flex and extend the

knee. The same results !üere obtained in experiments in
which cats T¡7ere curarLzed and locomotion was monitored by

recording from peripheral nerve filaments (Grillner and

Zangger, L974) , thereby excluding the þossibility of a

contribution from ventral root afferents (Coggeshall,

et a-1. L974). Grilrner and Zangger rs work (tgl+) was

especially significant because it demonstrated conclusively
that the spinal cord can generate rhythmic motoneuron

activity in response to tonic stimulation when it is isolated
from any phasic input. These findings have been confirmed

by others (Jankowska, e-! al. L967a, b; sjostrom and zangger,

L975; Edgerton, et al-. Lg76) who have observed rhythmic

motoneuron activity in acute spinar, paraLyzed, cats in
which locomotion was induced by intravenous (i.v.)
administration of dihydroxyphenylalanine (ooee¡ end Nialamide.

The fact that a non-specific mechanical (Brown,

1911), electrical (Sherrington, l9l0; Grillner and

Zangger, L974; Baev, L977b) or chemical (Jankowska, e_t

ei. L967a, b; Budakova , L973; Sjostrom and Zangger,

L975, Edgerton, et a1=. Lg76) signal can cause the

isolated spinal cord to..produce rocomotor activity in
hindlimb muscle nerves, indiceted that the specificity
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of intralimb muscle activation during locomotion is
progranmed by a spinal pattern generator which can be

activated by descending, ascending or afferent pathways

(crillner , L976). The available evidence suggests that
a continuum of movement capabirity exisis whereby the

sophistication and adaptability of the motor output will
be directly related to the magnitude of the directional
and feedback information made available to the spinal
locomotion generator via supraspinal and afferent pathways.

At the base of the continuum is a substrate pattern of
highly co-ordinated alternating extensor and flexor muscle

activity (Grillner and Zangger, Lg75) that is manifested in
modes of locomotion that are very similar to those seen in
intact cats (Engberg and Lundberg , Lg6g; Rasmussen, et al.
L978), albeit of an automatic type. The spinal locomotion

generator appears to be highly specific and to contain the

prograinming necessary to orchestrate the complexities and

subtleties of the timing of hindlimb muscle group activation
during locomotion. Evidence for this was provided by

Grillner and Zangger (tglS) who found that the unioue E-MG

pattern of semitendinosis activity during walking persisted

even after bilateral deaff,erentation of the hindlimbs.
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Supraspinal and afferent input appear to be primarily

involved in setting the energy level of the spinal generator

which affects the vigor and gait of locomotion (strit<, severin

and Orlovsky, T966; Grillner, L976; I,rletzel and Stuart, T976)

while the program governing intralimb n,uscle activation j-s

determined by the circuitry of the spinal rhythm generator

(Ortovsky , L972; Grillner and Zangger, L974, Lg75). It is

generally assumed that the spinal locomotion generator consists

of a network of interneurons that communicate w'ith motoneurons

of. a single limb and most likely with generators of other

limbs. This assumption is supported by the fact that stirnuli

which provoke stepping were not found to alter alpha

motoneuron excitability directly, but rather seemed to unveil

a spinal neuronal network that appears to be uniguely

associated with locomotion (Grillner and Shik , L973).

Brainstem stimulation in decerebrate cats and DOPA in acute

spinal cats evoke stepping movements in the hindlimbs; in

both preparations there is a depression in the short latency

inhibitory pathway from ipsilateral cutaneous and high

threshold muscle afferents to extensor motoneurons v¡hile

long latency reflex effects to ipsilateral flexor

motoneurons are enhanced.; Jankowska, el_g!. (L967a, b)
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proposed that the effects of DopA on spinal reflexes could

be explained by the re lease of spinal interneuronal

networks from tonic inhibition and suggested that these

networks could, in fact, function as locomotion generators.

This view has received support from oth"r, (Grillner and

Shik, L973; Fu, et al=. L975).

The neuronal- network descrÍbed by Jankowska, et al.
(tg09a, b) is similar to the model originally proposed by

Graham Brown (tgt+a) which consisted of separate pools of
interneurons (half-centers) each controlling the activity
in either flexor or extensor motoneurons at a particular
joint and linked by mutual inhibition. various modified

versions of this reciprocal half-center hypothesis have also

been proposed (Cleveland, et al. Lg72; Grillner, Lg73, L975;

Pearson, L976; shik and orlovsky, L976; Miller and scott,
L977). other spinal locomotion generator models that have

been proposed with varying degrees of support include a

closed chain or ring of neurons, an open chain of reflexes

and asymetric models based upon the activity of pacemaker

neurons (c.f. Grillner, Lg75; Shik and Orlovsky, L976;

Edgerton, eJ al" L976).

There is evidence that the generator for each muscle

group for a particular limb is autonomous (srrit, orlovsky
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and Severin, L966; Edgerton, et al. L976), but also that

the pattern generators associated with the hindlimbs can be

coupled to other rhythm generators residing within the

spinal cord, such as those associated rr/ith the forelimbs

and respiration (Viala, et al. LgTg). A tight coupling

between hindlimb locomotor activity and the rhythm of

respiration was observed in curarízed, high spinal (C-Z)

rabbits treated with DOPA and Nialamide. The entrainment

between the two rhythms was abolished by an additional

transection at TL2. rt was postulated that discrete

bursting generators exist in the cervico-thoracic spinal

cord and in the lumbar cord. The lumbar oscillator, which

operates at a faster tempo than its more rostral counterparts

\,vas presumed to set the dominant rhythm in the intact spinal

cord.

B. Experimental cat locomoting preparations

The various concepts of mammalian spinal generators that

have emerged are of limited usefurness because they have been

based more on theory and knowledge of pathways that have been

studied in non-moving animals than on empirical knowledge.

very little is known at present about the activity of
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identified spinal neurons during locomotion. Extrapolation

from data generated during static conditions to dynamic

conditions is limited in view of the apparent ability of the

spinal generator to modulate afferent input during locomotion,

most dramatically illustrated by the refle*iv" resetting of

gait (Duysens , L977) " The complexity and diversity of

heretofore described neuronal elements and pathvúays has made

possíble a large number of overlapping and even conflicting

notions of motor control and pattern generation which can

only be resolved by studying the actual performance of the

neuronal elements during normal or at least dynamically

varying conditions.

of great importance to the study of the neural control

of movement has been the development of cat preparations

which permit intra- and/or extra-cellular recordings of a

single ce11 during locomotion. Hindlimb walking can be

observed in chronic spinal cats with low thoracic or upper

lumbar spinal cord lesions (Sherrington, 1910; Shurrager

and Dykman, l95f; Grillner, L973; Grillner and Shfk, L973;

and Grillner and Zanggêr, T974); in acute spinal cats after

i.v. administration of DOPA (Grillner, L969a, b, L975;

Budakova, L97L, L973) sr clonidine (Forssberg and Grillner,
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L973); and in high decerebrate cats in response to

continuous electrical stimulation of the brainstem (Shit<,

et__ql. L966a, b; Severin, 9l__ê_!. L967a, b, L968; Kulagin

and Shik, L970; Severin , L97A; Feldman and Orlovsky , L975;

Grillner and ZanggeÍ, L975; Jordan and'Steeves, L976; McCrea

and Jordan, L976bi Menzies, et al. L97B; Jordan, et a1_.

L979). The latter preparation was developed by Shik,

Severin and Orlovsky (t900) who reported that continuous

stimulation (ZS - 50 Hz) of a discrete area 6 - 7 mm below

the inferior colliculus, the mesencephalic locomotor region

(Uln), evoked co-ordinated four linrb stepping in cats with

a precollicular - postmammillary brainstem transectÍon which

had been placed on a treadmill (controlled locomotion). A

more rostral transection (from the rostral border of the

superior coll-iculi to the caudal edge of the optic chiasm)

produces a preparation that will walk spontaneously or in

response to low frequency stimulation of the dorsal roots

(Orlovsky, L969; Budakova, L97L, McCrea and Jordan, L976a, b)

The speed of locomotion displayed by these preparations

while on a treadmill is dependent upon the speed of the

treadmill belt and is associated with patterns of EMG

activity for the prime.movers of each limb that are similer
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to those seen in intact walking cats. The decrease in

the duration of the step cycle that occurs at faster speeds

of walking is accomplished by a reduction in the duration

of the stance phase while the swing phase remains

relatively constant (Kulagin and Shik , tSlO; Grillner , L973);

this is also consistent with adjustments seen in intact

cats (Engberg and Lundberg , L969; Rasmussen, et al. L}TB).

Evidence that the observed stepping behavior is the product

of the activiation of a spinal locomotor generator is

provided by the fact that in normal cats, and in these

walking preparations, the H\4G activity in hindlimb extensors

precedes foot contact (Kulagin and Shik, L970; GrÍllner,

L973). Thus, the initiation of extensor motoneuron activity

is programmed centrally and is not reflex in origin.

Preparations in which the animal is actually walking,

either on a treadmill or in the aLr, are restricted to

extracellular recordings, most notably electromyograns

(mnCs), electroneurograms (nuCs) and recordings f:iom

ventral or dorsar roots. Microelectrode recordings of

single units in the spinal cord are extremely difficult and

intracellular recordings impossible because of the movements

of the spinal cord. For"these reasons, the development of
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the 'rfictive'r locomotion preparation in v¡hich rhythrnic

motoneuron activity typical of locomotion can be recorded

from peripheral nerves or cut ventral root filaments in
paraLyzed animals has greatly facilitated the advancement of

our knowledge of the activity of spinal neurons during

locomot ion.

The fictive locomotion preparation provides a recording

environment with sufficient stabilÍty to permit intracellular

recordings in the presence of rhythmic neuronal discharge.

Fictive locomotion has been observed in acute spinal cats

(Jankowska, et_al. L967b; Sjostrom and Zangger, L975;

Edgerton, e_t al. L976; Andersson, Lt al. L97B; Schomburg

and Behrends, 1978a, b) and rabbits (Viala, et al. L979)

injected with DOPA and Nialamide; chronic spinal cats in
which locomotion was induced by stimulation of the dorsal

columns or cut dorsal roots (Critlner and Zangger, t974);

in thalamic cats with (Baev, L977a) and without (Mccrea

and Jordan, L976a, b; Perret, L976; Baev, L977c, d)

noradrenaline agonists; in rabbits with intact neuraxis

under light anaesthesia (Viala and Buser, L965, L969); in
decorticate rabbits with bilaterally deafferented hindlimbs

(viala and viala, L976);' ir rabbits with a precollicular
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decerebration (Viata and Buser, 1965); in decorticate cats

(Perret, L973); and in mesencephalic cats with the hindlimbs

bilaterally de-efferented (Feldman and Orlovsky, L975).

Stimulation of the MLR was reported not to be sufficient to

produce fictive locomotor activity in paraLyzed. cats (Shik,

Orlovsky and Severin, L966) ot in cats with deafferented

hindlimbs (Sfrit, et a1. 1966a, b) unless the forelimbs v/ere

rhythmically active. It has recently been shov¡n by Jordan

and coworkers (t920) , however, that rhythmic motoneuron

activity similar to that seen before paraLyzetion can be

evoked in paraLyzed cats by stimulation of the MLR in the

absence of any rhythmic forelimb movement. Fictive locomotor

activity in flexor and extensor motoneurons, as evidenced

by recording the activity of motor axons in cut ventral root

filaments (Jordan, et q_L. L979) or by intracellular

recordings of alpha motoneurons (Mccrea and Jord¿n, L976b;

Menzies, e_t al. L978) *as evoked by MLR stimulation. Dosages

of the pareLyzing drug, gallamine triethidide, Trere used thet

were sufficient to bloclc alpha and gamma motoneurons

(Carli, g.! q_l=. L967). The fact that fictive locomotion

occurs is consistent with other available evidence which

indicates that cyclic a'fferent input is not essential for the
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production of rhythmic motoneuron activity"

c. Activity of lumbosacral neurons during locomotion

The first published studies in which the activity of

spinal neurons \.üas recorded in walking cats appeared in

L972 (Arshavsky, et al_. L972a, b; Orlovsky and Feldman),

and only a few studies have been reported since that

time (Feldman and Orlovsky , .L975; Edgerton, ç.t al. L976;

Mccrea and Jordan, L976e). unfortunately, the yield from

some of these experiments has been handicapped by the fact

that the neurons studied were not always identified

conclusively, nor have the firing patterns and

interrelationships of various neurons been anaLyzed. in
sufficient detail in all cases.

1. Unidentified lumbosacral neurons

surveys of lumbosacral neurons have been conducted in
decerebrate cats where locomotion was Índuced by MLR

stimulation (Orlovsky and Feldman, L972) and in acute spinal,

curarLzed cats treated with DOPA and Nialamide (Edgerton, et

al. L976) in which the firing patterns of rumbosacral

neurons during locomotion \,rere examined in the hopes of

elaborating populations' of interneurons that might function
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as components of the spinal locomotor generator. In neither

case, however, \,{ere the neurons clearly identified as

interneurons, except for Ia inhibitory interneurons (talUs),

and the possibility exists that many of the cells studied

were motoneurons or tract cells. Despite these restrictions,

some valuable information can be obtained from these studies.

Orlovsky and Feldman (L972) found 30 neurons that lvere

spontaneously active at rest but which became rhythrnically

active during controlled treadmill locomotion. Of these 30

neurons , 37% T,lere active during the support phase , 26'/" during

transfer, 37% were active during the transition between

flexion and extension and 13% displayed two bursts of

activity during the step cycle. No geographical specificity

of these subpopulations of neurons could be discerned. In

another series of experiments in which the hindlimbs \^7ere

bilaterally deafferented, 63% of. the neurons encountered

\,rere phasically active during locomotion. The phasic activity

of many of these cells began before the onset of stepping

movements and continued after stepping had terminated,

thereby suggesting the influence of central programming.

It is possible, however, that the modulation of these

neurons r,ías coupled to that in single & or T motoneurons,
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but since only n!rc and limb movement recordings \^7ere

available, this could not be determined.

Lumbosacral neurons that Ì,vere rhythmically active
during fictive locomotion in the absence of any phasic

input have been observed in acute spinal cats (Edgerton,

et al. L976). The majority of neurons studied were activated
by stimulation of peripheral nerves at latencies in excess of
15 ms and from cutaneous nerves. comparisons of the firing
patterns of these neurons to the efferent activity recorded

in nerve filaments reveared some interesting details that may

provide some insight into their function. Phase relationships
\^/ere examined by comparing the timing between midpoints of
the neuron and efferent bursts in normaLlzed, step cycles.
ït was found that the midpoints of neuron activity coincided

with that of the flexor or extensor burst in a majority of
cells. rn some cases, however, such strict coupling with
flexors or extensors Tras not apparent as the midpoint was

situated in the transition phases between flexion and

extension. These findings are in agreement with those of
Orlovsky and Feldman (L972). Three distributions were also
seen in patterns of firing as some fired at a steady rate
throughout the burst of activity while others exhibited peaks
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at either the beginning or the end of the burst. The

frequency of discharge in neurons v/as seen to be directly
proportional to efferent activity in some neurons while in

others an inverse relationship was obse.rved. These patterns

of activity may reflect functional relationships, i.€., as

excitatory or inhibitory interneurons to motoneuïons,

Te spe ctive ly "

In nonparaLyzed acute sþinal cats treated \^/-ith DOPA

and Nialamide, interneurons \.^zere found in the dorsolateral

part of Rexedfs layer vrr whose response to stimulation of

the flexion reflex afferents (FRAs) paralleled that seen in

motoneurons and primary afferents (Jankowska, et al. L967b).

Three populations of interneurons rrere found among the 47

recorded neurons; 3l were excited by the ipsilateral FRAs

and inhibited by the contralateral FRAs; LZ responded in

the opposite manner; and 4 interneurons \,üere activated from

volleys in both the ipsilateral and contralaterar FRAs. A

close correlation was observed between the spontaneous

oscillations in motoneuron membrane potential and the discharge

of these interneurons. Interneurons that \,vere activated from

the ipsilateral FRAs fired coincidentally with the occurrence

of excitatory post"yr,rpti" potentials (epsps) in flexor
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motoneurons; EPSPs in extensor motoneurons r.^rere coupled to

bursts of activity in interneurons excited from the contralateral

FRAs. There appeared to be good evidence, therefore, that

these interneurons rüere responsible for mediating the long

latency, long lasting actíons of FRAs on motoneurons and

primary afferents after DOPA. The reciprocal organLzation

of the excitatory and inhibitory input to these interneurons

from the two hindlimbs was interpreted to suggest that they

might be organized in a half-center oscillating arrangement

similar to that first proposed by Graham Brov¡n (L9L4a).

2. Ventral and dorsal spinocerebellar tract cells

Only four identified spinal neurons have been studied

in walking cats, these being ventral and dorsal spinocerebellar

tract cells (vscr and DSCT cells), rarNs and Renshaw cells.

DSCT cells T,üere shown to be rhythmically active during

controlled treadmill locomotion and to fire in phase with

muscles from which they received Group I input (Arshavsky,

et al. L972a). After deafferentation of the ipsilateral

hindlimb, although all four limbs still engaged in MlR-evoked

locomotion, no modulation of DSCT cells was observed. VSCT

cells, on the other hand, \^/ere found to be rhythmically active

in mesencephalic and thalamic cats walking on a treadmill even

af.ter deafferentation of the hindlinbs and cerebellectomy
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(Arshavsky, C_t__A1. L972b). The activity of these cells
was coupled to hindlimb activity, and it was suggested that

vscr cells transmit information regarding the activity of

the rrin¿limb spinal generator to the cerebellum (Arshavsky,

et al. Lg72b). This proposal is compatiur" with Lundberg's

Oglr) suggestion that vscr cells may function as sensors

of the excitatory input and inhibitory output of the

inhibitory interneurons that impinge on alpha motoneurons,

this feedback information then being relayed to supraspinal

structures engaged in the descending control of interneurons

in reflex pathways.

3. Ia inhibitory interneurons

(a) Physiology and anatomy

Activation of primary muscle spindle afferents results
in the monosynaptic excitation of motoneurons innervating

the muscles containing the parent annulospiraL endings and a

short latency inhibition of antagonist motoneurons (Lloyd,

L94L). The pathway mediating this classical stretch reflex
(l-i¿¿ell and sherrington, Lg24) is one of the most rigorously

studied spinal reflex pathways. Although originally thought

to be 'rdirectr' (Lloyd, L94L), it Tras subsecruently shown by

Eccles, e_t a_1_. OSSA) tf,at the intraspinal delay associated
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\^rith reciprocal inhibition indicated a disynaptic linkage.

rt was proposed that an interneuron from the intermediate

zone. was interposed in the pathway between ra afferents

and antagonist motoneurons. Based on physiological

experiments, Hultborn, e_t al. (tgltb) determined that the

cells mediating reciprocal inhibítion, the rarNs, \.^rere, iû
fact, located dorsomedial to the motoneuron nuclei in the

ventral part of Rexedts lamina vrr. rn an eleganL series

of experiments, Jankowska and coworkers (Jankowska and Roberts

L972a, b; Jankowska and Lindstrom, L97Z) definitively
determined the electrophysiological and morphological

characteristics of raINs. Direct evidence was provided that

interneurons in lamina vrr that met the accepted criteria
for identificarion as IaINs (Hultborn, et al_. L97Lb) do

mediate reciprocal inhibition since they vüere shown to

produce monosynaptic inhibitory postsynaptic potentials
(rpsps) in motoneurons (Jankowska and Roberts , LgTzb) that

a-re reported to be mediated by the inhibitory neurotransmitter

glycine (Lodge, et_a1. L977).

(b) Input: concept of alpha-ganuna-linked reciprocal

inhibition

It is apparent that IaINs do not function simply to
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convert ra afferent excitation into inhibition, since it has

been shown that they receive a diversified and extensive

array. of inputs from segmental and descending systems

(uuttborn, LgTz; Hultborn and udo, Lgl2; Hultborn, et al.
L976b, c). stimulation of ipsilateral FRAs produced the same

pattern of effects in rarNs as had been observed in flexor
and extensor motoneurons, i.€., rarNs monosynaptically coupled

to ra afferents from flexor nerves received a greater net
excitation than did extensor coupled TarNs while opposite

results \.'üere obtained with stimulation from the contralateral
FRAs (Hultborn, et al. Lg76h). The reciprocal organization
of the effects of FRA stimuration on rarNs was not as

definitive as that which had been observed on motoneurons

(Eccles and Lundberg , Lg5g; Jankowska, et al. L976a).

A convergence of descending systems upon rarNs was

suggested by the evidence that the transmission in the ra
inhibitory pathway i/sas facilitated by volleys in the

corticospinal (Lundberg and Voorhoeve, Lg6Z) , vestibulospinal
(Grillner, -el--e-t. 1968) and rubrospinar (Hongo, et ar. Lg6g)

tracts (CSf, VST, RuST, respectively). These results were

essentially confirmed bD/ Hultborn, et al. (L976c) who

recorded from rarNs and observed the following pattern of
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descending input : polysynaptic excitation, sometimes mixed

with inhibition, in flexor and extensor motoneurons from the

csr; stimulation of the vsr produced mono- and disynaptic

EPSPs in extensor coupled rarNs and disynaptic rpsps in
flexor coupled rarNs; flexor and extensor coupled rarNs

received mainly polysynaptic excitation from the Rusr, but

occassional monosynaptic EPSPs and disynaptic rpsps \¡/ere

also seen. Conclusive data on the effects of the reticulospinal

pathway (nsr) on rarNs is not yet available; this pathway has

been shov¡n to monosynaptically excite flexor motoneurons

(Crillner and Lund, 1968).

It is particularly interesting that the pattern of

effects elicited from many segmental and descending pathways

upon rarNs closely parallels that observed by the same

neuronal pathways upon & arrd f motoneurons that aÍe

monosynaptically linked to the same Ia afferents (Granit,

1-955; Grillner, L969). The observed similarity of convergence

onto æ and f motoneurons prompted Granit (rgss) to suggest

that øand Tmotoneurons are normally activated in unison,

the idea being that this coactivation would provide 4motoneurons

with both rrdirectfr and "indirectr' (via the gamma loop) routes

of excitation. Based upon the evidence that rarNs shared
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this convergence, Hongo, e.t al. (L969) expanded Granitfs

concept to include the concomitant reciprocal inhibition

of antagonists and coined the phrase tté - f - linked reciprocal

inhibìtion". By coupling the excitation of agonist 4 and

f motoneurons with the reciprocal inhibition of antagonist

motoneurons, Hongo, et al. (tg1g) suggested that this

pathway would effectively subserve movements involving reciprocal

innervation of flexor and extensor muscles. Such movements

would be further facilitated by the mutual inhibition which

r'üas shown to exist between IaINs coupled to antagonist

motoneurons (Hultborn, et al" L976a). Hypothetically, as

the activity of an extensor Ia afferent increased, extensor

motoneurons would be excited along with extensor coupled

IaINs, resulting in an inhibition of flexor motoneurons

and flexor coupled IaINs projecting to extensor motoneurons.

Extensor activity would thus be supported by direct

excitation as well as by disinhibition. Supraspinal control

of the Ia inhibitory pathway, on the other hand, would allow

the degree of reciprocal inhibition to be more independent

of the level of Ta excitation. Either a decrease in excitation

or an increase in inhibition of the IaIN by descending

paEhways could be useful" in supporting movements requiring
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a coactivation of flexor and extensor muscles.

(") Activity during locomotion

rt is not surprising that the ra inhibitory pathway

has been considered to be an important component in the

spinal control of locomotion. Fu, çt q_l_. (tglS) reported

that rarNs \,vere strongly facilitated by the FRA after
injections of DOPA in acute spínal cats, a preparation which

reportedly releases a spinal neuronal pathway involved in
locomotion (Jankowska, 9.t al. L967b; Grillner and Shik,

L973). It was proposed by Fu and coworkers (tgZS) that
rarNs mediate the late, long lasting inhibition produced

by FRA stimulation after DOPA and that these interneurons

were part of a spinal locomotion generator. This concept

\,vas strongly reinforced by the demonstration that ïarNs are

rhythmically active during locomotion in the absence of

phasic afferent input (Feldman and Orlovsky, L975; Edgerton,

et al. L976).

Feldman and Orlovsky

rhythmic behavior of IaINs

ouadriceps (q) coupled and

(L975) \^/ere the first to report the

during locomotion. Twenty-three

2 posterior biceps -semitendinosis

recorded extrace llularly duringwere(PU-St) coupled IaINs

controlled treadmill locomotion. All IaINs \^7ere rhythmically
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active r^rith their periods of maximal firing occurring in
phase rvith the muscles from which they received their ra

input (homonymous muscles). IaINs fired spontaneously prior
to ltcomotion at frequencies of 5 - 50 Hz, which is in
agreement with other data (Hultborn, C_t__e_I. LgTLb), but

during locomotion their frequency of firing rose to 50

250 Hz (i : l5o Hz). some rarNs were complerely silent when

antagonist motoneurons were active while others just fired
at reduced rates. The rarNs continued to display rhythmic

activity even after hindlimb de-efferentation,

cerebellectomy and lesioning of the associated peripheral

nerve, thus proving that the rhythmicity was not produced by

the r - loop, cerebellum or pre-synaptic inhÍbition,
respectively. These findings \,vere confirmed by Edgerton,

-el--a!. Gglî) who recorded the activity of 5 rarNs during

fictive locomotion in acute spinal cats treated with DopA

and Nialamide. The available evidence thus indicates that
the modulation of rarNs that occurs during locomotion is
centrally programmed.

4, Renshaw cells
(a) Physiology and pharmacology of Rensha\,ü cell responses

to antidromic stimulation of motor axons
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Another inhibitory interneuron which has received

considerable attention and which has been thought to be

involved in the control of motoneuron activity is the

Renshaw cell. Antridomic stimulation of cut ventral roots

or deafferented peripheral motor nerve" r", shown by

Renshaw (tg+t) to either inhibit or facilitate monosynaptic

reflex activity Ín ventral root filaments. subsequent

microelectrode recordings in the ventral horn revealed the

presence of interneurons that discharged repetitively at

high frequencies in response to single shocks applied to a

cut ventral root at minimum latencies of .6 - .7 msec

(Renshaw, L946). Although Renshaw acknowledged existing
anatomical evidence of recurrent colatterars from motor

axons in the ventral horn (Ca¡at, 1909), he refrained from

concluding that antidromic activation of these interneurons

Ìras responsible for the observed motoneuron inhibition.
Later Eccles, et al. (tgS+) provided definitive

electrophysiological evidence that antidromic stimulation

of motor nerves produced a hyperpolarizatj'on of the

motoneuron by recording the tfrecurrent rpsp, (nrpsp) with

an intracellular electrode. The onset of the Rrpsp occurred.

after an intraspinal detay of about 1.5 msec, indicating a
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disynaptic pathway, and coincided with the discharge of
interneurons which Ì^7ere monosynapticarly activated by

antidromic stimuration of ventral roots or motor nerves.
the mlltiple spike, high frequency burst of these

interneurons, which he named Renshaw 
""rr", was identical

to that which had been described by Renshaw (tg+o).
I¡Ihen the proximal portion of an entire ventral root is

stimulated, a characteristic discharge is evoked in Renshaw

cells which consists of l0 - z0 action potentials and which

usually lasts 30 - 50 msec (Renshaw , Lg46; Eccles, et al.
L954) " The frequency of Renshaw cell firing during the first
20 msec or so can be as high as 1500 Hz; a progressive decline
in the frequency occurs throughout the remainder of the burst
until action potentials are separated by about 20 msec

(Renshaw, Lg46; Eccles, et ar. Lg54, Lgs6; curtis and Eccles,
1958; Curtis and Ryall, 1966c). Following rhis discharge,
there is a depression in spontaneous (Curtis and Ryall, 1966c)
and evoked Renshaw cell activity (Renshaw, Lg46; Eccres, et al.
L954, L961b). curris and Rya[ (tgaoù reporred that rhere
was also a third phase in the typical antidromically-evoked
Renshaw cell response during which Renshaw cells fired at
frequencies (60 uz) in exóess of spontaneous firing rates.
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This rrlate discharge" has only been observed in spinal,

barbituate cats (Curtis and Ryall, L966c; Ryall, LgTO)

and only when Renshaw cells \rere spontaneously active at

rates greater than 5 - L0 Hz. Thus, it seemed to be related

to the general level of depolarizatLon (Curtis and RyaII,

L966c) and may be a function of the anaesthetic.

As would be predicted from Dalets Law (tgt+), the

activation of Renshaw cells by motor axon collaterals has

been shown to be cholinergic (Eccles, et A_l_. L954, L956;

Curtis and Eccles, 1958; Ueki, gl__4!. L96L; Curtis and

Ryall, L966a, b, "). Eccles, et al. (tgS+) were the first
to study the pharmacology of the motoneuron-Renshaw cell
synapse. Although intravenous (i.v.) injections of

anticholinergic drugs, namely dihydro-p-erythroidine
(oHgn) and atropine, consistently depressed the Renshaw

cell response to ventral root stimulation, and anti-
cholinesterases such as eserine increased Renshaw celL

excitability, intraarterial injections of acetylcholine
(ecn) facilitated only half of the Renshaw cells tested.

rn later studies (curtis and Eccles, l95B; curtis and Ryall,
L966a) in which ACh was applied iontophoretically to Renshaw

cells, it was shor^¡n that.ACh consistently excited Renshaw

cells and facilitated their response to ventral root
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stimulation. The discrepancy between the effects of
intraarterial and iontophoretic administratÍon of ACh

prompted Curtis and Eccles (fgSA) to suggest that at least
two ¿itrussional ba'rriers were involved. one, the blood

brain barrier, Tras thought to prevent the access of the

drug to the central nervous system. secondly, a barrier
around the motoneuron-Renshaw cell synapse which prevented

the ACh released from axon terminals from diffusing away

from the active site, was proposed to explain the repetitive
response of the Rensaw to a single stimulus.

The actions of both DHBE and atropine were restricted
to a reduction of the latter pa::t of the Renshaw cell burst;
the first few spikes \^7ere not affected even with large doses.

i^Ihile eserine resulted in a prolongation of Renshaw cell
discharge, it also had no effect on the high freouency

early discharge.

The actions of ACh in the peripheral nervous system

have been shown to be mediated by two populations of
receptors, nicotinic and muscarinic, as described by Dale

(tgt+). Nicotinic receptors are blocked by DHBE (unna, et

41. L944) while atropine selectively blocks muscarinic

receptors (Dale , L9L4). .-Thus, the demonstration by Eccles,
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et al. (tgS+) that borh DHBE and atropine inhibit

cell responsiveness suggested that these two types

receptors \^zere also present in the central nervous

To teèt this possibility, Curtis and Ryall, (tgOla)

iontophoretically applied a number of nicotinic and

Renshaw

of ACh

sys tem.

muscarinic compounds to Renshaw cells and found that all

excited Renshaw ce11s. Renshaw cell discharge \,^/as most

abruptly altered by ACh, but nicotine produced the most

vigorous Renshaw cell firing. rn general, the nicotinic

compounds \.,rere found to be more potent in exciting Renshaw

cells than the muscarinic compounds, but, in agreement with

others (EccIes, et q_1_. L956; Curtis and EccIes, 1958), less

potent than synaptic activation resulting from antidromic

stimulation. A comparison of the ability of iontophoretically

applied DHBE and atropine to block the excitatory action of

ACh on Renshaw cells indicated that while Renshaw celrs

appeared to possess both types of receptors, the effects of

ACh were predominantly mediated via nicotinic receptors

(Curtis and Ryall, f966b). After DHBE, the rapid, short

lasting excitation of Renshaw cells by ACh was converted to

a weaker, longer lasting excitation which ha,l a much slower

onset. The remaining excítation, assumed to be mediated by
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muscarinic receptors, L{as removed by subseouent administration
of atropine. These results are consistent with the finding
that mecamylamine , a nicotinic blocker, also reduced the

number of spikes in the early phase of the Renshaw cell
re sponse to ventral root stimulation (Uetci, et a*l. f 96l ) .

According to Curtis and Ryall (tgOOc) tne three phases

of Renshaü/ ce11 response to antidromic stimulation (a high
frecuency initial discharge, a pause and a late response)

could be explained in terms of the differential actions of
muscarinic and nicotinic receptors. DHBE was found to
reduce the number of spikes appearing in the initial phase,

although, again, it had no effect on the first few spikes.
Atropine inhibited the late Renshaw cell dÍscharge but had

no effect on the initial high frequency phase of firing.
Thus, it r,üas suggested that the initial high freouency

response was a result of the interaction of ACh with
nicotinic receptors while the late response was mediated by

muscarinic receptors. The fact that cholinesterase inhibitors
T/üere found to have no effect on the first few spikes \,vas

interpreted to suggest that the high freouency rates \.rrere the

result of an above threshold concentration of ACh in the

synaptic cleft and that the freguency of Renshaw cell firing
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during that period was limited only by their refractory

period. A depression in the sensitivity of the Renshaw

cell to iontophoretic ACh administration T,ras observed

during the pause, and it was suggested that this phase ü7as

due to a nonspecific desensitization tò ACh"

The number of spikes that are produced within the

initial Renshaw ce11 response to ventral root stimulation

increases as the stimulus intensity increases up to a

maximum (Renshaw, L946; Eccles, et ql. f 96fb). There is a

considerable convergence of motor axon collaterals onto a

single Renshaw cell (Renshaw, L946; Eccles, et al. L954,

1961b; Ryall , L970). stimulation of an entire ventral root

will result in the simultaneous activation of all of the

motor axons contained in that root and a massive convergence

onto individual Renshaw cells. such an activation pattern

is, of course, highly unphysiological since during normal

movement motoneurons are recruited sequentiaLLy, and the

firing of motoneurons within a given pool is asynchronous

rather than synchronous (Gilson and Mills, L94L). As one

would expect, the pattern of Renshaw cell discharge that is

evoked by stimulation of a cut ventral root is very different

than that which is observed when the cell is activiated by
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the more normal orthodromic route (via the dorsal roots)

or is spontaneously active. 'Ihe evidence also indicates

that the pharmacological activation of Renshaw cells may

vary with the mode of synaptic excitation (Ryall and Haase,

Le7 5) .

(b) Physiology and phaimacology of Rensha\^7 cell responses

to orthodromic stimulation

Renshaw cells normally discharge spontaneouslyrbut in

contrast to antidromic stimulation, single spikes rather

than high freouency bursts are typicalty seen (Curtis and

Eccles, 1958; Curtis and Ryall, f966b). This spontaneous

firing, which is likely due to the leakage of guanta of

ACh from motor axon terminals (Curtis and Eccles, 1958), is

inhibited by atropine but not by DHBE (Curtis and Ryall,

L966b; Ryall and Haase, L975). Renshaw ce11 discharges

evoked in response to physiologically more normal orthodromic

stimulation are also much different than those evoked by

antidromic stimulation. The high frequency initial phase

^'.l +1^^ 'I 
^ F^orru Lrrs rqLc, long lasting excitation were never observed

when Renshaw cells \,üere activated by dorsal root stimulation

even when high stimulation inLensities \,\iere used (Curtis

and Ryall, 1966c). A depression in the spontaneous firing

of Renshaw cells lasting up to 500 msec was observed after
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the Renshaw cell response to dorsal root stimulation which

was similar but longer than the pause seen in the

antidromically-evoked Rensha\.v ce11 response (Curtis and

Ryall, T966c). Neither i.v. injections of atropine (Curtis

and Ryall, L966c) nor intravenously or iontophoretically

applied DHBE had any significant effects on these

orthodromically-evoked Renshaw cell discharges (Curtis,

et al. L96L; Curtis and Ryall, 1966c). In chloralose,anesthetized,

decerebrate cats, Renshaw cells responded to stretch of the

triceps surae tendon by producing a "burst-like series of

spikes" of moderate frequency (about 50 Hz) (ttellweg, et al.

L974). This response, assumed to be mediated by axon

collaterals as a consequence of alpha motoneuron activation

by Ia afferents, T,,ias completely inhibited by mecamylamine.

Conversely, in barbituate decerebrate or spinal cats,

Renshaw ce11 response to stretch of the Achillest tendon

riüas abolished by atropine but not mecamylamine (Ryall and

Haase , L97 5) "

The available evidence thus suggests that stimulation

of an entire cut ventral root results in an excessive,

unphysiological liberation of ACh onto Renshaw cells. The

high freguency, triple phased Renshaw cell discharge that is
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subseouently evoked is probably due to an inefficient

removal of the overly abundant ACh which is made available

because of the tremendous convergence upon Renshaw cells.

Indeed, when a small ventral root filament rather than a

whole ventral root \,vas antidromically stimulated, Renshaw

cells produced a monosynaptic spike instead of a high

freouency burst (Ross, e_t _gL. L97 5) . Renshaw cells

followed ventral root filament stimulation one for one

within the physiological range of motoneuron firing.

Spontaneous Renshaw cell firing appears to be due to the

interaction of ACh with muscarinic receptors. The limited

and conflicting results on the pharmacology of the

orthodromic activatíon of Renshaw cells (Hellweg, et aI.

L975; Ryall and Haase, L975) forces the important question

of whether synaptic events are normally mediated by nicotinic

muscarinic or perhaps some other yet unidentified cholinergic

receptor (Curtis and Ryall, 1966b) to be left unanswered

until additional data is available.

(c) Synaptic input to Renshaw cells

1. Antidromic activation

The existence of a diffuse branching of axon collaterals

from alpha motoneurons 'into the gray matter of the ventral
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horn was established by Cajal (fgOg) through the use of

Golgi impregnation techniques. These observations have

been c.onfirmed by other Golgi studies (Scheibel and Scheibel

L97L) and more recently by intracellular. injections of

horseradish peroxidase into triceps surae alpha motoneurons

(cullheim, L977). A maximum of 5 collaterals per axon T,¡as

observed in the latter study. The 19 motoneurons impaled

and stained gave off a total of 734 collaterals, 78% of

which terminated in the ventromedial part of the anterior

horn (the Renshaw cell area) while 2L% Lnterestingly

terminated within the homonymous motoneuron nuclei. The

evidence indicated that the latter projections terminated

upon the parent motor axon or motoneuron dendrites; as of

the present, the function of the collateral contacts onto

homonymous motoneurons is unknorn¡n.

The latency (.ø - .7 msec) of Renshaw cell discharge

evoked by the stimulation of motor axons, the demonstration

of the existence of recurrent axon collaterals and their

projections to regions known to contain Renshaw cells
(Eccles, et a_L. L954; ülillis and I,rlillis, Lg66; Erulkar,

et a1-. 1968) all support the hypothesis thar the excÍtation
of Renshaw cells conseo.t"rrt to stimulatÍon of motor axons is
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the result of synaptic contact between motor axon collaterels

and Renshaw cells. Although afferents have been histologÍcelly

demonstrated to be present in ventral roots (Coggeshall,

Cfif,. L974), the fact that chronic transection of ventral

roots has been shown not to depress eiùher the ability of

Renshaw cells to respond to ventral root stimulation or the

recurrent inhibition of motoneurons (Wittis, et a1. L967)

rules out the possibility that Renshaw cells are activated

via ventral root afferents. The majority of evidence indicates

that Renshaw cells ere driven by axon collaterels from alpha

motoneurons exclusively (Eccles, et el_. L954; Ellawa,y, 1968,

L97L), but there is limited evidence suggesting that Renshaw

cells also receive collaterals from fusimotor motoneurons

(Kato and Fukushime, L974).

2. Orthodromic activation

Several lines of evidence indicate that orthodromic

activation of Renshaw cells ¿ lso occurs âs ê consequence of

motoneuron firing. High levels of anaesthesia were shown to

depress the reflex activity of motoneurons and to abolish

Renshaw ce11 responses to orthodromic stimulation of muscle

nerves (Eccles, el_i!. L954). A latency of 0.8 msec vüos found

to exist between Ehe onset of a monosynaptic reflex recorded
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in a ventral root and the initiaiion of Renshaw cell

activity recorded via a microelectrode (Haase and Vogel,

L97La). DHBE depressed the Renshaw cell response without

affe"ting spontaneous or reflex motoneuron activity. Ross,

et al. (tglZ) performed a ouantitative analysis of the

relationship between Renshaw cell discharge and the number

of synchronously active motoneurons and found that the

number of spikes in an orthodromically-evoked Renshaw cell

burst was linearly related to the height of the associated

monosynaptic reflex. Renshaw cell discharge was also

observed to be proportional to the sLze of monosynaptic

reflexes evoked by vibration of peripheral nerves in

de-efferented, decerebrate cats (Pompeiano, gl__e!. L974) ;

ín agreement with Haase and vogel (tglta), a minimum latency

of.62 msec separated the onset of the monsynaptic reflex and

the first appearance of Renshar,{ cell activity.

It appears from the work of Haase and VogeL (LglLa),

Ross, e_t_al. (tglZ) and Pompeiano, er al. (L974, L975b, c)

that stimulation of ra afferents results in a disynaptic

activation of Renshaw cells which is secondary to the

excitation of alpha motoneurons. similar results have been

obtained in studies in which Renshaw cell discharges have
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been evoked as a resurt of dorsar root stimuration. curtis
and Ryall (tg00c) reported that a few Renshaw cells
responded to stimulation of low threshold muscle afferents
at minimum latencies which exceeded â monosynaptic reflex
by about I msec. Ross, et al. . (Lg7Z) four,¿ that most

Renshaw cells did not respond to low threshold stimulation
of dorsal roots, and that the 20% whLch did respond hTere

activated disynaptically. Ryall and piercey (tglt) stimutated
individual muscle nerves in de-efferented cats and found that
low threshold stirnulation of only the biceps-semitendinosis
nerve evoked short latency ( 41 2msec) Renshaw cell discharges,
the shortest latency observed being 1.3 msec.

There is evidence avairabre which suggests that
segmental afferents other than ra afferents may be able to
excite Renshaw cells via routes that do not incrude motoneurons.
rpsilateral stimulation of cutaneous and high threshold
muscle afferents (FnAs) has been show"n to evoke Renshaw cell
discharges at latencies ranging from 3 to 20 msec (Eccles,

et al. L954; curtis and Ryarl, T966c; Ryalr and pierc€yr

L97L; Piercey and Goldfarb , Lg74). These longer latency
Renshaw ce11 discharges may be produced by porysynaptic

reflex activity in motone.urons or perhaps by direct
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excitation of Renshaw cells by polysynaptic FRA path\,úays.

The latter possibility is supported by the demonstration

that the disynaptic Renshaw cell discharges evoked by low

thresirold stimulation of the dorsal roots were depressed

by DHBE (curtis and Ryall, L966c) whire the longer larency

discharges evoked by high threshold stimulatÍon were not

affected by either DHBE (Curtis et al. Lg6L; Curtis and

Ryall, 1966c) or atropine (Curtis and Ryall, L966c). In
addition, while piercey and Goldfarb (tgl+) found that high

threshold stimulation of ipsilateral hindlimb nerves produced

Renshaw cell discharges that \^rere closely correlated to the

polysynaptic reflex activity evoked in motoneurons, they

also saw definite examples of Renshaw cell discharges that
occurred only after cessation of motoneuron activity. These

orthodromically-evoked Renshaw cell bursts \,üere insensitive
to doses of mecamylamine that effectively depressed Renshaw

ce11 responses to antidromÍc stimulation. Thus, the evidence

indicates that the orthodromic activation of Renshaw celrs
from segmental afferents is mediated by pathways involving
motoneurons as well as those in which a motoneuron is not

interposed; stimulation of ra afferents and FRAs appears to
excite Renshaw cells via'motor axon collaterals while some
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FRA excitation of Renshaw cells is via apparently

non-cholinergic synapses .

stirnulation of segmental afferents has also been shown

to inhibiL Renshaw cell activity. A depression in
spontaneous (curtis and Ryall, L966c; Ryall and piercey,

L97L; Piercey and Goldfarb, Lg74) and antidromically-evoked

Renshaw cell discha::geras well as the recuïrent inhibition
of motoneurons (Bergmans, et al. L969), have been observed

after stimulation of ipsilateral FRAs. These results have

been interpreted to represent a means of supporting the

frexion reflex by disinhibiting extensor motoneurons (Haase,

et jrl-. L975). Natural stimuli such as touch and pressure

applied to ipsilateral and contralateral hindlimbs and the

tail at both noxious and innocuous intensities lvere reported

by l,rlilson, et al. (tgî+) to significantly inhibit Renshaw

cell response to antidromic stimulation of ventral roots.
This inhibition appeared to be largely mediated by cutaneous

fibers. High threshold stimulation of contralateral muscle

and cutaneous nerves also resulted in a predominant

inhibition of Renshaw cells that was usually less potent but

of longer duration than that produced. by natural stimulation.

occassionally, a weak excitation of Renshaw cells \.^ras
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observed after stimulation of contr¿lateral nerves. The

inhibition of Renshaw cells resulting from stimulation of

contralateral nerves was thought to be mediated by Group

rr and rrr fibers in the muscle nerves and alpha fíbers in

the cutaneous nerves. Stimulation of Group rr afferents has

been shown to reduce the amount of recurrent inhibition

produced in motoneurons by ventral root stimulation which

had been maximal when muscle nerves v¡ere stimulated at Group

I strength (Fromm, et al. L977). Similarly, pompeiano,

et ql. (tglsa) observed that the discharge rate of Renshaw

cells \,vas decreased when the intensity of electrical

stimulation of the gastrocnemius-soleus (C-S) nerve r,ras

increased from Group I to Group II strength.

The profile of segmental orthodromic input Ëo Renshaw

cells may be summarized as follows: a disynaptic activation

from stimulation of ra afferents that is mediated via motor

axon collaterals; excitation from ipsilateral FRAs that is
probably mediated both through alpha motoneurons and direct

polysynaptic pathways to Rensha\,v cells; predominant

inhibition from contralateral FRA stimulation; inhibition

from noxious and non-nozious natural stimulation of all

areas of the body and inhibition from ipsilateral Group rr
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fibers. rt should be noted that recent electrophysiological

data (Kirkwood and sears , Tg74; stauffer, et al. Lg76)

indÍcate that Group rr fibers should not be included in
the group of afferents referred to as the FRAs as originally
defined by Hotmquisr and Lundberg CfgOfj.

3. Supraspinal control of recurrent inhibition

The first report that supraspinal centers could affect
the recurrent inhibitory pathway to motoneurons was published

by Granit, et al" (f g0O). It lvas found that the recurrent

inhibition of monosynaptic discharges of G-s motor axons in
a ventral root filaÀent could be reduced or enhanced by

stimulation of the anterior lobe of the cerebellum. Haase

and Van Der Meulin (tgít) showed that stimulation of either
the cerebellum or the ventromedial area of the reticular
formation could either facilitate or inhibit Renshaw cell
discharges. The fact that facilitation from brainstem

stimulation was only observed when Renshaw cells lvere driven

orthodromically and not antidromicarly suggested an

interneuronal rather than direct control of Renshaw cells.
rt is also apparent that supraspinal control of Renshaw

cells is not solely mediated indirectry by action on

motoneurons since it has"been shown that stimulation of the

"¡,l:fä-ui'åivERi,{ry ". t: -

,4 #,æ
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nucleus interpositus (Haase and vogel, LgTLb) and the

contralateral capsula interna and red nucleus (Meyer-

Lohmann, e_t al. L978) can have independent and opposite

effeàts on monosynaptic refrexes and Renshaw cell díscharge.

Thus, it appears that the brain is ""pult" of modulating

Renshaw ce11 activity both through the descending control
of motoneurons and by interneuronal pathways impinging on

Renshaw cells

(d) Projections of Renshaw cells
1. Alpha motoneurons

Antidrornic stimulation of a motor nerve produces a

maximum amount of recurrent inhibition (phrase coined by

Brooks and Inlilson (tgSg) to describe the inhibitory effects
of Renshaw cells) in motoneurons innervating the same muscle

(homonymous motoneurons) v¡hile a lesser degree of recurrent
inhibition is evoked in synergist motoneurons (Renshaw,

L94L; Eccles, et al. L954, L96La; Wilson, _e_t__q_I_. f 96O).

Recurrent inhibition was also seen to extend to motoneurons

that r.{ere functionally unrelated to one another, i.€., from

flexors to extensors and vice versa (Renshaw , Lg4L; Eccles,

C!_e_]=. L954, L96La; Granit, _el__e-l-. L957; Brooks and Wilson,

L959; I,r]ilson, et al. 1960). The recurrent inhibition of
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alpha motoneurons has been shown to be strictly ipsilateral
(Renshaw, L946; Eccles, et al. Tg54; I^lillis and t^Iillis,
L966), which is consÍstent with the anatomicar data of
Jankowska and Lindstrom (Lg7L),

Recurrent inhibition is knou¡n to be most effective
among motoneurons that are l0cated cl0se to one another,
usually within one segment of the spinal cord (Renshaw,

L94L; Eccles, et q!. L954, L96La; I¡,lilson, et al. L96O;

Hultborn, et al. L97Lc), which conforms with data on the
axonal projections of Renshaw cells to motoneuron nucrei
(Jankorvska and Roberts , Lg72). The demonstration by

Eccles, el--al. (tgîta) that the size of the RIpSps recorded
in motoneurons \,\7as directly rerated to the closeness of the
motoneuron pool which had been antidromicarly stimulated
supported the suggestion of Eccles, et al. (tgS+) tf,at the
distribution of recurrent inhibition was related to the
proximity oÍ motoneuron pools. The lack of any functionalry
meaningful pattern led to the postulation that recurrent
inhibition represented a negative feedback system to
motoneurons that would nonspecificarry suppress intense
motoneuron discharge (Renshaw , Lg4L; Eccles, e_t_ al. 1954) .

The fact that recurrent inhibition seems to be most
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effective among motoneurons that are proximal to one another

does not preclude the possibility that the distribution of

recurrent inhibition is based upon functional- relationships

sinie the spinal organLzation of motoneuron nuclei somewhat

reflects functional relationships (Romànes, 1951).

Although it had been reported by others (Renshaw, L94L;

Eccles, et a1_. L954, L96La; I'lilson, e_t___:4. 1960) that

recurrent inhibition was consistently observed among

motoneurons of diverse function, Hultborn, et al.. (f97lc)

recognized the significant fact that recurrent inhibition
lvas never seen between motoneurons innervating muscles which

\.,Jere strict antagonists at the same joint. Thus , a

functional distribution of the recurrent inhibition of

motoneurons \,vas revealed in which ttmotor nuclei to muscles

which are linked in ra synergism are mutually connected by

recurrent inhibition, regardless of their location in the

spinal cordrr (Hultborn, et al. 197fc).

During the stretch reflex, ra afferents most powerfully

excite homonymous motoneurons while heteronymous motoneurons

(to synergists) are only weakly excited (Lloyc , Lg46; Eccres,

et al. L957a). The recurrent inhibition among synergists

may function to focus oT LocaLLze the excitation to
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homonymous motoneurons, thereby facilitating movements

requiring precision (Brooks and Ì,^lilson, L95g; Hultborn,

et al. r971b). This suggestion was forwarded by Brooks

and \nlilson (rgsg) based upon the demonstration that after
DHBE administration (i.v.) reflex activity which had been

localized in nerves to homonymous muscles spread to the

nerve of the heteronymous muscle as well.

There is also evidence available that indicates that
motoneurons which respond tonically to muscle stretch are

more susceptible to recurrent inhibition than those which

respond phasically (Granit, gl__e!. L957, L96L; Kuno, L959

Granit and Rutledge , L960; Eccles, _el__a!. l96ra). Tonically

responding motoneurons tend to have smaller somas (nccles,

et al. L957a; Kernell, L966; Burke , L967), higher input

resistances (Kerne11, L966; Burke, Lg67), srower axonal

conduction velocities (Eccles, et al. , 1958; Kuno, L9691

Burke, L967); smaller diameter axons (Hursh, L939; Eccles,

et al. 1958, L96L; Henneman, Lg65a), smaller axonal spikes

(Granit, et al. Lg57; Henneman, L965a), longer after-
hyperpolarizations (gccles, g_r___A!. L957, 1958 , L96La;

Kuno, L959; Burke , L967) to discharge at lower frequencies

(Granit, e_t al. L957; Eccles, et al. 1958; Kernell, 1965),
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ând tend to innervate motor units with slower contraction

times (Eccles, et al. 1958; Kuno, Lg5g; Burke, Lg6l) than

phasic motoneurons. Motoneurons that discharged tonically
during muscle stretch were effectively inhibited by

antidromic stimulation of cut ventral roots while phasic

motoneurons that responded to stretch with a brief high

frequency burst were much more resistant to recurrent

inhibition (Granit, et al. L95l; but see Granit and

Rutledge, 1960). Antidromic stimulation of the nerve to the

red, slowly contracting soleus muscre evoked Larger Rrpsps

in homonymous motonerrrons than those seen in gastrocnemius

moloneurons which innervate a pale, fast contracting muscle

(Kuno, 1959). Eccles, et al. (L96La) recorded intracellularly
from alpha motoneurons while stímulating various hindlimb

nerves in deafferented cats and found that the size of the

RrPSP was directly proportional to the duration of the

after-hyperpoLarLzation, which was inversely related to

conduction velocity.

More effective recurrent inhibition of tonically firing
motoneurons than of phasic motoneurons would be consistent

with electrophysiological data which indicates that the input

resistance of a ce11 is ínversely related to cell st-ze
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(Kernell, L966)" Thus, if all motoneurons receive a

similar convergence of Renshaw cell synapses, a larger
aggregate RrPSP would be generated in the smaller

motoneurons (Henneman, 1965a). Granit, et al. (tgsl)

proposed that the more powerful t"",rtr"rt inhibition of
tonically active motoneurons, which are involved in the

maintenance of posture, serves to stabilize their discharge

during the stretch reflex. The afferent limb of the stretch
reflex was viewed to be controlled by r motoneurons (which

were resistant to recurrent inhibition in their studies)

and the output controlled by Renshaw cells. others (nccles,

et al. 196ra) have suggested that the pattern of recurrent

inhibition may be of importance in quieting tonic motoneurons

so as to facilitate phasic motoneuron activity during rapid
movements.

Henneman, et a_l. (f g0S¡) , horrrever, have pre sented

evidence indicating that phasically active motoneurons are

the most susceptible to recurrent inhibition. Motoneuron

activity in ventral root filaments Ìvas evoked in response to

several reflexes which !üere associated with mono - and

polysynaptic pathways. rn the majority of cases, smaller

motoneurons (as judged by the height of the axonal spike )
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rùere recruited before larger motoneurons while the order

of inhibition was the reverse. The explanation that has

been offered (Henneman, L977) is that since smaller

motoneurons are recruited first, by the time larger
motoneurons have been recruited, the "*"iaraory drive to

the smaller motoneurons will be excessive and. will render

them less susceptible to inhibition. This theory is compatible

with the concept of surplus excitation that \,ías introduced

by Granit and Rutledge (rg0o) to describe excitatory drive

to neurons that was in excess of that needed to produce

maximal activity. Surplus excitation \ras seen to effectively
oppose the effects of recurrent inhibition. Despite the

fact that these authors consistently observed that tonically
firing motoneurons \,vere most susceptibre to recurrent

inhibition, they state, t'r{e have often seen high-threshold,

rapidly firing cells silenced before low-threshold tonic

ones run on a greater surplus of excitationrr.

There is also evidence that phasic motoneurons may

provide a more powerful input to Renshaw cells than do tonic
motoneurons, as \,vas first suggested by GranÍt, et al. (tgsl).

Renshaw cells which were disynaptically excited by

stimulation of the G-s nerve responded to ramp stretch of

the G-s tendon with a burst of spikes (Hellweg, et al. Lg74).
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The Renshaw cell bursts \,íere more closely related to the

activity of phasic motoneurons than to that of the

smaller tonic spikes seen in ventral root filaments.

vibration of the G-s muscle \^7as also shov¡n to be a more

powerful excitant of G-s coupled nenshaw cells than static
stretch of Lhe same muscles (Pornpeiano, et ar. L9T5a). rt
was suggested that during static stretch tonic motoneurons

are primarily activated asynchronously while vibration causes

a more synchronous activation of motoneurons and a

recruitment of large phasic motoneurons. pompeiano, et al.
(rgzsu) postulated. that Renshaw cells are primarily driven

by phasic motoneurons whose higher frequency of discharge

results in a more potent inhibition of tonic motoneurons.

2. Gamma moloneurons

Gamma motoneurons âre alsc inhibited by antidromic

stimulation of motor axons, but the distribution and amount

of recurrent inhibition is more variable than that seen in
alpha motoneurons (Brown, e_t al. 1968; Elraway, 196g , L97L;

Kato and Fukushima, L974). The recurrent inhibition of
motoneurons is thought to be primariry mediated by alpha

motoneuron axon collaterals, although there is some evidence

that Renshaw cells may be activated by collaterals from ganìrna
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motoneurons ¿rs \^/ell (Kato and Fukushima, L974)"

3. Ventral spinocerebellar tract cells
A small number (S o f 200) of VSCT cells were also shown

to Ëe inhibited by Renshaw cerrs (Lindstrom and schomburg,

L973). The cells receiving recurrent ìnhibition also

received monosynaptic excitation from ra afferents running

in the muscle nerves which produced the recurrent inhibition.
A further similarity bet\,,/een these vscr cerrs, rarNs and

motoneurons is that all populations of cells ere inhibited
by rarNs (Gustafsson and Lindstrom , L970, Lg73; Lundberg

and vJeight , L97L; Hultborn, e!_al. L976a). The similarity
of convergence onto alpha motoneurons, rarNs and some vscr

cells suggests that subpopula.tions of vscr cells exist,

based upon their input, which transmit highly specific

information to the cerebellum (Lindstrom and Schomburg , Lg73).

The group of VSCT cells which receives input identical to that

of alpha motoneurons and IaINs may be involved in transmitting

information specifically dealing with the balance of re

excitation and inhibition in motoneurons (Lundberg, L97L;

Gust¿fsson and Lindstrom , L973; Lindstrom , L973).

4. Renshaw cells

Ryall, et al. (tgl.O) found that antidromic stimulation
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of hindlimb motor nerves in deafferented cats could inhibit
the spontaneous or Ach-evoked discharge of Renshaw cerrs
which had not been excited by the antidromic vorley.
Renshaw cells which Trere excited by antidromic stimulation
of a peripherar nerve courd also be inrribited by a
conditioning volley in another peripherar nerve, âD

observation which was confirmed by Hultborn, et al. (1971d).

The latency of the inhibition had a mean of 2.2 msec. There

was thus a close correlation between the time course of
the early Renshaw ce11 response and the inhibition of Renshaw

cells produced by antidromic stimulation. rt was postulated,
therefore, that the observed inhibition \,üas due to a mutual
inhibition among RenshaTr cells. The fact that antidromic
stimulation of motor nerves was still effective in inhibiting
Renshaw cells which r,rTere activated by the iontophoretic
application of Ach, independently of motoneurons, further
supported the notion that the inhibition was directed to
Renshaw cells and not to motoneurons.

The duration of the Renshaw cell - Renshaw cerl
inhibition ( ¿ soo msec.) T¡ras similar to the duration of the

Pause (Ryal1, L970) seen in antidromicarly evoked Renshaw

cell responses (curtis and Ryarr , L966c; Ryarl , LgTo). The
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duration of the pause \,vas found to be proportional to the

intensity of the early discharge (Ryarl , L97o). Because

the duration of the pause and the time col-lrse of the

inhibition among Renshaw cells appeared. correlated with

the early discharge, and because DHBE attenuated the earLy

response whire prolonging the pause, it \,üas concluded that

the mutual inhibition among Renshaw cells !üas responsible

for the pause (Ryall, L970). Renshaw cells within a

motoneuron pool could be inhibited by antidromic stimulation

of homonymous motor nerves as well as nerves to other muscle

groups (Ryall, et al. L97L). Mutual inhibition of Renshaw

cells \,vas strictly ipsilateral and could be seen among

Renshaw cells located at least 5 mm avray from one another

(Ryarl, et al. L97L). The most effective Renshaw cerl
Renshaw cell inhibition was produced by antidromic

stimulation of the ventral root of the ad.jacent segment

(Ryall , L970).

5. Ia inhibitory interneurons

It was originally shown by

antidromic stimulation of motor

an inhibition or facilitation of

coworkers (!rlilson, L959;' ülilson,

Renshaw (tg+t) that

axons could result in either

motoneurons. I,rlilson and

Talbot and Diecke, 1960;
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I¡Iilson and Burgess, Lg62) were the f irst to focus

attention on the facilitatory effects of antidromic

stimulation. rn high spinal, unanêesthetized c¿ts with the

hindlimb deafferented ipsilaterally, lrlilson (fgSg) found

thet antidromic stimuration of hindrimf motor nerves courd
produce a 20 - 50% incre¿se in the amplitude of monosyneptic

reflexes recorded in nerves to plantaris and tibi¿lis
anterior. The period of facilitation, which lasted 50 _ 100

msec and was similar to the dur¿.tion of RIPSps in motoneurons

reported by others (Eccles, et _gl. L954, L96La) , was

attenuated by DHBE. The ratency for the onset of "recurrent
fecLlit¿tion'r was found to be about 3 msec, which is about

1.2 msec longer than that for recurrent inhibition;
recurrent inhibition appeared to be disyneiptic end

recurrent fecilitatíon trisynaptic.

rt was hypothesized that recurrent facilitation courd

be due to either ectivation by axon collaterals of interneurons
thet excited motoneurons or to recurrent inhibition of
interneurons th¿t tonic aLLy inhibited motoneurons. The

latter possibility would read to en excitation of
motoneurons by wey of disinhibition råther than the addition
of excitation. These theories \¡rere tested by examining the
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effects of lowering the resting membrane potentiar of
motoneurons on recurrent faciritatory potentials (nFps)

(witson and Burgess, T962). rncreasing the membrane

potential of the motoneuron would increase the amplitude

of a RFP that was due to an Epsp but woltd reverse a RFp

that vras due to the removal of background inhibition.
I¡/ilson and Burgess (tgîz) found that hyperpol arLzLng

current injected into the motoneuron converted the RFp to
an ïPSP. Thus, it \^7as suggested that the recr:rrent
facilitation of motoneurons \,vas due to the recurrent
inhibition of tonically active inhibitory interneurons.

Several investigators had reported observing unidentified
tonically active interneurons that \,vere inhibited by antidromic
ventral root stimulation (prank and Fuortes, Lg56; Hunt and

Kuno, L959; l^Iilson and Burgess, Lg6z). Hurtborn, et ar.
(tglta) tested whether the interneurons that are inhibited
during recurrent facilitation are the interneurons that
mediate the ra reciprocal inhibition of antagonist

motoneurons - These authors found that rpsps evoked in
motoneurons by stimulating the ra a.fferents in muscle nerves

to antagonists could be depressed by a conditioning stimulus
applied to cut ventral roots. rn a subsequent study,
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Hultborn, et al. (Lg7Lb) searched for and found a
population of interneurons that were monosynaptically

excited by ra afferents and disynapticarry inhibited by

antidiomic stimulation of ventral roots. These cells
(ratus) were located in the ventral horn dorsomedial to
motor nuclei in Rexedts lamina vrr and tended to be croser
to the entry zorre of the ra afferents that excited them

than to the antagonist motoneurons which they inhibited.
Recurrent Ínhibition of rarNs had an average latency of
1.3 msec and a duration of 50 - g0 msec. The spontaneous

activity of the rarNs vTas sensitive to the level of the

anaesthesia but was usually in the range of 20 - 60 Hz,

although higher frequencies were also seen.

Hultborn, et al. (tgltc) then conducted a detaired
systematic analysis of the distribution of the recurrent
inhibition of motoneurons and rarNs by comparing the ability
of antidromic stimulation of various hindlimb nerves to
depress ra rPSPs in motoneurons. Maximal Rrpsps in
motoneurons were produced by antidromic stimulation of the

nerves to homonymous and synergist muscles. The most

pronounced depression of ra rpsps Ì,{as produced by antidromic
stimulation of muscle ner.ves to antagonists, i.e., the nerves
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containing the ra afferenLs producing the inhibition.
Thus, the antidromic stimulation of Lhe nerve to e evoked

RTPSPs in Q motoneurons and synergists and depressed rpsps

in Pb-st motoneurons which had been evoked by stimulation
of the ra afferents in the e nerve. The latter effect
!^/as due to recurrent inhibition of e-coupled rarNs.

During normal movements individual motoneurons wourd

be subjected to both recurrent and reciprocal inhibition,
although the temporal relationship of their occurrence is
not known. Cleveland, et al. (tglZ) compared the effect
of each type of inhibition alone with the inhibitory effect
of the two combined on monosynaptic reflexes recorded from

muscle nerves. summation of reciprocal and recurrenÈ

inhibition led to a greater depression of the monosynaptic

reflex than either form of inhibition produced alone, but
the combined inhibition 

'üas 
less than the sum of the

inhibitory effects of each alone. The authors concluded

that this occlusion indicated a convergence of reciprocal
and recurrent inhibitory effects onto motoneurons and that
Ëhey \47ere uniformly distributed throughout the motoneuron

pool. T'he fact that recurrent inhibition was evoked in
motoneurons when the ventral root containing agonist motor
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axons was stimulated but disinhibition prevailed with
stimulation of the adjacent ventral root, suggested that
Renshaw cells of a given motoneuron pool inhibit only rarNs

projecting to antagonist motoneuron pools. cleveland,

et al. (tglz) ptesented a schematic summarizing the

interconnections between antagonistic systems of alpha

motoneurons, ïarNs and Renshaw cells which is reproduced

in modified form in Figure l.

of particular significance to Hultborn and coworkers

(tgltc) was the fact that motoneurons and IaINs that received
the same monosynaptic ra input \,vere recr.rrently inhibited
by the same population of Renshaw cells thus suggesting a
trfunctional unity between the recurrent control of
motoneurons and ra inhibitory interneuronsr. rt was

postulated that the recurrent inhibition of rarNs may be of
particular importance in movements involving a high d.egree

of gamma drive in which the excitation of agonist motoneurons

would be coupled to increased inhibition of antagonist

motoneurons. Recurrent inhibition of rarNs would offset
the progressive accumulation of inhibition focused on

antagonists. support for this hypothesis was obtained from

experiments in unanaesthetized decerebrate cats in which
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1evels of reciprocal inhibition of Pb-St motoneurons 
'{ere

anaLyzed during increasing degrees of muscle stretch of the

Q muscle (Hultborn and Lundberg , L}TZ). The reciprocal
inhiÈition of test monosynaptic reflexes in pb-st motoneurons

increased linearry with increased static stretch up to a

point after which it plateaued. This data was interpreted
as confirmation of the theory that the recurrent inhibition
of rarNs functions to maintain a constant level of reciprocal
inhibition of antagonists in the face of intense ra drive to
agonists. During static stretch, the recurrent inhibition
of rarNs projecting to antagonist motoneurons could serve

to stabilize the amount of reciprocal inhibition. This
mechanism may be useful in maintaining the excitability revel
of antagonÍst motoneurons oî in allowing a cocontraction of
flexors and extensors about a joint.

Based on the evidence presented by Herlweg, et ar.
(tgl+) that Renshaw cerls responded phasicarty with elevated
discharge rates to ramp stretch of a homonymous muscle,

Benecke and coworkers (t975) wondered whether the recurrent
inhibition of rarNs wourd be augmented during the dynamic

phase of ramp stretch as well. rt was found that during the

dynamic phase of ramp stretch of the triceps surae muscre,
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rarNs, which received ra excitation from the stretched

muscle, displayed an increase in discharge freouency which

T,¡as interrupted by a period of inhibition. The depression

of raru discharge occurred coincidentally with the

discharge of triceps surae-coupled Renshaw cells.
Furthermore, after DHBE, rarNs which had displayed a pause

in their discharge during ramp stretch now exhibited

increased firing rates throughout the dynamic and static
phases of muscle stretch. Thus, it \.üas concluded that
Renshaw cells are capable of modulating rarN activity
during dynamic movements.

In another series of experiments, Benecke, e_t al.
(tgl s) presented an example of orthodromically induced

recurrent facilitatj-on. A monosynaptic reflex evoked in
a ventral root by electrical- stimulation of the peroneal

nerve in decerebrate cats rnTas conditioned by stretch of
the triceps surae muscle. Extracellular recordings ïrere

obtained of triceps surae-coupled rarNs and Renshaw cells.
The data revealed that stretch of the triceps surae

resulted in a facilitation of the peroneal monosynaptic

reflex concomitant with an increase in Renshaw cell
activity and a decrease in rarN discharge " The evidence
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indicated that duríng phasic stretch reflexes rarNs could

be effectively inhibited by Renshaw cells, and that this

lüas linked to a facilitation of antagonist motoneurons.

It was suggested by Benecke, _el__CÅ. OglS) that the gamma

loop would be too slow to exert a Otorrolr.r"ed effect during

rapid alternating movements, and that in these situations,

recurrent inhibition of IaINs could facilitate the switching

of activity between antagonistic pools of motoneurons.

(e) Renshaw ce11 morphology

The definitive morphological identification of Renshaw

cells \.vas performed by Jankowska and Lindstrom (tglt). It

\.'ras found that Renshaw cells, v¡trich had been stained with

intracellular injections of Procion Yellow, had somas

ranging from 10 - 15u in diameter, axons which projected

et least 400u and dendrites extending up to 150u. As had

been reported by others (Renshaw, L946; Eccles, 
=el__al=.

L954; I^iillis and Willis, L966) Renshaw cells were found

to be located ventromedial to the motor nuclei in Rexedts

lamina VII. In a subsequent electrophysiological study,

Jankowska and Smith (tglS) esrablished that Renshaw cell

axons terminated in motoneuron nuclei as well as in more

dorsal areas of the spihal cord up to 12 mrn av/ay.
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Motoneurons receiving axon terminals from Renshaw celrs
were usually located within I mm of the Renshaw cell soma.

The work of Jankorvska and Lindstrom (tgll) and

Jankowska and Smith (tglZ) provided morphological

confirmation of the physiological evidence that Renshaw

cells can affect cells 2 - 3 segments away (Hultborn,

L97Lc; Ryall, et _al. L97L; Cleveland, .el__el. LgTZ) .

Renshaw cell axons most likety terminate on alr of their
target cells within Z - 4 mm from theÍr soma (Jankowska

and smith , L973) . The longer axonal projections, which can

extend up to 12 mm, probably terminate on other rarNs and

other Renshaw cells. projectj-ons to4 and f motoneurons

appear to be primarily restricted to motoneurons within I
or 2 spinal segments (Eccles, et al=. L954, l96la), although

exceptions can be seen (Hultborn, et al_. L97Tc).

(f) Renshaw cell pharmacology

strychnine has been shov¡n to depress the recurrent
inhibition of alpha motoneurons (Eccles, _el__ê!. L954;

Brooks and Inlilson, 1959; Larson, Lg6g), gamma motoneurons

(Ellaway , L}TL), IaINs (Belcher, gl__e!. Lg76) and orher

Renshaw cells (Curtis, et al_. L976). Strychnine does not

af.fect Renshaw ce 11 discharge (Eccles, g!__ql. Lg54; Larson,
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L969) or the resting membrane potential of motoneurons

(Curtis, T962; Fuortes and Nelson, 1963). It was .further
shov,rn that glycine hyperpolarLzes alpha motoneurons

(Cuitis, 
-el--C-l-. Lg67 ) and blocks the ACh induced or

spontaneous f iring of Renshaw cells (Ryatl, e!__e_!. L97Z) ;

the inhibitory effects of glycine were blocked by strychnine

in each case. Based upon the work of curtis, et al. (tglt)

indicating that strychnine is a specific antagonist of

glycine, it has been concluded that the inhibitory

neurotransmitter released by Renshaw cells is glycine

(Curtis , et- al. Lg7 6) .

(g) Renshaw cell activity during locomotion

Although many possible functions for recurrent

inhibition have been proposed, ranging from regulation of

motoneuron discharge to control of reciprocal inhibition of

antagonist motoneurons, âfl important role for recurrent

inhibition in the control of locomotion was largely

discounted for some years due to reports that suggested

that Renshaw cells might be depressed during locomotion.

rn fact, it has been argued that an inhibition of Renshaw

cells would be necessary during walking to arlow 'ralpha-

gamma-linked reciprocal. inhibition't (Hongo, et al. L969)
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to function (Hultborn, L972, L976; Feldman and Orlovsky,

L97 5) .

Severin, et al. (fgOS) reported that recurrent

inhibition is diminished during controlled treadmill

locomotion in decerebrate cats. rn their study, motoneuron

activity in an L7 ventral root filament was elicited by

passive static and cyclic muscle stretch and during

locomotion evoked by electrical stimulation of the

mesencephalic locomotor region (tUln;. Antidromic

stimulation of the L7 ventral root produced a reduction of

firing during static and cyclic stretch, but ttno noticeable

effecttt on the discharge frequencies of the same motoneurons

during locomotion. This data led to the conclusion that

recurrent inhibition was not an effective determinant of

motoneuron discharge frequency during locomotion. The

authors suggested that the decrease in efficiency of recurrent

inhibition could be attributed to either an inhibition of

Renshaw cells during locomotion, or thar- motoneurons active

during locomotion operated under rtsurplus excitationrf

(Granit and Rutledge, 1960) v¡trich rendered the motoneurons

resistant to the hyperpolari-zíng effects of Renshaw cells.

Recurrent inhibition of a motoneuron should occur only if
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the motoneuron investigated is a synergist of the motor

axons antidromically stimulated" An antagonist motoneuron

would be expected to discharge at higher frequencies during

antidromic stimulation as a result of recurrent inhibition
of the ra inhibitory interneurons impinging on these

motoneurons. Evidence for recurrent facilitation during

locomotion was presented by Severin, et al. (fgOS)

indicating that the recurrent inhibition of rarNs \.vas still
functional during locomotion.

Bergmans, et al. (tgíg) found that both Rrpsps in
alpha motoneurons and Renshaw celr discharges evoked by

ventral root stimulation were diminished when FRAs Trere

conditioned in acute spinal cats treated with DopA. This

preparation is thought to activate a spinal neuronal net\,vork

that is associated with locomotion (Jankowska, et al.. L967a).

Fu, et al. (tglS), however, reported that the recurrent

inhibition of rarNs persisted. in acute spinal cats after
DOPA administration. Lastry, Feldman and orlovsky (tgls)

observed that 2 of 4 rarNs studied \,{ere significantly less

affected by ventral root stimulation during fictive
locomotion than during resting states.

lulore recently, however, direct microelectrode
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recording of Renshaw cells in fictively locomoting cats

by McCrea and Jordan (tgl0a) have demonstrated conclusively

that Renshaw cells are not inhibited during fictive walking.

Renshaw cells \.^/ere not only found to be.active during

locomotion, but their activity wasrin fact, modulated with

their bursts of activity occurring in phase with agonist

motoneurons. Evidence that the recurrent inhibitory pathway

to motoneurons rras still functional dr-ring locomotion lras

found by the demonstration that no significant change in

the amplitude of RIPSPs evoked in a motoneuron could be

observed among the various phases of locomotion (McCrea

and Jordan, L976b) "

Phasic Renshaw ce11 activity has also been observed

in paralyzed decerebrate cats in which fictive scratching

rnTas evoked by tactile stimulation of the ear (Delyagina

and Feldman , L978). Again, flexor and extensor-coupled

Renshaw cells \úere active coincidentally with periods of

flexor and extensor muscle activity, respectively. The

modulation of the Renshaw cells appeared to be "set by a

spinal generatorrt sÍnce their rhythmic activity persisted

after spinalyzation.

Based on the evidence that both IaINs (Feldman and
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orlovsky, L975; Edgerton, et al. Lg76) and Renshaw cerrs
(Mccrea and Jordan, L976a) have been shown to be

rhythmically active during locomotion in the absence of
any cyclic afferent input, it has been proposed that
antagonistic systems of alpha motoneuränr, rarNs and Renshaw

cells constitute the spinal locomotion generator (¡¿iller
and scott, L977). This model is essentially identical to

the system illustrated by cleveland, et a_r_. (tglz) and

shov'¡' in Figure l. An assunìption of this model is that
the perÍodic recurrent inhibition of rarNs results in a

cyclic disinhibition of alpha motoneurons that is responsible
for membrane depolarizatLon. Recurrent cyclic inhibition has

been shovne to generate the oscirlatory neuronal firing
pattern subserving swimming movements in the reech (stent,
et al. L978), and Renshaw cells \,üere proposed to be

instrumental in controlling the limb movements in urodela
(Szekely, 1965).

our understanding of the neuronar mechanisms underrying
the rhythmic depolarization and hyperpolar tzation of alpha

motoneurons seen during locomotion in the cat is severely
handicapped by a lack of information regarding the phase

relationship between interneuron firing and the oscillation
of motoneuron membrane pocential. The attribution of function
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to various populations of interneurons is primarily
speculation since so little is knor,¡n about the details of
the activity patterns of these units during locomotion.

For instance, if Renshaw cells function to turn off
homonymous alpha and gamma motoneurons whire inhibiting
rarNs and disinhibiting antagonists, it would be expected

that their period of peak discharge should coincide with a

reduction of activity in alpha motoneurons and rarNs.

unfortunately, this kind of information is not available.
5" Alpha motoneurons

(.) Extracellular recordings

Severin, et al_. (tgîl) were the first to examine the

behavior of single motoneurons during locomotion by recording

the activity of alpha motoneurons from the proximal ends of
cut L7 or sl ventral root filaments during controlled
treadmill locomotion. I^rhile this procedure has been

employed by others to document the occurrence of locomotor

activity (Mccrea and Jordan, L976a, b; Jordan, et al. L97B;

Menzies, et al. L978, Pratt, et -a_l_. L979), only a few

studies have utilized ventral root recordings to examine the

firing characteristics of alpha motoneurons during locomotion

(Severin, _el__ê_l_. L967 , Lg6B; Zajac and young, Lg76).
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The most complete analysis to date \^zas performed by

Severin and coworkers (1968). Ventral root efferents vüere

functionally identified by their response to passive flexion
and extension of the various hindtimb joints, a procedure

which succeeded in isolating extensor motoneurons more easily

than flexors. rn a total of 23 experiments, recordings \,veïe

obtained from 85 motoneurons to ankle extensors and g

motoneurons to ankle flexors. During controlled locomotion,

these motoneurons exhibited discrete bursts of activity

that T,¡ere coupled to the support and transfer phases of the

step cycle, respectively. The burst of extensor motoneuron

activity usually consumed about Ll3 or Llz of the total
duration of Ëhe support. phase. Although this \,vas not

anaLyzed, it appeared that the flexor motoneurons \,ùere

active for relatively shorter periods during the transfer

phase of the step cycle (Severin, et al. 1968, Figure 5).

The average burst duration for extensor motoneurons \,üas

120 msec and consisted of an average of 5 action potentials.

The range of motoneuron firing frequency during locomotion

was 15 - 94 Hz for extensor motoneurons and 35 - 70 Hz for
flexor motoneurons. These values are consistent with those

observed by Zajac and Yóung (L976).
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It was reported by both Severin, et al. (fgOl) and
zajac and Young (tglo) that the frequency of motoneuron

firing was not synchronLzed. with the frequency of MLR

stinìulation- The discharge pattern within the burst was

similar for frexor and extensor motoneurons; the initial
spikes often occurred at a very short ratency whire the
interspike interval (fSf¡ in the remainder of the burst
lvas longer and relativery constant , zajac and young (tglo)
found that arr frexor and g6% of the extensor motoneurons

displayed an initial doublet or triplet at the onset of
each burst and suggested that this firing pattern
represented a method for maximizing tension production
in associated motor units.

The rsr was not altered by changes in the strength of
MLR stimulation or in the speed of the treadmirl bert. trihen

the strength of brainstem stimulation was Íncreasedr âr
augmentation of totar muscle EMG \,.ùas observed in the absence

of any change in the activity of singre motoneurons. rf
there were more than one efferent in a gÍ-ven firament, the
recruitment of additional units courd be observed as the
stirnulation strength was increased. Thus, the increase in
muscle force that accompanied higher strengths of MLR
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stimulation resulted from the recruitment of additional

motor units rather than an increase in the firing of any

given motoneuron. An increase in the speed of the treadmill

belt while the strength of MLR stimulation remained. constant

resulted in a shortening of the ,.-rppori phase and a concomitant

decrease in the duration of Ëhe extensor motoneuron burst.

The frecuency of motoneuron firing did not change.

(b) Intracellular recording

Edgerton, et_al. (tglî) were the first to obtain

intracellular recordings of alpha motoneurons in paralyzed,

acute spinal cats treated with Nialamide and DOPA and to

monitor the rhythrnic membrane potential oscillations that

occurred during fictive locomotion. Alternating periods of

depolarization and hyperpolari-zatLon lvere observed with the

depolarized period occurring in phase with bursts of activity

corresponding flexor or extensor efferents. Some alpha

motoneurons produced spikes during the deporarized phase

while others displayed membrane potenial oscillations in

the absence of any spikes. These observations have been

confirmed by others (Andersson, _el__C!. 1978; Schomburg and

Behrends , L978a, b). This evidence suggests that the spinal

locomotor generator engages a wide population of motoneurons
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and induces rhythmicity before and independently of

raising some motoneurons above threshold r.or generating

spikes and activating motor units. These findings aTe

consistent with the fact that lumbosacral interneurons

have been observed to be rhythmically u,"ti.r" before any

rhythmic muscle activity is detectable (Feldman and

Orlovsky , L975). The properry of rhythmicity may be

conferred onto motoneurons solely by the spinal generator

while the strength of input to any given motoneuron, which

is probably a function of extra-generator input, i.€.,
supraspinal influences and afferentation, may determine

the amount of motoneuron discharge.

rt has recently been shown that the response to non-

noxious stimuli is dependent upon the phase of the step

cycle in which it is presented (Forrsberg, ç_t__e!. Lg77).

rntracellular recordings of alpha motoneurons in fictively
locomoting acute spinal cats revealed that maximal responses

(¡psps) to low threshold stimulation of muscle nerves

(Schomburg and Behrends , L97Ba), cutaneous nerves (Schomburg

and Behrends, L978b) and the dorsum of the paTr¡ (Andersson,

et jrl. L978) o"curred during the periods of peak depolarization

in flexor and extensor motoneurons. smaller amplitude
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responses and even conversion to an IPSP r^rere observed

during the hyperpolarLzed phase (Schomburg and Behrends,

1978b). Differences in the amplitude of the evoked Epsps

thaL r"t" observed during the depolarized and hyperpolar Lzed.

phases of the step cycle \,vere not acco*pmi"d by changes in
conductance (Andersson, et al. L978), nor could they be

completely explained by changes in motoneuron excitability
(Forrsberg, et al-. L977).

These data have been interpreted by some investigators

to suggest that the observed phase modulation of reflexes

in motoneurons may be due Ëo either a sharing of the last

order interneurons used by reflex and locomotion path\^iays

or to a phasic depression of reflex interneurons by

locomotion coupled interneurons (Andersson, et ar=. 1978).

Such speculation is consistent with the fact that Ia

inhibitory interneurons have been *rov¡n to be re sponsive

to Group r strength stimuration only during their active

phase of the step cycle (Feldman and Orlovsky , L975).

certain periods within the step cycle have also been shown

to be more labile than others. Reflex responses in
motoneurons (Forrsberg, et q!. L97B) and resetting of the

locomotion rhythm (Duyseris , L977) could be evoked in response

to cutaneous stimuli presented throughout the step cycle
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unless the stimulus occurred at the turning points in the

step cycle, i.ê., during transition from flexion to

extension or the reverse. Taken together, these data

would suggest that the spinal locomotion generator

phasically modulates the pathweys to u*t"rrot and flexor
motoneurons during locomotion such that they are basically
in on or off states. The receptivity of motoneurons to

non-noxious stimuli when they are out of phase would be

depressed to promote fluid, continuous stepping and. to

reduce the occurrence of unwanted perturbations.

6. Gamma motoneurons

Gamma motoneurons have been shown to be coactivated

with arpha motoneurons during controlred treadmill
locomotion in mesencephalic cats (Severin, _el__A!. L967b;

Severin, L970) and during spontaneous walking in decorticate

cats (Perret and Buser, L972; perret and Berthoz , Tg73).

of particular significance r.{âs the demonstration by sjostrom

and zangger (tgl+) that alpha and gamma motoneurons \^rere

active in parallel during fictive locomotion in acute spinal,
DOPA treated cats. The evidence thus suggests that the

coactivation of alpha and gamma motoneurons is centrally
programmed within the locomotion generator and argues
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against a role of the gamma roop in controrring the

sequence of alpha motoneuron activation. This posturate
is further supported by the fact that procaine blockaoo

of gamma motoneuron input to extensors resulted in
diminished BfG arnpritudes but did not åra", the rhythm

of stepping during controrled locomotion (severin , LgTo).

In surnirnary, alpha and gamma motoneurons, VSCT cells,
rarNs, and Renshaw cells have been shown to be rhythmicarry
active during locomotion in the absence of cyclic afferent
input. rt is noteworthy that all of these cells also
receive recurrent inhibition from Renshaw cerrs. The

physiological significance of this correlation is unknov¡n.

D. Research plan

The present study addresses guestions regarding the
activity and function of Renshaw cells and rarNs and attempts
to determine what rore, if âny, these interneurons have in
the generation and contror of the rhythmic motoneuron

membrane potential oscillation that underlies the locomotor
rhythm.

Although it has been shovm that Renshaw cerls are not
inhibited during fictive' locomotion (Mccrea and Jordan,
L976a), the possibility stirl exists that Renshaw cerls
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may be inhibited by supraspinal structures or segmental

afferents that have been shown to inhibit Renshaw celrs
j-n non-walking decerebrate cats (Haase and van Der Meulin,
Lg6Lj wil.o.r, et al-. Lg64; curtis and Ryall , L966c; Haase

and vogel, L97L; Ryall and piercey, L}TL; piercey and Goldfarb,
L974; Fromm, et a1-. Tg77) and in acute spinal cats treated
with DOPA (Bergmans, et al. L96g). Recurrent inhibition
produced by antidromic ventral root stimulation during t!,ùo

different modes of rhythmic motoneuron activity, cyclic
passive limb movement and controlled treadmill locomotion,

\,fere compared to determine whether the recurrent inhibitory
path\,'ray to alpha motoneurons is functional when the spinal
generator is operating in the presence of cyclic afferent
input, âfl element of normal locomotion which is lacking in
the fictively locomoting preparation.

The efficacy of recurrent inhibition of rarNs during
locomotion was assessed by recording from rarNs in fictivery
walking cats and comparing their normal rates of discharge

with those observed during I sec. trains of antidromic

stimulation of a ventral root. rf recurrent inhibition of
motoneurons or rarNs is a critical component of the spinal
generation of locomotion, it would be expected that
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antidromic stimulation of an entire ventral root and

subseouent activation of a massive population of Renshaw

cells could alter the normal locomotor rhythm. Records

of motoneuron activity in ventral root firaments were

anaLyzed before, during and after trainå of ventral root

stimulation to determine whether any evidence of rhythm

resetting could be observed.

The excitability of the Ia system to agonist and

antagonist motoneurons during fictive locomotion r^/as tested

by evoking ra mediated EPSPs and rpsps in alpha moloneurons,

and comparing the amplitudes of the postsynaptic potentials

Ehat occurred during the various phases of the step cycle.

Analysis of this data provided some insight as to the

possibility of cyclic inhibition of IaINs as well as v¡hether

motoneuron membrane depolarization results from the removal

of inhibition or the addition of excitation.

A review of the data available on the activiËy of

neuronal units that are thought to participate in the control

of locomotion at the segmental level makes evident that while

much has been learned in the last L2 years, much of the

information is fragmentary and does not permit the

determination of the int.errelationships among units.
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Such analysis is critical to understanding the contribution
of various units to the control of locomotion. Miller and

scott (r977) have proposed that the spinal locomotion

generator consists of antagonistic 
,systems of Renshaw

cells, rarNs and motoneurons, but there is little evidence

that the firing patterns of these cells during locomotion

conform to those predicted by the model. To d.ate, only

three studies have been published on the activity of either
rarNs or Renshaw cells during l_ocomotion. rt is known that
both rarNs and Renshaw celrs discharge basicaily in phase

with agonist motoneurons, but the details of the phase

relationships and firing patterns of these cells aræ not
knoum. rt would seem to be a reasonabie assumption that
an analysis of the interrelationships among neuronal

activity patterns that occur during locomotion should

reveal information about neuronal function. rn fact, such

an analysis is a prerequisite to understanding the

interactions among various populations of spinal neurons

and how they may be involved in the generation of locomotj_on.

Therefore, the activity of Renshaw cells, rarNs and

identified motoneurons lvere recorded in the same preparation

which allowed each cellts discharge pattern to be compared to
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a conìmon ventral root filament. By normalyzing each step

cycle, âD analysis of the phase relationships among neurons

considered as possible elements of a spinal generator Ì,sas

possible, and it could be determined whether they \,vere

consistent with proposed models. For instance, if Renshaw

cells function to turn off agonist motoneurons and rarNs

projecting to antagonist motoneurons, periods of maximal

Renshaw cell discharge frequency would be expected to just

precede cessation of firing in agonist motoneurons and to

occur concurrently with depressions in raTN discharge.

Frequency histograms of Renshav/ cell and IaIN

discharge during locomotion \,vere also compared with

membrane potential changes in identified motoneurons

measured during locomotion and plotted in a normalized step

cycle. This analysis allowed a determination of the

correlation between motoneuron membrane hyperpolarization

and inhibitory interneuron discharge frequency.

The pattern of neuronal discharge that occurred withÍn

a burst was also analyzed in hopes of reveali-ng information

regarding the synaptic input to these cells during fictive

locomotion. rt was of interest to determine whether rarNs

turn off completely at'some point in the step cycle or
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simply show a decrease in discharge frequency; in the latter
case, the relationship between the minimal firing rates seen

during locomotion and the spontaneous discharge rates of
the cell were determined. Another question asked was hor^¡

the pattern of Renshaw cerl firing that occurred during

fictive locomotion compares with that obtained by antidromic

stimulation of motor axons and what that might suggest about

the pharmacology of Renshaw cell actÍvation during locomotion.

The literature (severin, et al. Lg67b, 196g; zajac and

Young, L976) indicates that motoneurons fire at a constant

rate except for the first 2 - 3 spikes during controlled
treadmill locomotion. rt was of interest in the present

study to compare motoneuron firing patterns observed during

Freadmill and fictive locomotion to determine whether

motoneuron firing is primarily a function of membrane

characteristics or segmental afferentation.

Not only is the identity of the last order neurons

which impinge on motoneurons and render them rhythmic during

locomotion not known, but it Ís also unknown whether the

spinal generator circuits to flexor and extensor motoneurons

âre the same. Recent evidence indicates that the spinal
locomotion generator muèt contain a source of excitatory
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input to motoneurons, since the removal of inhibition
alone did not appear to be an adeguate explanation of
the genesis of motoneuron rhythmic depolarization (Menzies,

et at. Lg78; pratt, e -t_ al. LgTg) . Spinal circuits
specific for flexor and extensor motoneurons have been

suggested to operate during fictive scratching in cats
(Berkinblit, et _e_l_. f 97gb). In contrast to flexor
motoneurons, extensor motoneurons are known to receive
tonic monosynaptic and porysynaptic excitation via the

vestibulospinal tract (Criltner, e*t al. LgTO). , and it was

thought to be important to determine whether a similar bias
in excitatory input to flexor and extensor motoneurons

existed during locomotion. This ï,ras analyzed by comparing

flexor and extensor motoneuron membrane potentiar
oscillations that occurred relative to the resting membrane

potential during fictíve locomotion which \¡rere averaged

over several step cycles and plotted in normalized form.
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METHODS

A. Anaesthesia and surgical procedures

All experiments were performed on adurt cats of either
sex r'üeighing between 2.0 and 5.0 kg. *. different
locomoting preparations were emproyed for these studies.
The effect of recurrent inhibition on motoneuron discharge
rates and patterns during locomotion rÁras studied in l0 cats
which walked on a treadmill in response to stimulation of
the MLR (controlled treadmill locomotion). The remaining

experiments involved a fictive locomotion preparation and

were performed on a total of 40 cats. These preparations
will hereafter, be referred to as the treadmill and fictive
locomotion preparations, respectively.

Halothane anaesthesia, carried in a mixture of nitrous
oxide (70%) and oxygen (30%) \,vas administered via a Dragger

haloLhane vaporizer throughout all surgery. Anaesthesia

\,vas induced by directing a flow of 4% halothane to an

airtight box (4S x 25 x 27 cm) which held the animal.

After induction, the cat was removed from the box and

anaesthesia maintained with 2 - 3% halothane delivered by

a face mask and later bi a tracheal catheter.
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A heating pad praced under the cat while it was lying
on the surgical table was used to keep the cat,s
temperature between 360 and 3Bo c during the subsequent

".ttgLry. The right and reft common carotid arteries r.{ere

ligated. A cannura consisting of a siiastic catheter (Dow

unsterile silastic), filled with a lactated Ringer,s
solution containing 16% heparin was inserted into the right
caroiid artery proximar to the rigation. A stratham pïessure
transducer (tutodel p23Ac) was interposed between the
arterial catheter and a Grass polygraph which provided a

continuous blood pressure recording. The right femoral
vein was also cannulated for i.v. administration of drugs
and fluíds throughout the experiment. A tracheostomy was

performed and a metal T catheter inserted into the trachea
which was used to maintain anaesthesia and, in some

experiments, to permit artificial respiration of animars
which had been paralyzed,.

Lactated Ringer was administered intravenousry at a

slow drip rate (about 6/sec.) to replace loss of body fluids
which occurred during the course of the surgery. A midline
incision extending from about rl0 to the base of the tail
was made through the skin and fascia of the back. The
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spinalis dorsi muscles \.rrere removed bilaterally. Muscle

bleeding wae curtailed by cautery. An incision was made

in the fascia between L7 and sl to permit access to the L7

lamina. using rongeurs and bone cutters, the lamina and

dorsal portions of the L4 - L7 vertebrae (i-: - L7 in the

treadmill locomotion preparation) lvere removed. The spinal
canal was widened to an extent that would permit sufficient
access to the spinal roots during subsequent dissection
while being careful to avoid rupture of the radicular arteries.
Bone wax and cautery T¡rere used to control any bleeding that
rvas encountered. Gauze pads soaked in Ringerrs solution
\.'üere used to cover the exposed section of the spinal cord

to prevent excessive drying of the spinal d.ura.

Following completion of the laminectomy, the animal

was transferred to a spinal frame with its head securely
positioned in a stereotaxic head holder. Although the

configuration of the spinal frame varied depending on the

type of preparation being used, the stereotaxic head holders
associated with each frame were essentially identical and

allowed all decerebrations to be performed in a uniform

manner. An extensive bilateral craniotomy !üas performed,

and all bone edges seale'd with bone wax to minimize blood
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loss as well as the possibility of introducing air into
the cranial venous sinuses and subseeuent formation of air
emborisms. A brunt spatula \.üas used to remove the cerebral
cortices and then to tr¿nsect the brainstem along a prane
extending from the rostrar border of the superior
colliculi dorsarly to the caudal edge of the mammil Lary
bodies ventrally (a postmammillary or mesencephalic

preparation). The revel 0f the transection is schematicarry
represented by the dashed rine in Figure z. Anaesthesia
vTas discontinued immediately after completion of the
decerebration. Brain tissue rostrar to the site of
transection was removed. The base of the cranium and the
exposed surfaces of the brainstem caudal to the lesion
!.üere covered with adsorbable hemostat (Surgical R). The

saggital sinus was ligated and cut rostral to the tie.
The skull cavity was then covered with a 3% agar solution
to prevent drying of the remaining brain tissue.

Acute postmammirlary cats do not walk spontaneousry
(Hinsey, çl__el. f 930; Grillner and Shik , Lg73) ) bur will
engage in co-ordinated locomotion when the MLR, located
6 ' 0 - 7 .0 mm berow the dorsal surface of the inferior
colliculus is repetitively stimurated with low intensity
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current (Sfrit, et al. L966a), The MLR is reported to
be a discrete area about 3 mm in diameter rocated I - Z

mm caudal to the rostral border of the inferior colliculus
(shik, et al=' L967). This area, which Ís rocated between

the ventral border of the cuneiform .r*r"r"r* and the dorsar
edge of the brachium conjunctivum, is irrustrated in
Figure 2.

The animar was alrowed to recover from the effects of
the anaesthesia for at least I hour before MLR stimuration
nas initiated" The tip of an insulated monopolar

stimulating electrode (Kopf SNE 300; exposed tip : 0.25 mm;

diameter:0.r mm) Tdas placed on the dorsar surface of
the brain at a point 4 mm rateral to the midrine and r.5 mm

caudal to the division between the superior and inferior
colliculi. The erectrode \.vas then lowered to a depth of
4'0 mm which is well above the dorsal border of the MLR

(Sfrit, er al_. L966a; Grillner and Shik , Lg73). Souare

lvave pulses of .5 msec duration were delivered by a

constant current generator at a rate of 30 Hz through the
MLR electrode as it \ras lowered at .5 mm increments.
The electrode \,ùas rowered in such a fashion untir a depth
was reached that consisLently produced a co-ordinated
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four-limb walking gait at the lowest current strength

possible. sites which generated such locomotion were

normally found between 5.5 and 6.5 mm below the surface

at clrrent strengths ranging from 50 to 100 uA.

B. Treadmill locomotion preparation

1. Experimental arrangement

The apparatus and experimental arrangement used for

the experiments involving controlled treadmill locomotion

are schematically illustrated in Figure 3. The animal

\,r/as supported over the treadmill by the stereotaxic head

holder and the spinal frame, the heights of which \,\7ere

adjusted to allow free movement of the limbs and their
contact with the treadmill belt. Metal clamps associated

with the frame which \^7ere placed over the iliac crests

and the L. spinous process immobilized the L_ - S.J -3 -1
vertebral spine and the pelvic girdle. The skin

surrounding the laminectomy was tied to the frame to form

a pool which was filled with hiarm mineral oil and heated

by an infra-red lamp to maintain the poolts temperature

between 360 and 3Bo C.
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The left L7 ventral root was cut and its central end

plac.ed on platinum biopolar electrodes for electrical
stimulation. A thin filament isolated. from the ventral
root was positioned on platinum biporar recording
electrodes. Action potentials in the filament r4zere fed
through a preamplifÍer to the display of a dual beam

oscilloscopè and an audio-monitor as well as to a 4

channel FM tape recorder (Hewlett-packard 3960) for
subsequent filming and analysis.

rnitial efforts to produce activity in the ventral root
filament involved passive flexion and extension of the

left hind limb around the hip, knee and ankle joints.
Motoneurons i-'hat lrere activated by limb displacement were

identified according to function, i.€., as knee extensors

or flexors, or the basis of their response to stretch of
a specific muscle group at a pa::ticular joint. Motoneuron

activity during locomotion \,vas monitored to determine

whether it was phasically active and whether its peak

activity occurred during the stance or swing phase of the

step cycle. Filaments \iüere repeateclly 1:artitioned until
as few units as possible \,{ere present so as to optimize
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analysis. once motoneuron activity was generated and

could be reliably reproduced, passive alternate flexion
and extension around the appropriate joint by the experimentor
at â rate approximating thai: limbrs invorvement in a

walking step cycle (one displacement per second) r.{as then

employed to produce cyclic activÍty in the filament.
2. Procedures for data analysis

Trains of sguare \,rave pulses of r msec duration \,vere

randomly delivered to the L7 ventral root during periods

of passive cyclic limb movement and locomotÍon. Train
durations of 2r 3 or 4 seconds were used so as to encompass

more than one step cycle during locomotion within the

stimulation period. various stimulation parameters \dere

employed in an attempt to discern possible relationships
between recurïent inhibition or recurrent facilitatíon
during rhythmic activity and either frequency, duration
or strength of antidromic stimulation. current strengths
of 30, 50, 75,150 and 300 uA \.^rere used at frequencies

of either 10, 20, 30 or 70 Hz in various triars.
The mean firing rate (F) of a motoneuron ü/as computed

using a method employed by Fromm, _el__41. (tgll) in which

the number of spikes wi.thin r second intervals \iíere counted
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for 3 seconds before stimulation (fi¡, each one_second

interval of antidromic stimulation (fs) and for I second

post-stimulation (pp). These values \,üere then divided by

the number of one-second bins comprising the mea.sure to
obtaín an average expressed in spikes/second. A t test
for paired observations r.\zas used to test significance of
the difference between Fi and Fs for each motoneuron; an

alpha level of .05 or greater was necessary for significance.
An alternate procedure of determining rnotoneuron

discharge frequency which was utilized by severin, et a_r.

(rg6s) involves counting the number of spikes within a

burst and calculating the frecuency on the basis of the

observed interspike intervar. This method was not
feasible in the present study because of the substantiar
recurrent inhibitÍon produced during ventral root stimulation
which often eliminated all but an occasional spike during
the period of antidromic stimulation.

rt was also of interest to determine whether ventrar
root stÍmulation was capable of altering the locomotor

rhythm in addition to its effects on motoneuron discharge.

To examine this possibirity, records were serected that
showed evidence of consistent locomotor activity before
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and after the period of antidromic stimulation. Means

and standard errors of normar (occurring during locomotion
prior to antidromic stimulation) burst durations (nOr.)

and interburst intervars (rnrrr) T¡/ere computed and were

used to predict where the first burst of ,notor,euron activity
should occur follorving cessation of antidromic stimulation.
rf the difference between the actual and the predicted
burst occurrence exceeded the associated standard error,
it \,üas concluded that ventral root stimulation ha.J produced

a re-setting of the locomotor rhythm.

rn cases where some motoneuron activity persisted
during the period of antidromic stimulation, the individual
interburst intervals (tnt") were examined with particular
consideration given to those in which ventral root
stimulation either began or ceased. since a reduction in
the duration of the burst would result in anincrease in
the rBr if the subseguent burst occurred where predicted,
it was necessary for the rBrs to be significantry different
(difference greater than the standard error) from that
which would have been observed had the preceeding burst
been of normal duration to conclude that the normal

locomotor rhythm had beejn altered.
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Relationships among the various motoneuron discharge
and antidromic stimuration parameters r.{ere examined through
multiple linear regression and correlation analysis. since
previous investigators (Granit, et al_. 1960) had reported
maximum efficiency of recurrent inhibition on tonic refrex
activity at frequencies of antidrcmic ventral root
stimulation ranging from 30 - 40/sec. , it seemed appropriate
to examine the existence of a simirar rerationship during
rhythmic patterns of motoneuron discharge. Thus, tb data
were poored on the basis of antidromic stimuration
frequencies and a factoriar analysis of variance !ùas performed
on the percent reduction in motoneuron discharge 

.frequency
produced during cycric passive rimb movement and rocomotion.

The relationship between initiar motoneuron firing
frequency (ri) and efficiency of recurrent inhibition was

anaLyzed by linear regression and correlation analysis.
Efficiency of recurrent inhibition lras expressed as a
percentage (ri - Fs /FL x 100) and ín absolute terms as

A F (ri-rs). An analysis of covariance Tras arso performed
in which Fi was the covariate and Fs the dependent variable.
This allowed a comparison between the efficiency of
recurrent inhÍbition during cyclic passive limb movement
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and locomotion once the effect of initial firing frecuency
had been removed.

C. Fictive locomotion preparation

1. Nerve cuffs

The purpose of these experiments r^ras to obtain
microelectrode recordings from identified motoneurons,

rarNs and Renshaw cells during fictive rocomotion. rt lvas

essential that each neuron be identified in terms of its
connections with various muscres or muscre groups (a

functional- identification). All three populations of
neurons receive their most pronounced excitation from

homonymous muscre nerves and a \.^zeaker excitation from

muscle nerves to synergist muscles. spinal neurons,

especially rarNs and motoneurons, could thus be functionarly
identified by recording their post-synaptic responses to
orthodromic stimulation of various hindlimb muscle neïves.
Nerve cuffs placed around intact selected hindlimb nerves
permitted an assortment of nerves to flexors and extensors
at the hip, knee and ankle joints to be stimurated

throughout the course of the experiment. Each nerve cuff
consisted of a 5 - 7 mm"length of silastic tubing (Dow,
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'062 mm). T\oo 40 gauge enamer-insurated sirver wires
\'ere inserted into each cuff with a smarr hypodermic needle.
Both wires \,üere perpendicurar to the long axis of the nerve
cuff and had an intererectrode distance of z - 3 mm. The

section of wire inside the cuff was gently pressed against
the inside warr of the cuff to ensure ampre room for the
nerve; the wire erectrodes usuarly covered abor:t r80o of
the inside diameter of the cuff . The insuration r..7as scraped
off of the wire inside the cuff and the terminal z _ 3 mm of
both electrodes. The cuff was cut rongitudinarly arong
the surface opposite the erectrode wires. Nerves 

'rere
dissected free of surrounding tissue and gentry placed
inside the cuff . The reads \rere connected to a Grass

stimulator and the integrity of the nerve-erectrode
connection tested by eliciting a muscre twitch at low
stimulus strengths. The nerve cuff was then secured by
placing a tie about the outer circumference of the cuff
being careful not to put pressure on the nerve. A coatÍ-ng
of soft elastomer (sitastic , 382 Medical Grade) w"s put
about the cuff to sear either end of the cuff and to increase
the stability of the connection. The erectrode reads were
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tied to the skin adjacent to the incision leaving

sufficient slack subcutaneously to prevent them from

being dislodged during limb movement. Nerve cuff
flrr,.tio., wa" tested again prior to closing the wound.

one cutaneous nerve, sural (sur), and the following muscle

nerves of the left hindlimb \^7ere routinely cuffed for
stimulation: cuadriceps (Q), sartorious (sart), gracilis
(cr) , semitendinosus (st ¡ , posterior biceps (p_B) ,

semimembranosus (sm¡, lateral gastrocnemius (Ic) and

tibialis anterior (fe).

2. Mechanical support

Following placement of the nerve cuffs and the

laminectomy, the cat was transferred to a shielded room

and placed in a modified. Transvertex spinal frame and

stereotaxic head holder. The animal was suspended in the

frame, with legs pendant, by metal clamps on the ilium and

the L3 vertebral spine. L-shaped metal clamps which pressed

against opposing longitudinal surfaces of the vertebrar
canar and sturdy pointed metal pins which ran from the frame

at right angles to just below the iliac crests, also served

to immobilize the spinal canal from L3 to sl and the pelvic
girdle. The skin of the back was tied to form a paraffin-
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filled pool which was maintained at 360 _ 3Bo C by a

heating lamp.

3. Spinal cord dissection

Under a dissecting microscope, a longÍtudinal cut
was made in the spinal dura arong the exposed section of
the spinal cord. The dura 

'ras reflected so that the dorsal
and ventral roots r,'ere exposed. The left L5 to sl ventral
roots !üere cut at their point of exit from the spinal canal
and placed on pratinum bipolar stimurating electrodes.
A fine filament, containing as few motor axons as possibre,
was isolated from either the L6 or L7 ventrar root and

mounted on pratinum bipolar recording erectrodes. This
preparation will be referred to as preparation I.

rn some experiments, the reft L5 - L7 dorsar roots

'vere cut while all 0f the ventral roots r.{ere left intact
excePt for a small filament separated from either the L6

or L7 ventral root. These experiments, referred to as

preparation rr, Ì¡rere designed to selectively record from
motoneurons and Renshaw cerrs; the activation of Renshaw

cells by antidromic stimulation of individual muscle nerves
aliows a more conclusive functionar- identification than is
sometimes possible with'orthodromic stimuration.
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4. Potentiometer recordings

Movements of the hindrimb in a rostro-caudal prane
Trere measured by connecting the distal end of a length of
cord (20 - 25 mm) which was tied about the cat,s ankle,
to a potentiometer. I,,ihen the cat p"rforrn"d walking
movements, the potentiometer signal, which resembred

a sinusoid, was recorded on magnetic tape. since in most

experiments the left L5 - sl ventral roots were severed,
potentiometer recordings T.{ere usuarry obtained only for
the right hindlimb. The excursions of both hindlimbs \.vere

monitored in preparation II.
5. Fictive locomotion

Because the administration of drugs that potentiate
the effects of noradrenaline wirl evoke stepping in acute
spinal cats, and since similar patterns of reflex activity
in alpha (Jankowska, e_t ar. L967a; Grillner , Lg73; Grirlner
and Shik, L973; Grillner and Zangg€r, Lg74) and gamma

(crillner, L969a, b, Lg73) motoneurons have been observed

in all of the locomotion preparations, it has been

suggested that a specific descending noradrenergic system

activates the spinal locomotion generator (Jankowska, _el__e!.

T967b; Forrsberg and Gri.llner , L973; Grillner , L973;
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Grillner and Shik , Lg73). It has been shov¡n by'Jordan
and steeves (t976), ho\,vever, that cats with significant
(> gtZ of control values) depletions in spinal cord levels
of noradrenaline displayed apparentry normar locomotor
activity during controlled treadmill and unrestrained
locomotion- This evidenèe suggests that noradrenarine is
not essential for activating the spinal machinery

responsibre for producing locomotion and raises questions
concerning the specificity of action of precursors and

agonists of noradrenaline in the spinal cord.
Although singre unit recordings of spinar neurons can

be obtained during fictive rocomotion in acute spinal cats
treated with DopA, the fact that the periods of rocomotion
occur spontaneously lÍmit the usefulness of this moder in
studying the activity of spinar neurons during rocomotion.
Neither the comparison of a given cerrrs activity before
and during locomotion nor an analysis of a cellrs behavior
as the locomotion generator is turned on is possible unless
the experimentor can contror the periods of rocomotion.

The mesencephalic preparation deveroped by shik and

coworkers (t966a) is a more attractive model for
investiga[ing spinar neuronal erements that may be involved
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in the control of locomotion for two reasons. Firstly,
locomotion is not dependent upon systemicarly appried drugs

which have a broad spectrum of action peripherarry and

centrally, the specificity of which has not been established.
The second advantage of the preparation arises from the

fact that locomotion can be turned. on and off at will,
thereby allowing greater control and flexibility of the

experimental paradigm

Animals were decerebrated in the manner described

previously (section A). After recovery from the effects
of anaesthesia, locomotion was induced by stimuration of
the MLR. l^lhile the cat stepped in the air, locomotion was

monitored by recording the activity of rhythmic motor axons

in the ventral root filament, as well as by the potentiometer
recordings of hindlimb movement. Both sets of signals \{ere

stored on magnetic tape. severar procedures \,vere employed

to identify the motor axon(s) in the ventral root filament.
rn some cases, short latency refrex activity could be

evoked in the filarnent Ín response to stimulation of the

hindlimb muscle nerves. Attempts r^rere also made to evolce

reflex activity in the filament by muscle stretch or
palpation. rnspection of ventral root filament and
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potentiometer recordings allowed identification of the

filament as being either a flexor or an extensor, and it
rùas usually possible to determine the joint to which the

motor axon was coupled.

After consistent locomotion had ¡àen attained at the

lowest stimulus intensity possible and the filament

identified, the animal was paraLyzed with a dose of gallamj-ne

triethiodide (Flaxedil) (Z.O - 3.0 mg/kg), and arrificial
respiration was initiated. End tidal coz was monitored

and maintained within 4 - 6% by adjustment of tidal volume

and respiratory rate. paralysis \das judged to be complete

when stimulation of hindlimb nerves failed to produce

an observable muscle contraction. The MLR was then

stimulated and rhythmic ventral root activity (fictive

locomotion) recorded. Two examples of locomotor activity
evoked Ln L7 ventral root filaments before and after the

administration of Flaxedil in two different experiments are

illustrated in Figure 4. The stimulus artifact in the top and

bottom traces in A indicate the period of MLR stimulation.
rn B, MLR stimulation started at the beginning of the trace.
rn both A and B, it can be seen that rhythmic motoneuron

activity, which is similar to that observed before Flaxedil
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\^ras given, can be evoked after paraLyzation. The middle

trace in A is the potentiometer recordÍng of the right
hindlimb; flexion is indicated by an up\^rard deflection.
rt can be seen thai the motor axons in the left L7 ventrar
root filament in A innervate an extensår muscre.

6. Microelectrode recordings

rntra- and extracellular recordings from motoneurons

and interneurons in the lumbar enlargement were obtained

using glass micropipettes filled with either 3M Nacl,

Kcl or KAc" Fiber-filled glass capillary branks (e.u.

Systems, Inc. , G-C-f 20) \.{ere pulled on a Narashige electrode

puller and beveled to obtain tip diameters < I micron.

The microelectrodes had resistances ranging from 5 - 20

megohms. A Transvertex mechanical microdrive, which was

driven by remote control, \.üas used to lower the micro-

electrode into the spinal cord. A pair of fine straight
forceps r^7ere used to make a hole in the pia at the

recording site so as to minimize the possibility of breaking

the tip when penetrating the cord. A meter on the remote

control unit \^7as always zeroed while the microelectrode

lras flush against the dorsal surface of the spinal cord

before the descent was .started. The meter indicated the
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dorso-ventral position of the microelectrode in the cord
and thus allowed a rough assessment of the location of
neurons which were encountered.

rn a majority of the experiments, recording sites \,ïzere

selected between the rostral and caud"i borders of the L5

spinal segment. The motoneuron pools located in this area
(Q, Sart, Gr and adductor femoris) are coupled to muscles

acting at the hip and knee (Romanes, l95l). It was decided

to sample from neurons coupred to hip and knee muscres

since they tend to perform more reliably during locomotion
(Engberg and Lundberg, Lg6g) and have been implicated to
have more profound effects on the rocomotor rhythm
(Orlovsky, L972a; Grillner and Shik, Lg73) than rhose

associated with the ankle and the digits.
7. Experimental arrangement and paradigm

Figure 5 schematicarly irrustrates the stimulating
and recording arrangement used in experiments invorving
preparation r. The circle in the upper right hand corner
of the diagram represents the face of a Tektronix 565

dual beam oscilloscope. one beam had a 2 channel amplifier
and the other beam a 4 channel amplifier. A Grass (ssg)

stimulator in series with a stimulus isolation unit (Grass
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sru5) and constant current unit T,,ere used to stimulate
the MLR. MLR stimulation evoked rhythmic motoneuron

activity in a ventral root filament which was recorded on

platinur bipolar electrodes (W.p.f. Miniature probe),

amplified (w.p.r. DAM 5A differential preamplifier), sent
to an audio monitor and disprayed at a srow sv/eep speed on

the oscilloscope. A sirver barr-tipped erectrode placed

on the surface of the spinar cord rrear the dorsal root
entry zorte recorded the arrivar of the stimulus volrey
delivered to the peripheral nerves and alrowed measurement

of the intraspinal deray in neuron response. These cord
dorsum potentials were amplified (W.p.f. DAM 5A differential
preamplifier) and displayed at fast s\,üeep speed on the

oscilloscope; the rine prior to the onset of the cord
dorsum represents the stimulus artifact.

sÍgnals which T^7ere recorded from single spinal neurons

by the microelectrode T,'ere red into a high impedance

voltage follower circuit (W.p.f. model M4A electrometer)
and thence to an audio monitor and both AC and DC coupled

verLical amplifiers (Tektronix 5A22N differential
amplifiers in the Tektronix Dr0 oscirloscope) and

displayed on two oscilloscopes (Tektronix DIO and 565).



A digitimer (Medical Systems, Corp., Modef 4O3O)

to synchronize the stimulators (connected to the

nerves and ventral roots) and the sTreep of the

L04
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l"g

oscilloscopes.

Data was photographed (Grass C4N t<ymograph camera

and Stoelting, Co., Model RCM_3 reflexor) using Kodak

2495 RAR firm which was rater developed (xodak D-19) and

analyzed. The AC and DC signals from the microelectrode,
the ventral root filament recording and a trigger purse
(A gate) emitted from the oscilloscope (Tektronix 565)

'üere stored on a tape recorder (Hewlett packard 3690)

with 4 FM channels for subsequent reproduction either by

filming or with an urtraviolet oscirlograph recorder
(Sg Labs, 3006 /DL, 4 channel, -3db at 9 KHz; Kodak

Linagraph Direct print paper, /É1895.

(a) Identification of spinal neurons

spinal neurons lvere identified by their characteristic
responses to stimulation of peripheral leg nerves and.for

ventral roots. rn preparation r, the forrowing procedures

\,rere used to identify rarNs, Renshaw cells and motoneurons;

Motoneurons were recorded intracellularly and identified
by their sÍngle action potential evoked in response to
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ventral root stimulation (Brock, _el__el. Lg52). Motoneurons

were functionally identified by recording their post-
synaptic potentials evoked by low threshold stimulation of
vatiolrs hindlimb muscle nerves. stimulus strengths were

used that excited mainly the large, low threshold ra

afferents but which were too low to activate higher threshold
afferents. Graded electrical stimulation has been shown to
be an effective method of selectively activating the ra
af ferents (c. f . ülatt, ç:_t al. Lg76) particularly in the

nerves to thigh muscles (Mclntyre, Lg74). The presence of
a late component in the cord dorsum potential was used to

indicate that rb and higher threshold afferents r.{ere being

s timulated (nccles , gl-*el. Lg 57b). Motoneurons r¡/ere

classified as belonging to a muscle (homonymous) if
stimulation of the muscle nerve at ra strength evoked a

maximal monosynaptic Epsp; as a synergist if a smaller

mono- or disynaptic EPSp was evoked and as a antagonist

if a disynaptic rPSP was evoked (Eccles, _qt_ al. L957a).

rntraspinal delays less than r-.0 msec were judged as being

conclusively monosynaptic while those between 1.0 and r.5
msec \,üere classif ied as being possibly monosynaptic (l,rlatt,

et al. L976). rarNs weïe identified according to the three
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main criteria established by Hultborn, et al-. (fgZf¡):
1) monosynaptic excitation from ra afferents from the
homonymous muscle; z) recurrent inhibition from antidromic
stimllation of the ipsirateral ventral root associated
with the spinar segment in v¡rrich the rarN is rocated; and

3) ability to follow stimulation of the nerve to the
homonymous,muscre at frequencies of at reast 3oo Hz.

The functional identification of rarNs \,{as determined in
a similar manner as that used with motoneurons. Renshaw

cells were identified by their characteristic high freguency
discharge in response to a singre stimurus derivered to
the ventral root (Renshaw, Lg46). Renshaw cells vrere

coupled to individual motoneuron pools on the basis of their
response (number of impulses per burst) to orthodromic
stimulation of leg nerves (Eccle s, _e 

j_C!. f 96f b) .

rn preparation rr, motoneurons and Renshaw cerls Trere

identified by antidromic stimulation of muscre nerves.
I^lith this method, both celr types, especialry Renshaw

cells, could be definitery identified as being coupled to
particular motoneuron pools.

8. Procedures for data analysis
(") Recurrent inhibition of IaINs
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The amouni of recurrent inhibition of rarNs that
occurred during locomotion in response to 1 sec. trains
of antidromic ventral root stimulation was determined by

the same procedure used to anaLyze the recurrent inhibition
of motoneurons in the treadmill locomoiro' preparation.
The recurrent inhibition obtained during locomotion was

compared to that produced in control, non-locomoting

conditions. The discharge freouencies exhibited by rarNs

during the various phases of the step cycre \,úere arso

anaLyzed during trials in which the ventral roots were not
stimulated to determine whether the frequency of IaIN
firing dropped below spontaneous firing rates during their
inactive phase of the step cycle. This analysis may provide
information regarding the magnitude of recurrent inhibition
of IaINs that occurs normally.

(b) EPSPs and lpSps in motoneurons

ra mediated Epsps and rpsps r,{ere evoked in motoneurons

during fictive locomotion by low threshold stimulation of
hindlimb nerves. The ampritudes of these postsynaptic

potentials r.{ere measured from the DC trace and correlated
with the rnembrane potential measured at the onset of the

postsynaptic potential. " A correlation and regression
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relationship between the two parameters.

(c) Phase relationships among rarN, Renshaw cell and

motoneuron actÍvity during locomotion

A substantial part of this study involved efforts to
relate the activity of populations of neurons thought to
be associated with a spinal generator that occurred during
fictive locomotion in hopes of being able to draw some

conclusions about the possible functions or interactions
they might have on one another. To allow a comparison of
how one cell behaved during a step cycle to the behavior

of other cells, the data was normalized so that each step

cycle became a unit. This procedure also facilitated
averaging the activity of any given cell over a number of
step cycles of varying duration. other Ínvestigators
(Orlovsky and Feldman , Lg72; Edgerton, el__gi. L976;

Berkinblit, et a1-. L978a, b; Delyagina and Feldman , L}TB)

have used similar techniques to normalize data on

rhythmically active spinal neurons, but this is the first
time that the procedure has been used to compare the

activity patterns of different populations of spinal neurons.

The normaLizLng pqocedures used and the parameters that
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were measured are illustrated in Figure 6. The data

presented in Figures 6 and 7 wíLL be discussed in detail
in later sections of this thesis and are presented here

only to illustrate the analysis techniques employed.

Figure 6 shows the rhythmic activity oi two TA motoneurons

which have been recorded simultaneously during fictive
locomotion. The top trace shows the rhythmic discharges

of a TA motoneuron recorded .in an L7 ventral root filament.
The bottom trace is the intracellular record (oc trace)
of a TA motoneuron which displayed typical membrane potential
oscillations wÍth bursts of action potentials superimposed

on the depolarized phases during fictive locomotion. MLR

stimulation was initiated aL the beginning of the records
(extreme left). Ir{otoneuron activity in the ventral root
filament is used to normaLize each step cycle, as shown in
the top trace in Figure 6. The totar duration of the step
cycle (r) is defined as the interval between successive

onsets of the motoneuron burst. The intervals denoted as

x and Y represent the time from the onset of the step

cycle to the onset and termination of spinal neuronar

activity, respectively. x thus indicates the time \^Tithin

the normalized step cyc'le that the neuron being recorded
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turns on and y the point at which it switches off. The

x and Y points define the activity periods for each neuron
which are then plotted in a normal Lzed step cycre as shor,¡n
.'-.tn rrgure /.

Each step cycre T¡/as divided into 10 equal intervars (bins)
and the frequency of neuron discharge determined for each

bin. A freouency histogram, representing the average of
10 consecutive step cycres, can then be protted within a

normalized step cycre as shou¡n in Fig're 7. Anarysis of the
data in this manner provides usercul information as to the
period of peak discharge freouency during the step cycre
for an individual neuron. Normarization of neuronal activity
relative to specific motoneurons recorded from ventral root
filaments arlowed a comparison of the activity patterns of
cells recorded throughout a given experiment and of neurons
coupled to individuar motoneuron pools across experiments.

rn cases where intracelrular recordings of motoneurons
I¡rere obtained during fictive locomotion, relationships
between interneuronar discharge and motoneuron membrane

poiential changes Treïe also determined as shoryn in Figure r.
The membrane potential was measured from the DC trace at the
midpoint of each bin within the normarized step cycle as
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shown in the bottom trace in Figure 6, averaged over l0
step cycles and plotted in normaLLzed. form as shown in the

top panel in Figure 7.

(d)' Membrane potentiar oscillations in flexor and extensor
motoneurons

The measurement of the motoneuron membrane potential
during the step cycle 

'{as measured relative to the resting
membrane potential v¡hich was taken as the value of the

membrane potential measured at rest before the initiation
of MLR stimulation. Membrane potential oscillationsin
flexor and extensor motoneurons were plotted relative to
the resting level in normalized form and compared to
determine whether there r,,Jas any evidence of different
synaptic inputs to flexor and extensor motoneurons during
locomot ion.

(e) Discharge patterns of rarNs, Renshaw cerls and

motoneurons

The intraburst pattern of neuronal firing that occurred
during fictive locomotíon was also determined for rarNs,
Renshaw cells and motoneurons to obtain more information
about the function of and synaptic input to these cells.
The pattern of discharge for the interneurons \¡7as determined
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by analysis of the frequency histograms of their discharge

plotted in normaTi-zed step cycles. particular attention
\,vas paid to the time within the step cycle that the rarNs

and Renshaw cells disprayed their maximal firing rates
since they would be assumed to correrate with periods of
maximal inhibitory effect. By determining the phase

relationships of these periods of peak discharge among rarNs,
Renshaw cells and motoneurons, it was possible to see

whether an increase or decrease in firing in one population
of neurons could be attributed to the activity in another

set of neurons.

The intraburst pattern of discharge of motoneurons

Ì,ùas determined by measuring the interspike intervals (rsrs).
Measurements rrere made from extracellular records (ventral
root filaments) of motoneuron activity during controlled
treadmill locomotion and from intracellular records of
motoneurons during fictive locomotion. A factorial analysis
\,üas performed to determine significance of difference among

rsrs ard between the discharge patterns observed during

treadmill and fictive locomotion.
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9 " Abbreviations

Ach Acetylcholine

CST Corticospinal tract
DOPA Dihydroxphenylalanine

DSCT Dorsal spinocerebellar tract
E Extensor

fu Membrane potential
m{c Ele c tromyogram

ENG Electroneurogram

EPSP Excitatory postsynaptic potential
ER Resting membrane potential

FlexorF

A F Change- in freguency of discharge fromcontrol (fi) to duiing antidromic ventralroot stimulation (fs¡; AF: Fi _ Fs

Fi Freeuency of discharge in spikes/secduring activity withõut antidromic ventralroot stimulation

FRA Flexion reflex afferents. This group ofafferents includes cutaneous and-highthreshold muscle and joint afferents.
Fs Freouency of discharge in spikes/secduring period of antidromic ventrar root

s timulat ion

G Gastrocnemius
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Gr Gracilis

Hz Hertz (freouency per second)

IaIN Ia inhibitory interneuron

IPSP Inhibitory postsynaptic potential
ISI Interspike interval

i.v. Intravenous

LG Lateral gastrocnemius

MI-R Mesencephalic locomotor region

MN Motoneuron

msec Millisecond

PB Posterior biceps

a Quadriceps

RC Renshaw cell

RIPSP Recurrent inhibitory postsynaptic potential
RST Reticulospinal tract

RUST Rubrospinal tract

S Soleus

Sart Sartorious

Sm Semimembranosus

St Semitendinosus

Sur Sural

TA Tibialis anterior
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VSCT Ventral spinocerebellar tract
VST Vestibulospinal tract
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RESULTS

A- Effects of antidromic ventral root stimulation during
controlled treadmirr rocomotion and cyclic passive

limb movement

1. Recurrent inhibition of motoneurons

The mean discharge frequencies for the 19 motoneurons

studied before (ri) and during (rs) antidromic stimulation
of the L7 ventral root during both cyclic passive limb
movement and l0comotion are presented in Table 1. These

data \.'üere obtained from 4 successful walking preparations.
For each ce11 within each test condition, the difference
between Fi and Fs \ras tested for significance using a

paired t test, and the results of these tests are indicated
in Table I by asterisk(s). Table 2 presents a summary of
the effects of antidromic stimulation of the L7 ventral
root on 19 motoneurons tested during both cyclic passive

limb movement and locomotion. During cyclic passive limb
movement, the mean Ínitial frequency of motoneuron discharge
(r'i) \r7as 10.8 spikes/sec which was reduced to 3.2 spikes/sec
during antidromic stimulation (fs). The net amount of
recurrent inhibition (a r¡ \4/as 7.6 spikes/sec which
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represents a 72"3% reduction in motoneuron discharge. Both

Fi (tz.+ spikes/sec) and a F (¿.+ spikes/sec) 
'üere greater

during locomotion than during cyclic passive lÍmb movement.

The reduction in motoneuron discharge during cycric passive
limb movement (72.3%) v/as very similar to the value
obtained during locomotion (6g.5"A) and indicates that the
efficacy of recurrent inhibition is not significantry
diminished during locomotion.

T-tests for paired observations v/ere used to determine

whether the difierence between Fi and Fs for each motoneuron

'üas signif icant . The re sult s of the se te st s are pre sented
in the bottom row of Tabre z. Motoneuron activity was

significantly reduced by L7 ventrar root stimuration in r5
of 19 motoneurons during cycric passive rimb movement and

in 13 o.f 19 motoneurons during rocomotion. A 2,2 anarysis
confirmed that there r,üas no significant difference (p : .48)
between the proportion of motoneurons whose discharge rates
lrere significantly lowered during cyclic passive limb
movement as compared to those reduced during l0comotion.

The response of three motoneurons to antidromic
stimulation of the L7 ventral root during cyclic passive

limb movement and locomõtion is illustrated in Figure 10.
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Records A and B are from one filament while records c and

D are from a different firament. The larger amplitude

spike in records A and B (motoneuron /É14) is a knee

extensor the smaller amplitude spike is an ankle extensor

that rvas activated during cyclic passive limb movement

(roa¡ but not during locomotion (ron) and therefore, 
'ùas

not analyzed. rn the trial shown in loA, the initÍal
freguency of discharge (fi) for the knee extensor during

cyclíc passive limb movement was 13.7 spikes/sec. This

motoneuron \^7as completely inhibited throughout the 3 second

period of antidromic stimulation. During locomotion, the

Fi for this motoneuron lvas ra.3 spikes/sec and the Fs was

0.6 spikes/sec, a reduction of 96.7%.

Two identifiable motoneurons ar.e displayed in Figures

8C and BD , both of which \,üere ankle extensors. The

larger amplitude spike (motoneuron 1t'9, \.{as reduced by 96.3%

(from 8 to 0.3 spikes/sec) during cyclic passive rimb movement

and just L4.2% during warking (from L2 ro 10.3 spikes/sec).
The smaller amplitude spike (motoneuron /É10) showed a

s¡'-milar response to antidromic stimulation during cyclic
passive limb movement as it was reduced from an Fi of 10

spikes/sec to an Fs of 0.3 spikes/sec, a decrease of g7%.
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Recurrent inhibition was much more effective in reducing
the activity of the smarrer spike during locomotion,
however, since it vras completely inhibited from an initiar
firiàg rate of 8.3 spikes/sec.

Figure r0 highrights the fact that the amount of
recurrent inhibition observed in motoneurons varies
substantially and indicates that it cannot be predicted
by the sLze of the action potential recorded in the filament
or by the mode of activation. rn 5 instances, (motoneurons

5, 10, L2, 13 and 16), there Tras a greater relative reduction
during locomotion than during cyclic passive limb movement.

This was not completely due to higher discharge rates during
locomotion as compared to cyclic passive limb movement since
motoneurons 13 and 16 were active at lower rates during
locomotion. Likewise, in some cases such as motoneuron 14,
(Figure 104, B), the Larger amplitude spike is very
susceptible to recurrent inhibition while the smaller
amplitude spike displays a greater resistance to inhibition
by Renshaw cells. rn records ro c and D just the opposite
is true, as the smarrer spike is compretely inhibited
while the larger spike is only marginalry affected (" L4.z%

decrease). This finding' contradicts evidence presented by
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Henneman, et al. (rgos¡) that motoneurons aÍe recruÍted
and inhibited in an orderly sequence based upon the size
of the motoneuron (assumed to correrate with the size of
the äction potential recorded in a ventral root firament)
such that Larger motoneurons are the rast to be recruited
and the first to be inhibited or to farl out of activation.

A multiple linear regression and correlation anarysis

'üas 
performed on I experimental paraneters including Fi,

Fs, 4 F and relative reduction in motoneuron firing during
antidromic ventral root stimulation (f,i_fs /FL) during cyclic
passive limb movement and controlled treadmill locomotion.
The means and standard deviations for these g parameters

a-re listed in Table 3. Tabre 4 contains the correration
coefficients (r) and regression coefficients (b) arong
with their associated tests of signifícance for the
comparisons that r.fere of primary interest. A t test 

'vas
used to test whether the correlation between any t'vo

variables \.vas significantly different from zero, whire an

analysis of variance r.^/as used to test for linearity. The

regression coefficients are presented for only those

comparisons which T¡rere found to have a significant linear
re lat Íonship .
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A significanr (p

between Fi and Fs d.rring both cyclic passive limb movement

and locomotion (r : .524 and .465 respectively) which is
rn agreement with data reported on tonically firing
motoneurons (Granit , et- ar. Lg6o; crarrit and Renkin, 196r ) .

The regression lines describing the relationship between

Fi and Fs during cyclic passive limb movement and treadmill
locomotion aïe presented in Figure 9 along with the

regression coefficients and correlation coeffÍcients.
There ü7as no significant difference between the two

regression lines. rf there 
'ùere no recurrent inhibition,

Fi would egual Fs and the regression line would pass through
the origin with a slope of one. A regression line with
an intercept other than zero but with a regressj-on coefficient
of one would rePresent a situation in which recurrent inhibition
decreased motoneuron discharge by a constant amount

independent of Fi. To test the significance of recurrent
inhibition, the population regression line generated from

an analysis of covariance 
'ùas 

compared to a theoreticar
line of slope b : I and the two were found to be significantly
different (p 5 .001). The formura used and calcurations
can be found in Appendix A4. These results substantiate
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the presence of significant recurrent inhibition during

both cyclic passive rimb movement and controrred
locomotion and establish that the amount of recurrent
inhibition produced (fi - Fs) was not a constant as had

been reported on motoneurons that resptnd.ed to static muscle

stretch with a tonic discharge (Granit and Renkin , Lg6L).

I'lhile the relative change in motoneuron discharge

produced by antidromic ventral root stimulation was not

related to Fi, aF was linearly related to Fi with
correlation coefficients of .701 (p < .OOl) fo, cyclic
passive limb movement and .544 (p <.001) for locomotion.

The regression lines are presented in Figure 98, and. it
can be seen from a comparison of the regression coefficients
that there is a trend for the gain in recurrent inhibition
as Fi increases to be greater duríng locomotion than

during cyclic passive rimb movement. The difference
between the two regression rines lvas not significant,
however.

Although the mean discharge values

greatly different during cyclic passive

(fO.g spikes/sec) and locomotion (tZ.+

correlation analysis confirmed the lack

for Fi were not

limb movement

spikes/sec)

of relationship
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G -.09) between the activity rates before stimulation
in the two modes of activation for a given motoneuron.

rndeed, the data show that whire in many cases motoneuron

discharge during locomotion was greater than during cycric
passive limb movement, there \,üere also instances where a

motoneuron fired at a rower rate during rocomotion. The

explanation for this most likely resides in the fact that
motoneuron activity in response to passive manipulation of
the limb does not always mirror the muscrers pattern of
involvement in normal locomotion.

rn contrast to initiar firing frequency, the discharge
frequency during antidromic stimulation (ps) between the
two test conditions rras corïelated (r : .692) and linear
(p <.001)" Thus, while Fi during rocomotion courd not
be predicted from cyclic passive limb movement Fi, recurrent
inhibition tended to restrict motoneuron discharge to levels
that \,üere similar during cycric passive rimb movement

1oc omotio n.

The absolute decrements (¿f) of motoneuron discharge
in respo'se to antidromic stimuration during the two

conditíons were not correlated. This is consistent with
the observation that the a F varues correlated with Fi
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and the Fi values between cyclic passive limb movement

and locomotion were not correlated. rn contrast to absolute
decrease in discharge, the relative reductions due to
recurrent inhibition \^zere corre lated r r. : .622 , indicating
that the efficacy of recurrent inhibition \^7as comparable

during cyclic passive rimb movement and rocomotion.

ro further examine the relationship between initial
firing freouency and recurrent inhibition, analysis of
covariance was performed where Fi was the covariate and

Fs the dependent variabre. Removar of the regression

effect of Fi essentially allows a comparison of the

relationship between Fi and Fs during cyclic passive limb
movement and locomotion at eeual values of Fi. A test of
significant difference between groups (cyclic passive limb
movement and locomotion) revealed that the sum of
deviations around a single popuration regression line \.{as

not significantly greater than about individual regression
lines for each group; the effect of recurrent inhibition
Ì{ras the same during cyclic passive limb movement and

locomotion. The analysis of covaríance table and the

calculations performed to test for significance of difference
are presented in Appendix Al, A2 and A3. Differences
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compared to cyclic passive limb movement must be attributed
to Fi' Lherefore, and according to the positive rinear
relationship between Fi and a F, inhibition increases asFi increases.

(") Effect of antidromic stimuration parameters onrecurrent inhibition

A factorial analysis o.f variance with two factors,
mode of motoneuron ectivation (cyclic pessive lÍmb movement
or l0comotion) and stimulatÍon frequency, was used to
determine the effect of antidromic stimulation frequency
on the amount of recurrent inhibition expressed as a
percent reduction in motoneuïon discharge. The analysÍs ofvariance (c.f . Appendix B) revealed that there \,ùas a
significant difference (p < .001) in the rerative reductionin motoneuron activity produced by the various ventrar rootstimulation frequencies empl0yed, but that the difference

T''üas independent of the mode of motoneuron activity. The
means and standard devietions of the percent reductions
in motoneuron discharge produced with 10, 20,30 and 7O Hzstimulation frequencies during cycric passÍve rimb movement
and l0comoLion are listed in rable 5. Dunn,s murtipre
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comparison test \^7as used to isolate the significant
comparisons. During both cyclic passive limb movement

and locomotion, Lo Hz stimulation of the ventral root
produced significantly lower amounts of recurrent inhibition
than any of the other stimulation frequencies used. There

v/ere no significant differences among the effects of zo,
30 and 70 Hz stimuletion on motoneuron discharge.

The effect of antidromic stimulation strength on the

amount of recurrent inhibition was analyzed by comparing

the percent reduction in motoneuron activity produced with
3OuA and 300u4 stimulation intensities. The means, standard
deviations and analysis of variance tabres ere presented

in Appendix c. 3OuA stimulation produced a mean reduction
of 84% d:urlng both cyclic passive limb movement and locomotion,
whereas meen reductions of 7L% and. 56% were observed during
the two test conditions respectively when a stimulation
strength of 300u4 was used. The differences in recurrent
inhibition produced by the two stimuraLion strengths were

significant during both cyclic passive limb movement

(p I .0S) and locomorion (p S.00f).
2. Recurrent facilitation of motoneurons

Two motoneurons didplayed higher discharge freouencies
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while being antidromically stimulated during cyclic passive

limb movement, but neither of these increments \,ras

statistically significant. Recurrent facilitation was

also seen during 3 individuar trials of rocomotion in 2

motoneurons, but the mean effect of "rrtidro*i" stimulation
in each case was inhibition. During cyclic stretch there
were 6 trials where there \.vas recurrent facilitation; the

increases in motoneuron firing ranged from 3L.7 to 657-/".

Recurrent facilitation did not appear to be related to Fi
since it occurred at high (fg.O spikes/sec) and low (.:
spÍkes/sec) initial firing freouencies. rn no cåse lvas

recurrent facilitation seen on every trial within a series
even when there \i'as á mean increase of discharge during
stimulation. An anarysis of the records revealed that in
7 of the 9 trials where there liras evidence of recurrent
facilitation, the antidromic stimulus train was delivered
within the second half of the interburst interval measured

from the last burst before stimulation. rt is possibre,
therefore, that the appearance of recurrent faciritation
is dependent upon the excitatory state of ra inhibitory
interneurons, which oscillates in relation to phases of
activation of antagonistic and agonist muscle groups
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(Benecke, et ql_. Lg75; Forrsb€rg, çl_ j1. Lg77).

3' Doublet firing during ventrar root stimuration
rt was a consistent observation that bursts of

motoneuron activity, whether activated by passive static
and cyclic stretch or locomotion, \,.rere usuallv initiated by
doublet firing. Typicarry the motoneuron wourd then
discharge with a fairly constant interspike interval for
the remainder of the burst train. This pattern of motoneuron
firing is in agreement with other reports of motoneuron

firing during MlR-evoked locomotion (Zaiac and young, Lg76).
A finding of the present experiments, however, \,üas that
the incidence of doublet firing courd be íncreased during
antidromic stimulation.

Records of the response of motoneurons to ventral root
stimulation during passive cyclic limb movement and

l0comotion are presented in Figure 10. During static
stretch (toe, g) it \,sas common to see motoneuron spiking
either inhibited or converted to predominantry doublet
firing while being antidromicarry stimurated. The doubret
firing did not occur at the same interspike intervals
as the single spiking prior to stimulation, but its
sporadic occurrence prohibits the conclusion that it was
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driven by the antid.romic stimulation pulses.

Doublet firing was arso seen during cyclic passive
limb movement (roc) and rocomotion (to¡), although the
consistency of the doubretfiring was ress during these
conditions than during static stretch. Most frequentry
it appeared that single spike discharge during static stretch
was converted to doublet firing during antidromic stimulation,
while during cyclic passÍve limb movement and locomotion,
the early initial dzoublet often remained while the singre
spikes in the remainder of. the train were depressed.

4. Effect of ventrar root stimuration on the rocomotor
rhythm

rn order to test the possibirity that ventrar root
stimulation can perturb the rocomotor rhythm, as wourd be

expected if the posturate that Renshaw cerrs form a part
of the locomotion generator is correct (ytilrer and scoLt,
L977), mean noïmal (prior to antidromic stimulation) burst
durations (non) and interburst intervars (rnrrr) \,vere used
to predict the timing of burst occurrence in relation to
previous burst activity. I^iith this procedure (for details
see Methods) it \,vas possibre to determine whether the BD

or rBr was altered by ventral root stimuration, and if so,
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whether the alteration was transient or represented a

persistent resetting of the locomotor rhythm.

only triars which showed highly consi-stent burst
dutatio''s and interburst intervals \.,üere serected for
analysis. In 9 of 39 trials in 7 *oton"urons the
difference between the actuar and predicted occurrence
of the first burst of motoneuron activity forlowing
cessation of the stimurus exceeded the associated standard
error. The alteration consisted of occurrence of the burst
either later than predicted (+ trials) or earlier than
predicted (S trials). In only Z of the trials (both in
the same motoneuron) did the actual intervar preceding
the first burst after cessetion of stimulation farr outside
the limits of a 95"a connidence interval, and these are
the only trials for which the difference can be considered
significant. I,rlhereas recurrent inhibition observed in any
given motoneuron occurred consistentry across triars,
resetting of the locomotor rhythm as judeed by the above

criterion \ras repeatabre in only I of the 7 motoneurons

examined. In 2 additional instances (out of the total gl
trials) antidromic stimuration resulted in cessation of
co -ordinated locomotion..
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These results suggest that L7 ventrar root stimuration

does not consistently alter rocomotion, in spite of the
fact that it prcduces significant inhibition of individuar
motoireurons. lrlhile not directry rerated to the capabirity
of ventral root stimuration to reset lcicomotor rhythm,
it should be noted that occassionarly antidromic
stimulation caused a complete disruption of locomotion

rhythm to the extent that co-ordinated locomotion ceased.

rn one instance, a motoneuron with an Fi of 39 spikes/sec
\das inhibited by 96.7% during ventral root stimuletion.
Inlhen the antidromic stimulation ceased, the motoneuron

began to fire tonically but did not resume its normal
locomotor rhythm until l.g sec after the removar of the
stimulus train.

comparison of motoneuron firing characteristics during
controlled treadmill locomotion and fictive rocomotion

The data tha. will be presented in the remaÍning sections
of the Results v/ere obtained in fictively walking cats.
since a substantial part of this thesis involves attempts

to understand the function of various spinal neurons in
the generation of the lo.comotion rhythm by observing their

B.
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behavior during fictive locomotion, it \,ùas deemed

worthwhile to determine whether the rocomotor activity
observed in para Lyzed' cats \.^7as essentiarly the same as

that seen in cats warking on a treadmilr with normal

segmental afferenLation. To determine the similarity
in the MlR-evoked rocomotion bet\,,7een the two prepa:,:ations,
the interspike intervals (tSls) separating the motoneuron

action potentials occurring within a burst were measured

over successive step cycles and averaged. The mean rsrs
for 5 motoneurons recorded from a ventral root filament during
controlled treadmill locomotion and ll motoneurons recorded
intracellularry or from ventrar root filaments during
fictive locomotion are presented in Table 6. only
motoneurons which produced at reast 7 action potentials
per burst were included in this analysis since the intent
was also to exami-ne the påttern of motoneuron firing within
the burst; although many of the 16 motoneurons produced

more than 7 action potentiars per burst, onry the first 6

ïsrs \¡reïe incruded in the anarysis. a, 2-way factorial
analysis \,üas performed on the first 6 rsrs during
controlled treadmirr rocomotion and fictive rocomotion
(c.f. Appendix E), and a [)unn's test of multiple
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comparisons rvas used to isolate the s ignif icantly
different means.

The mean varues for the first 6 rsrs observed during
both types of locomoti-on are plotted in Figure 11. During
both controlled treadmill locomotion and fictive locomotion,
the first ISI was significantly (p _<.01 and p <.05,
respectively) shorter than the subseouent rsrs, but there

'vas no significant difference in the duratÍon of rsrs
2 - 6. Although the first rsr observed during controlled
treadmill locomotion (l.t msec) wa" significantly shorter
than the 29 -2 msec rsrl seen during fictive rocomotion,
there r^7as no overall difference between motoneuron discharge
evoked in the two locomotion preparations.

Thus, the data indicates that a simirar pattern of
motoneuron firing was produced by MLR stimulation in cats
with and without phasic segmental afferent information; in
general, the motoneuron burst rras characterized by an

initial short rsr (doubret) with the remaining action
potentials separated by a fairly constant rsr averaging

44 msec. There rras a tendency for the shorter initiar
rsrs to be associated with bursts containing a rarger
number of spikes. A simple linear regression and
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correlation analysis confirmed tha[ there \,ùas an inverse
relationship between rsrr and the number of action
potentials in the burst, but neither the correration
coefficient (r : -"4L4; t(f5) : L.7L) o, the regression
coefficient (u: -1.g4; F(1.14) : 2.g1) were statisticalry
s ignificant .

c' Effect of antidromic ventral root stimulation on

IaIN activity during fictive locomotion

rarNs r/üere recorded in the L5 and L6 segments of the
spinal cord with grass micropipettes firred with 3M Nacl
and were identified by the criteria set forth by Hultborn,
e-L.ar. (r97Lb) (c.f . Merhods, 6a). Figure L2 illusrrares
the standard identification procedures used in these
experiments " The interneuron \.ùas monosynaptically excited
by stimulation of the e nerve at a strength that 

',üas 
r.3

times threshord which is in the range for excrusive
stimulation of Ia afferents (Eccles, et a_I_. L95la, b).
The shape of the cord dorsum potent íaT, shown in the
bottom trace in A-D, arso indicates that the stimulus
ldas confined to Ia afferents (Eccles, g!.__el. 1956).
Figure L2B shows that the interneuron \,ías able to follow
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stimulation of the Q nerve at a rate of 250 Hz which
differentiates the cerl from motoneurones. A third
prerecruisite for identification as an rarN is thaL the
interneuron can be inhibÍted by antidromic ventral root
stimulation. Two methods were used to determine whether
the interneuron being tested received recurrent inhibition,
and these are shown in Lzc, D and E. A condition - test
paradigm was used with those interneurons that !,üere not
spontaneously active. Figure Lzc shows the control
response of the interneuron to repeated stimulation of the
Q nerve (superimposed traces), and LZD shows that a stimulus
pulse delivered to the L6 ventral root r0 msec prior to
the stimulation of the e nerve effectivery brocked the
activation of the interneuron. rnterneurons that \dere

spontaneously active at rest, as this interneuron \.vas,

vüere also tested by trains of ventral root stimulation as

shown in LZE (and again in Figure l3A).
The effects of antidromic ventral root stimulation on

the spontaneous activity (not evoked) and discharge during
fictive locomotion of 6 e-coupred rarNs are summarized in
Table 7' rn each cerl, the recurrent inhibition of
spontaneous activity was tested in 5 trials. rn accordance
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lvith accepted criteria for identification of rarNs

(uuttborn, et a-1-. LgTLb), ventral root stimuration was

quite effective in inhibiting the spontaneous activity of
rarNs. rn the 6 rarNs listed in Table 7 , the amount of
recurrent inhibition ranged from 66.6% to LIo% and had a

mean of 92.5%. rarNs tended to discharge at higher

freouencies during fictive rocomotion as there \,{as a mean

Fi of 60.3 spikes/sec during fictive locomotion as compared

to a mean of 30.2 spikes/sec for spontaneous activity. rt
lvas not uncommon, however, to find some rarNs, such as

rarNs 2 and 4, which had lower frequencies during fictive
locomotion than at rest. This lvas due to the fact that
some rarNs discharge during locomotion in discrete bursts

with no activity occurring during the portion of the step

cycle in which antagonÍst motoneurons are active. The

instantaneous freouencies were always higher during fictive
locomotion. The recurrent inhibition of IaINs during fictive
locomotion ranged from 26.7% to 60.0% and had a mean of
34.57.. The difference between Fi and Fs \das significant
at an alpha level of at least .01 in each cell as tested

by paired one tailed t-tests.

The recurrent inhfbition of spontaneous and MLR-
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evoked activity of two Q-IaINs recorded in different
experiments is irrustrated in Figure 13. The upper trace
in Al, A2, Bl and 82 is the extracellurar recording from
the *i"ro"lectrode and the rower trace is the recording
from an L6 ventral root filament. The rarN shown in Ar
and A2 is cerr ltL from Tabre 7 and the one ilrustrated in
Bl and 82 is rarN rfs. A 200 msec train of .r msec purses
applied to the L6 ventral root at a frecuency of 40 Hz

completely inhibited the spontaneous actÍvity of raïN /Él
(er¡. The period of ventrar root stimuration is indicated
in Al by the stimurus artifact and in A2 by the horizontal
bars above the microerectrode trace. The effectiveness of
ventral root stimuration in halting the spontaneous activity
of rarN /É1 is further demonstrated by the fact that a

spurrious ventral root stimulus pulse that was emitted
200 msec after the end of each train of purses produced
about a 60 msec pause in the cerrrs spontaneous discharge.
During fictive locomotion (A2) the mean freouency of discharge
for rarN /Él was L25.L Hz which was reduced to g7.9 Hz during
the 200 msec train of ventral root stimuration. over the
31 recurrent inhibition trials conducted durÍng fictive
locomotion, there r^7as a-mean reduction in rarN /Él activity
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of. 29 .7%. As shorvn in Figure 13, 81 and. 82, IaIN lþS

discharged spontaneousry at a rate of 5.L Hz and during
fictive locomotion at a rate of LZ.7 Hz. only two action
potentials in rarN 1t5 appeared during a 10 sec train of
pulses delivered to the L6 ventral root at a rate of 30

Hz before the MLR was stimulated (gf). Spontaneous

discharge in rarN /É5 was inhibited by a mean of 96.L% by

ventral root stimuration. During fictive rocomotion, (øz¡,
recurrent inhibition was less effective but still resurted
in a mean reduction in discharge of 55.L% which was

significant at the .00r revel. rt can also be seen in 82

that there vTas a substantial inhibition of the motoneuron

activity in the L6 ventral root filament during the 3 sec

period of antidromic stimulation of the rest of the L6

ventral root. rn this exampre, the rarN exhibited much more

consistent rhythmic activity than the motoneurons in the

ventral root filament.

Multiple correration and regression analysis revealed
that a significant linear relaticnship existed between Fi
and Fs (r: .993) and Fi and AF (r: .967) bur not berween

Fi and percent reduction in rarN discharge during fictive
locomotion, as shov¿n in.Table g. These results are similar
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to the relationships found to exist between motoneuron

discharge frecuency and recurrent inhibition (fable 4).
The regression line describing the relationship between

Fi and Fs is shown as the sorid rine in Figur e L4 and the
relationship between Fi and 6F as a ¿ashed rine. The

correlation and regression coefficients for each line are

also presented in Figure 14, and the standard error of the
estimate for each rine is drawn in at the means. The

regression rine of rarN Fi vs Fs had a. steeper srope
(b: .705) than the rine of motoneuron Fi vs Fs (b: .25L,
Figure 9A) indicating that there \,vas a smarrer reduction
in rarN firing during vent:a I root stimuration than was

observed in motoneurons. That thÍs 
'üas true can arso be

seen by comparing the regression lines describÍng the
relationship between Fi and AF for IaINs (dashed line,
Figure L4) and motoneurons (Figure 9B); the slope of the
regression line for IaINs (b : .293) was substantially
smaller than that for motoneurons (b : .74g). Although
there was a fairly high correlation between Fi and relative
amount of recurrent inhíbition of IaINs, (, : .767) , it
\ras not significant at the .05 level or higher.
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D. Modulation of ra Epsps during fictive locomotion

Schomburg and Behrends (fgZg¡) reported that in high
spinal cats which had been given i.v. injections of
NialLmide and L-DopA ra Epsps evoked in frexor and extensor
motoneurons by low threshord stimulatiån of Lromonymous

muscle nerves were found to be largest during each

motoneuronrs rractive phase" of the step cycle. The Epsps

that \.^7ere evoked during the depoLarlzed. or active phase of
the step cycle r.^/ere averaged and compaïed with the average

obtained during the reciprocal or hyperpoLarized phase of
the step cycle.

These results v/ere confirmed in the present experiments

in which ra EPSPs Ìüere evoked in e motoneurons during
fictive locomotion by low threshold stimulation of a branch

of the femoral nerve which innervates the vastus mediaris.
Due to the unavailabirity of averaging programs, the

modulation of the ra Epsps during fictive locomotion was

anaLyzed by examining the relationship between the ampritude

of the evoked Epsp and the motoneuron membrane potential
measured from the DC record at the onset of the Epsp.

The results of the linear regression and correiation
analysis performed on 4.e motoneurons which dísplayed
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rhythmic membrane potentiar oscirrations during MLR

stimulation are presented in Table g. rn 3 of the 4

motoneurons, there was a significant (p < .01 or p <.00f )
positive correlation between Epsp amplitude and membrane

potentÍal. rn alr 3 of these motonertår,r, the F test of
the significance of the regression coefficient revealed that
the relationship between these two variables \,,üas linear
(p <.01). It can be seen, however, that there vüas a

substantial amount of variability in the values of the

correlation and regression coefficients among the 3

motoneurons.

Examples of the modulation of the ra Epsps ín 2

motoneurons, ra-26 /É5 and ra-g if3, are illustrated in Figure
154 and B, respectively. Figure L6 shows the regression
lines describing the rela.-ionship between Epsp amplitude
and motoneuron membrane potential for motoneurons ra-26 lf5
(broken line) and Ia-8 lþ3 (solid line). Again, the

disparity in the slopes of the 2 rines is evident; the

change in the amplitude of the Epsp was much greater for
a given change in membrane potential of motoneuron ra_g

1f3 than the other motoneuron despite the fact that they

both had similar mean mêmbrane potentials (fable 9).
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Motoneuron ra-B lþz showed the greatest modulation in
amplitude as indicated by its larger standard deviation
(+ Z. I mv). Likewise, it should be noted that the 3

motoieurons in which there was a significant rinear
relationship between Epsp amplitud" 

".rà membrane potential
also showed greater shifts in their DC potentiars, as

indicated by their standard deviations, than did motoneuron

rL-27 -6 lt3.

rt was also of interest to compare the range of Epsp

amplÍtudes observed during fictive locomotion to the control
values, i.e., the amplitude of.the Epsp obtained during
resting conditions. rf amplitudes smaller than the control
value \^rere obtained during locomotion, this would suggest

the presence of some inhibitory processes directed at
either the pre- or postsynaptic level.

Tabl: 10 presents the contror Epsp ampritude and the

largest and smallest values obtained during fictive locomotion
for the 4 motoneurons anaLyzed. rn arr cases, except for
motoneuron ra-8 lt3, the amplitude of the control Epsp was

of a value that was intermediate between the largest and

smallest values seen during locomotion. The amplitude
of the EPSPs varied dur'ing locomotion within a range of
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2'5 to 3.0 mv. rn motoneuron ra-g rþ3, the ampritude of
the EPSP was consistently larger than the control value

during locomotion, and it disprayed the rargest range

of variation (6.7 mv) of the 4 motoneurons. It should

be noted that this motoneuron was also found to have the

tightest coupling between Epsp amplitude and membrane

potential variation (r : .884) and, interestingly, the

smallest mean membrane potential (E,, : 63.7 mv) during
locomotion.

E. Moduration of ra rpsps during fictive locomotion

ra rPSPs \,rrere evoked at various points throughout the

step cycle to determine whether there was any evidence of
phasic recurrent inhibition of rarNs during locomotion.

These tests \,üere conducted on just 2 e motoneurons both

of which received ra rpsps from the nerve to TA. The z

motoneurons ü/ere recorded in different experiments. The

experimental procedure used is illustrated in Figur e L7 .

The uppeï trace in paners A, B and c is the AC coupred

record from the microelectrode, and the middle trace is
the cord dorsum potential recorded at the L5 dorsal root
entry zone. The cell was identified as being a motoneuron
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(la-z lt6) by the single action potential evoked in regponse

to stimulation of the proximar portion of the cut L5 ventrar
root (panel B). stimulation of the nerve to Q via the
rut.r" cuff evoked an EpSp in this motoneuron (panel A)

which, according to the cord dorsum potentiar, r¡res evoked

at group r stimulation strength and at a monosynaptic ratency
(O.S msec); the motoneuron \,vas thus identified as a e
motoneuron. panel c shows the 5 mv rpsp that was evoked

in the motoneuron by group r strength stimulation of the
nerve to TA. The rpsp can be crassified as a ra rpsp since
it r^ras evoked at group r strength and at a ratency indicating
a disynaptic pathway (2 msec).

Panel D shows the DC coupled recording of the
motoneuronts activity during fictive locomotion. The A
gates shown in the trace just above the DC record \^/ere

generated from the oscilloscope simultaneously with the

stimurus pulse to the TA nerve and provide a marker of the

evoked rPSP. The rpsps numbered L - 4 are shown at higher
amplification and an expanded time base in the bottom trace
of the figure. rt is obvious that despite the somewhat

irregular firing of the motoneuron during fictive locomotion,
the rPSPs that r.üere evoked when the motoneuron membrane
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potential was more depolarized (lpSps I and 2) \,vere

substantially larger than those evoked during the

hyperpola'rízed phase of the step cycre. rn both motoneurons

tes ted, linear regre ssion anarysis revealed. that there \^/as a

significant inverse relationship betrou"r, TA ra rpsp

amplitude and Q motoneuron membrane potential. The

correlation and regression coefficients and regression
lines for moroneurons ],a-Z tþ6 (solid line) and IL_27_6_7g

1þL0 (broken line) are presented in Figure lB. The lower
x axis is associated with the solid regression line and

the upper x axÍs with the broken regression line. ArI
regre ssion and correlation coef ficients \^rere signif icant
at the .001 lever. The slopes of the two lines are ouite
different (b : -.392 and -.L52) indicating that rhe change

in membrane potential had a smarler effect on the amplitude
of the TA rpsp in motoneuron rL-27-6-7g lfLO rhan in the
other motoneuron. There was also a substantial difference
in the resting membrane potential (ER) of the two cells,
rL-27-6-78 /É10 being the more depolarized, of the two

(ER : -50 mv). This may indicate a poorer impalement

that the cell \¡ras damaged by the penetration of the

microelectrode and may'êxplain the smaller moduration

or

in the
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sLze of the rpsp. This motoneuron exhibited a greater
amplitude in its membrane potentiar oscirration during
fictive locomotion, however, than did motoneuron ra-z if6,
indicating that it had a healthy response to MLR

s t imul at ion .

rn the present study, the amplitude of TA ra rpsps

'vas greatest during Q motoneuron depolarization which
occurs out of phase with TA motoneuron activity and thus
at a time when the recurrent inhibition of TA rarNs

projecting to Q motoneurons by TA Renshaw cells should be

minimal or nonexistent. The variations in TA ra rpsp

amplitude that occur during fictive locomotion could be due

to changes in motoneuron membrane potentiar and to the
phasic recurrent inhibition of rarNs. The data presented

here do not allow decisions to be made regarding the
relative contributions of each of these influences.

As r¡ras seen to be true in most cases with monosynaptic

EPSP amplitude during fictive locomotion, the contror ra
ïPSP amplitudes T^rere intermediate between the largest and

smallest rPSPs observed during locomotion. Motoneuron

ra-2 lþ6 had a mean control TA rpsp of 4.3 mv bur the rpsp
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values ranged from z.g to r1.3 mv during rocomotion. The

meân TA rPSp evoked in motoneuron rL-27-6-7g lÍL} at rest
was 5.4 mv but ranged from 2.4 to 6.g mv during rocomotion.
The smallest rpsps \,vere evoked during the hyperpor arizeð,
phase of the e motoneuron step cycle "; a time when the
TA rarN should be maximarry active. The fact that some

of these rPSps \.,üere smarrer than those evoked at rest may

be partly exprained by the greater membrane potentiar during
this phase, but, as is shown in Figure 18, only motoneuron

TL-27 -6-78 /É10 hyperpoLarLzed berow resting membrane

potential levels during the hyperpol arízed phase of the step
cycle. rt is arso possibre that the inhibitory effect of
the rarN on the motoneuron lvas ress prominent during the
hyperpola-rj-.zed phase of the step cycle than at rest because

of shunting due to direct inhibition of the motoneuron

during this phase.

F. Membrane potential oscirlations observed in frexor and

extensor motoneurons during fictive rocomotion

Inlhen plotting the membrane potential oscirrations
relative to the resting membrane potential (A ) that

R
occurred during fictive'locomotion in flexor and extensor
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motoneurons , it appeared that there \,^/ere basic dif ference s

in the behavior of the 2 populations of moLoneurons that
might be related to differences in their synaptic inpui
from the spinal locomotion generator. Both flexor and

extensor motoneurons displayed membranl potential
oscillations during fictive locomotion such that they \,{ere

depolarized during theÍr active phase and hyperpolar ized
during their inactive phase of the step cycle. The main

difference rras that the membrane potential of the extensor
motoneurons 

'üas 
often tonically shifted in a depolarized

direction during fictive rocomotion; the motoneuron membrane

potential during the hyperpol arLzeð" phase of the step cycle

'vas still more depolarízed than the ER. conversery,

flexor motoneurons consistentry exhibited membra,ne potential
oscillations above and below the ER. The contrast between

flexor and extensor motoneurons is evident when comparing

the membrane potential oscillations that occurred during
fictive locomotion, plotted in a normalized step cycre,
in 2 Q motoneurons shown in the top 2 panels of Figure 19

with those of the 3 flexor motoneurons illustrated. in
Figure 20.
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systematic analysis of all motoneurons which could
be identified as being a flexor or an extensor, which had

an EO of -50 mv or greater and which \.{iere rhythmicarry
active during fictive rocomotion confirmed these

observations but failed to revear causative variabres.
Table 11 contains information on the membrane potential
changes that r.üere observed during fictive locomotion in 12

extensor and 3 frexor motoneurons. All of the flexor
motoneurons but onry 3 of the L2 extensor motoneurons

hyperpolarLzed berow the E* during rocomotion. Figure r9
shows the membrane potential prots in normalized step
cycles of 4 e motoneurons. The prots in the top 2 panels
(motoneurons 9 and 6, respectively, from Table fl) are

characteristic of the membrane potential oscillations
observed in the majority of the extensor motoneurons.

The third and fourth panels illustrate the DC shifts seen

in 2 motoneurons (motoneurons 2 and.3, respectively) which

did hyperpoLarLze below the resting level.
rt r'üas noted that the extensor motoneurons which did

hyperpoLarLze below E* tended to have a higher E* than the

other extensor motoneurons as well as the flexor motoneurons.

Motoneurons 2 and 3 had"an Eo of -r30 and -g0 mv,
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respectively, and it can be seen from Table 11 that 2

of the 3 extensor moLoneurons that behaved in this manner

hac an E* greater than the motoneurons which rrere tonicalry
depolar',zed during rocomotion. To determine if the
difference in membrane potentiar behavior during locomotion
was primari-ly Terated to the generar hearth of the cerr
or the cuarity of the impalement, a multipre correlation
analysis was performed on the forrowing variabres which
are listed in Table 11: motoneuron E¡1; action potential
height; amplitude of the membrane potentiar oscirlations
during locomotion; whether the motoneuron hyperporarized
below E* (coded as either a 0 (no) or a 1 (y"s)) and the
difference beLween the level
(pup) and rhe ER (e*-rHe).

on the 9 motoneurons for which arr of the data was

available. I,rhether or not the motoneuron hyperporarized
below EB vras inversely related to En (r: _.4g, p <.05)
and to ER - PHP (r : -.67, p (.01). There \¡ras arso e

significant inverse relationship between Ep - pHp and the
amplitude of the E" oscillation (r : -.83, p <.05). Thus,
motone'¡-rrons which did hyperpoLarLze berow E* tended to
have a larger E* and a greater fluctuation i, t,f during

of peak hyperpoLarization

The analysis was performed
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fictive locomotion.

rt is still difficult to determine whether the

differences in the membrane potential oscirrations
observed are a function of the different popurations of
motoneurons and represent different moàes of synaptic
activation during locomotion or simply reflect the quarity
of the recording conditions. All of the extensor motoneurons

which hyperpolarLzed below E* were recorded in different
experiments; motoneurons 4 and L6 \,r/ere recorded in the

same preparation. only one motoneuron with an Ep above

-60 mv remained deporarized above En throughout the step
cycle. However, motoneurons 5 and 7, which displayed
membrane potentiar oscilration ampritudes of r0.3 and

15.0 mv respectively, which indicates a hearthy response

to MLR stimulation, \dere tonically depolarLzed. during
loc omotion.

G. Phase relatíonships among Renshaw cell, rarN and

motoneuron activity during fictive rocomotion

The phase relationships among Renshaw cerr, rarN and

motoneuron activity \,vere determined by comparing the

frequency (frequency histograms) and the onset and offset
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times of neuron activity that occurred during individual
step cycles which had been normaLLzed to allow comparisons

among cells recorded at different times throughout an

experiment as well as in different experiments.

Figure s 2L - 26 illustrate the normalized data from

6 experiments in which successful recordings T,,ere made

from more than one cell type and in which the fictive
locomotion activity in the ventral root filament rvas of
sufficient quality to permit analysis. The bursts of
motoneuron activity had to be discrete enough to allow
finite measllrements of the beginning and end of a step

cycle for the phasing analysis to be performed. Figure 27

shows the raw data that is presented in Figure 2L to
exemplify the transformation of the data that occurs with
normalization. Figuræ2L - 26 will be referred to
repeatedly in the following sections in which the details
of the phase relationships between activiLy in Renshaw

cells and motoneurons, rarNs and motoneurons and Renshaw

cells and IaINs will be presented.

1. Phase relaiionships between period.s of Renshaw cell
and motoneuron activity
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T¿ble Lz comp¿res the burst dur¿tions ¿nd the onset

end offset times of E-RC and F-RC activity with extensor
and flexor motoneuron activity respectivery for l0 Rensh¿w

cells in which it w¿s possibre to identify the motoneuron
activity in the ventral root firament as being either
flexor or extensor so thet the phasing of Renshaw cerr
activity during fictive locomotion could be determined.
six of the Renshaw cells courd. be identified in terms of
their orthodromic input as they responded to stimuretion
of various peripheral nerves. The other 4 cells either
could not be excited by stimulation of the peripherel
nerves via the nerve cuffs or were recorded in experiments
in which the dorsal roots vüere cut. rn these 4 cerls,
it was still possibre to identify them as F-RCs or
E-RCs by relating their periods of activity to that in
the identified filament. rdentification in this manner

was based on data that Renhsaw cells åre active in phase

with the motoneurons from which they receive their axon

collateral input (Mccrea and Jordan , Lg76e). The number

of the figure in which the cell is illustrated, if
it is, is in parenthesis next to the cerl number. The

identificetion of the ce'lls included in Table L2 can be
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found in Appendix H.

rnspection of the data presented in Table L2 enables

one 
.to 

determine for each Renshaw cerr and each group of
Renshaw cells the temporal reration between Renshaw cerr
actÍvity and the activity of motoneurons with which the
Renshaw cells are coupled. The values presented in
columns 4 - 6 (cycle duration; duration of the extension
or flexion phase of the step cycle; and the onset (X)

and offset (y) times of the extension and flexion phases

of the step cycle) are the mean values obtained from the

n trials (step cycles) in which the Renshaw cell data was

obtained. The population values for the ventral root filament
that are drawn in normaLLzed. form in the respective figures
represent the mean from all the step cycles measured for
all of the cells presented in each figure. For exampre,

RC lnt in Tabre L2 rÁ7as measured over g step cycres, but the
values listed in columns 4 - 6 for this cell are the means

of the 60 total step cycres measured. for the 6 celrs
anaLyzed in that experiment. Thus, there wirl be some

discrepancy between the values listed in column 6 and the
x and Y values for the extensor and flexor filament records,
respectively, that are -shown in the normalized diagrams.



2. E-RCs and extensor motoneurons

RC lþL beceme active ¿rmost coincidentarry with the
extensor fil¿ment; the Q-RC st¿rted its activity ait 0.62
end the filament corunenced activity ¿t.0.63 of the step
cycle. The Renshaw cell was active longer than both the
extensor firament and the intracerrurarry recorded e
motoneuron that was also recorded in this experiment
(Figure 2L). The 1.03 y verue for the Renshaw celr shows

that its activity extended through the extension phase of
the step cycre into the subsequent flexor phase. RC /É4

(y: L.o7) also was active into the next flexor phase

although, unlike RC /É1, its burst of activity wa.s shorter
than that of the extensor motoneurons in the firament;
while the extension phase started at 0.60, the e-Rc did not
become ective until 0.93 of the step cycle. RC /É3 was

active for a much ronger period than the extension phase

of the step cycre es it became active midway through the
flexion phase (0.33) but continued to discharge almost to
the end of the extension phase (y:0.99). Thus, as can

be seen in Figure 23, the offset of RC /É3rs activity almost

coincided with the terminetion of activity in the extensor
filament ¿nd occurred aiter the cessátion of activity in
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2 Q motoneurons. RC lf2 had the earriest offset time

$ : 0'70) of the extensor coupred E-RCs anaryzed.
This cell became active before the e motoneuron that was

arso recorded in that experiment and stopped firing just
after the middle of the e motoneuron burst. rc-Rc rf7

shown in Figure 25 was active for 264 msec of the 472

msec 10ng extension phase of the step cycle being active
for about the first two thirds of the extension phase. This
Renshaw cell stopped discharging fairry earry in the step
cycle (y:0.83) i'reration to other E-RCs. The other z

IÆ-RCs included in Table L2, RCs iþs and lþ6, both became

active shortly after the onset of the extension phase and

stopped discharging near the end of the extensÍon phase

$: 0.93).

The means of the date presented in Tabre L2 are
presented in schematic form in Figure 2g which illustrates
the relationship between the onset and offset of E-RC and

F-RC activity and the activity periods of extensor and

flexor motoneurons, respectivery. rn summary, the extension
phase of the step cycre occupied a mean 368 msec of the
7L7 msec step cycle and had a mean onset time of 0.50.
on the average, the duration of the E-RC burst of activity
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(z+g msec) was shorter than the extension phase. The mean

onset of E-RC activity (O.SS) occurred just slightly 
"fterthe onset of the extension phase of the step cycle. The

offset time of E-RC activity is of particular interest
insofar as it relates the cessation of extensor motoneuron
activity and E-RC activity. rf RCs contribute to the
turning off of motoneurons, as has been posturated, then
it would be necessary for them to be active at the time
that motoneuron activity ceases. Three of the 5 E-Rcs
(ncs lþL, 3 and 4) which \,vere recorded in experiments in
which extensor motoneuron activity was arso recorded, had
activity periods that extended just beyond the offset of
activity in extensor motoneurons. The mean offset time
for E-RC activity was 0.93. There \,vas more variability
associated with the onset time of E-RC actl-vity than with
the offset time as shown by the respective standard
deviations in Figure 2g.

(b) F-RCs and flexor motoneurons

The relationship between F-RC and flexor motoneuron
activity was simirar to that observed between E-RCs and

extensor motoneurons. RC lfï became active during the end
of the previous extension phase (x : -0.L2) and continued
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to discharge well into the subseciuent extension phase

(v 0'61), overlapping the onset of activity in the e
motoneuron and the extensor filament. The onset and

offslt of activiry in RC /É9 practicalry coincided vrith the

beginning and end of activity in the flu*o, filament; it
started to fire at 0.04 of the step cycle and ceased firing
just after cessatíon of activity in the filament. RC lþto

commenced activity (x : O.LZ) about 75 msec after the

initiation of activity in the flexor filament and in an

St motoneuron (Figure 25), It stopped firing just after
the flexor motoneuron activity in the filament ceased (see

Table L2) but long before the st motoneuron stopped

discharging.

As can be seen in Figure 2&, the F-RCs were, on the

average, active f.or a longer period than f lexor

motoneurons (the exception being the St motoneuron in
Figure 24), The mean duration of the flexion phase of
the step cycle \,vas 290 msec and the mean duration of F-RC

activity was 306 msec. F-RCs tended to become active very
shortly after the onset of activity in flexor motoneuïons

(x:0.04) which is simirar to the behavior seen in E-RCs

in relation to extensor"motoneurons. Again, the important
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parameter in terms of attempting to interpret the function
of Renshaw cells during locomotion, is the relationship
between the cessation of activity in flexor motoneurons and

F-RCs. All 3 F-Rcs sropped firing just after the

cessation of flexor motoneuron activity in the ventral root
filament. The offset times for the flexor filament and the

F-RC activity \,ùere 0.44 and 0.47, respectively.
2. Relationship between Renshaw cell discharge pattern
and motoneuron activity
(a) Comparison of frequency histograms

rn 3 experiments it T,'as possible to compare frequency

of Renshaw ce11 activity that occurred throughout the

fictive step cycle with that observed in single motoneurons

that \^rere recorded intracelrularly. rn most cases, the

ventral root filament records contained more than one motor

axon which made it difficult to construct a frec¡uency

histogram describing its activity during locomotion. Figure

25 shows the frec¡uency histograms of a pb-Rc (nc /É10)

an st motoneuron displayed their peak discharge frequencies

from 0.1 to 0.2 of the step cycle. The frequency of
firing in the Pb-Rc remained elevated during the subseguent

bin while the freciuency"of firing in the st motoneuron fert
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to 50% of the rate it had displayed in the previous bin.
The Pb-RC burst ended abruptry as the st motoneuron

continued to fire for some time further at progressivery
deciining rates. The important comparison between these

2 cells is, however, the fact that *u*irur activity in the

Pb-Rc coincided with the reduction of activity in the st
motoneuron- one would expect to see a close correlation
between the activity of pb-RCs and st motoneurons since
it has been shovzn that Rrpsps are produced. in st motoneurons

primarily by stimulation of the nerves to st and pb muscles
(Eccles, et al. L96Ta) and that Renshaw cells which receive
input from st motoneurons are arso excited by axon

collaterals form pb motoneurons (Eccres, er_ar_. r96rb).
RC /É9 was, in fact, excited by stimulation of the st nerve,
although it responded maximally to stimulation of the nerve
to Pb.

The frequency histograms of an E_RC (nC lf}) and a e
motoneuron are presented in Figure 22. The Renshaw cerl
became active after the onset of activity in the e
motoneuron and displayed its maximar firing rate at the

beginning of its burst. Again the maximal firing in the

Renshaw ce11 coincided with fhe peak discharge rate seen
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in the motoneuron (period of 0.6 to 0.7). The pattern
of discharge in the 2 cerrs then paralrered one another
as there Tras a steady decline in discharge frequency

throughout the remainder of their activity periods.
Figure 23 presents another compariso' O"tween the
activity in an E-RC (nC ll3) and a e motoneuron. The

motoneuron star:ts to fire early in the step cycle and

continues to discharge at a fairry steady rate for the

remainder of the step cycre. The E-RC beceme active armost

simultaneously with the e motoneuron and discharged at a

moderate rate untir the end of the extension phase at
which time there r.ùas a dramatic increase in the rate of
RC firing; the period of maximar activity in the Renshaw

cell just preceded the cessation of acEivity in the a
motoneuron- The frec¡uency histograms shov¡n in Figure 2g

represent the mean discharge frequencies of E-Rcs and

F-RCs during fÍctive locomotion. E-RCs displayed elevated
discharge rates from 0.5 to l.r of the step cycre but were

maximally active at the end of the extension phase (o.g
1.0). F-RC activity was maximar during middle to late
flexion, i.€., from O.l - 0.4 while moderate activity
occurred from 0 - 0.5 o'f the step cycle. The mean offset
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time of flexor motoneuron activity r.{as 0.44.
(b) Relationship between Renshaw cell discharge and

membrane potential in associated motoneurons

some information about the effects of Renshaw cells
on motoneurons during fictive locomotiån 

""n also be derived
from comparisons of the pattern of Renshaw cerr discharge
and the relative depolarizatj-on and hyperpoLarLzation of
the membrane potentiar in associated motoneurons. The

frequency histograms of activity in E-RC /É3 can be compared

with the membrane potential oscillations observed in z e
motoneurons during locomotion in Figure 23. rt can be seen

that the maximal rate of discharge in the Renshaw cerl
coincides with the onset of hyperpoLarization in both e
motoneurons- The same is true with E-Rc /É2 and the e
motoneuron shown in Figr:re ZZ.

(") Relationship between the period of maximal Renshaw

ce11 activity and motoneuron activity
E-RC /É3, Q-RC lft and rhe pb-Rc /É10 atl exhibited rheir

highest freouency of firing at the end of their burst of
activity which coÍncided with the reduction of activity in
motoneurons to which the Renshaw cells \4rere functionally
related. The discharge-- freouencies and patterns of e-RC iÉl
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and E-RC lfs are particularly similar to one another. ltre

flexor F-RCs /ÉB and lf9 were maximally active during the

middle of their burst and the 2 E-RCs, RC lþ2 and Q-RC

lf4,'atscharged at maximal rates at the beginning of their
active periods. The consistent observätion was that the

periods of most vígorous Renshaw cell firing \^/ere temporally

related to the onset of the reduced activity in motoneurons

to which they were functiona[y related. The e-RC lÈt

(figure 2L) is maximaLLy active at the very end of the

extension phase of the step cycle. E -RC lfz (Eigure 22)

is maximally active during the period in which the e
motoneuron is becoming hyperpolarLzeð.. F-Rc lfg displayed

its highest freouency of discharge from 0.1 - 0.3 of the

step cycle and the flexor motonerron activity in the ventral
root filament ceased at 0.31. The onset of hyperpolarization

in 2 Q motoneurons occurred at the very end of the extension

phase of the step cycle coincidental with the termination

of extensor motoneuron activity in the filament and the

period of maximal acriviry in E-RC lþ3 (nigure 23) . e_RC

1þ4 (Figure 24) was active for only a brief portion of the

step cycle; it fired most vigorously at the onset of its
active period and this -period of maximal activity
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coincided with the end of the extension phase when

activity in extensor motoneurons would be declining.
Maximal acrivity in pb-RC /É10 (Figure 25) coincided with
the onset of reduced rates of discharge in an st motoneuron

and just preceded cessation of activity of frexor
motoneurons in the ventral root filament.
3' Phasing of rhythmic activity in Renshaw cells associated
with antagonistic motoneuron pools

rn 3 experiments, the activity of Renshaw cerrs that
Ì.vere coupled to antagonistic motoneuron pools \.\7as recorded
during fictive locomotion. Figure 2L shows the frequency

histograms of e-RC lþL and F-RC rþs activity during fictive
locomotion" rt can be seen that their discharge profires
are almost exact mirror images of one another. The bar
graph at the bottom of the figure confirms the fact that
these 2 Renshaw cerls T,vere active compretery out of phase

with one another. The same was found to be true with F-RC

lfg and E-RC lþ2 as can be seen in Figur e 22. The F-Rc

activity had dropped to negligibre revers when the E-RC

became active. Again the bar graph shows that there \.ìras

no overlap in the activity of the F-RC and the E-RC. The

same pattern was observed with pb-RC /É10 and the LG_RC /É7

in Figure 25.
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4. Phase relationship between rarN and motoneuron activity
Phasing analysis was performed on a total of 6 rarNs

all of which were e coupled. Despite the fact that alr
of these cells met the established criteria for identification
as IaINs (see Methods) and \.4iere 

"o.rpl"à to the same

motoneuron pool, Do consistent pattern of e-rarN discharge

during fictive locomotion \^7as evident.

Figure 26 presents the freguency histograms describing
the activity of 3 e-rarNs arong with the active period of

Q motoneurons in the ventral root filament and the rnenbrane

potential oscillation in a Sart motoneuron (an antagonist
of Q motoneurons). All 3 e-rarNs \,vere maximally active
during the extension phase of the step cycle as T,¡as reported
by Feldman and Orlovsky (tglS). a-IaINs C and D discharged

in discrete bursts; their firing rate fell to zero at some

point during the flexÍon phase of the step cycle. The bar

graph at the bottom of the figure illustrates the onset

and offset points for the activity periods of e-rarNs c
and D. The activity of e-rarN c almost perfectly matched

that of the Q motoneurons in the ventral root filament.

Q-rarlJ D, however, was active for a much shorter time

becoming active after ând guiescent before the e
motoneurons in the f ilarnent. Al1 3 e-rarNs exhibited
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Lheir most vigorous firing in either the early or mid.dle

portion of the extension phase. rt would seem to be

reasonable to expect that maximal e-rarN activity would

occur during these pei'iod*" of the step cycle, since it
would not be beneficial for the flexor motoneurons to be

maximally inhibited at the end of the extension phase when

the tfansition from extension to flexion would be taking
place. rt can be seen in Figure 26 that the elevation in
Q-rarN Brs firing rate coincided with the onset of
hyperpolarization in a sart motoneuron, and all 3 e-rarNs
discharged maximalry throughout the sert motoneuron,s

hyperpolarized phase. The sart motoneuronrs membrane

potential began to shift in a depolarized direction at
0.95 of the step cycre; this deporarizatLon occurs

simultaneously with a reduction in the discharge of e-rarNs
C and D.

The frequency histograms describing the activity of
2 Q-rarNs during fictive locomotion are presented Ín
Figure 2L. Q-rarN A was active throughout the step cycre;
it \,^ras not possible , therefore, to determine the x and y

values for this cell. a-rarN A displayed elevated discharge

frequencies from late frexion (0":) to the middle of the
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extension phase (0.7). e-IaIN B became active in the

latter part of the flexion phase (x:0.35) and continued

to discharge until the end of the extension phase (y: r.o).
unlike the other e-rarNs thus far mentioned, e-rarN B was

maximally active at the end of the extension phase. As

discussed previously, this would seem to be inefficient
since at this part of the step cycle the flexor motoneurons

would be getting readied, i.€., becoming deporarized and

approaching threshold, for the initÍation of activity.
rt must be remembered, however, that the extension phase

of the step cycle is being defined in this case by the

motoneuron activity in the ventral root filament. since

extensor motoneurons are likely to be recruited before and

after those contained in the filament, the duration of the

extension phase of the step cycre, as shown here, must be

considered a ttbest approxirnationrt rather than an absorute

value. So, the period of maximal activity in e_IaIN B

could fall in the middle of other e motoneuronrs burst of
activity.

'rhe last Q-rarN anaLyzed, which is illustrated in
Figure 23, displa¡red an atypical profile of activity during
locomotion. As can be 'seen in the bar diagram, e-rarN D
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became active at the very end of the extension phase and

continued to dÍscharge throughout the frexion phase and

into the next extension phase. rts period of maximal

activity occurred during the flexion phase of the step
cycle, but it should be noted that this e-rarN discharged
at fairly 10w rates even during its period of most

vigorous firing.

rn summary, 4 of the 6 anaTyzed. e-rarNs \,r7ere maximalry
active during the early and middle portions of the extension
phase of the step cycre. one e-rarN discharged primarity
at the end of extension, and one celr discharged at row

rates throughout the step cycre with its most vigorous
firing occurring during the frexion phase. -fhe 2 e-ïarNs
that discharged at fairly high rates throughout the step
cycle (q-tatU e, Figure 2I and e_IaTN B, Figure 26) rended

to be most active at the transition of flexion to extension.
Those cells that discharged in a more burst-like fashion
\^'ere maximally active in the middle or late portions of the
extension phase. The phase rerationships between the period
of Q-rarN activity and extensor: motoneuron activity for
the 4 Q-rarNs that d.isprayed discrete onsets of activity
during fictive rocomotión are presented in Table 13. The
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meen x ãnd Y values for these 4 Q-rarNs are diagramaticelly

presented in Figure 29 along \,rith the mean discharge

frequencies of atl 6 Q-rarNs studied. The mean duration

of Q-ratll activity (+o.r: msec) exceeded that of extensor

motoneuron activity (::a.5 msec). The'mean onset of

extensor motoneuron activity was 0.55 while Q-rarN activity

started at 0.32. The d¿shed lines, v¡hich represent one

tail of the standard deviation, shows that the onset of

Q-I¿IN was quite veriable. The mean offset of e-IaIN

activity (0.40) o"curred well before the end of extension,

but as shown in Table 13,2 Q-IaINs \^rere active until the

end of extension. The meen x and Y values for those Q-rerNs

that \,vere maximally active during the extension phase were

0.43 and 0.92, respeciively. The frequency histogram shown

in Figure 29 shows that the discharge rate of Q-IaINs was

elevated from late flexion through extension into early

flexion (0.4 - 0.1) with the periods of peek activity

occurring during early extension (O.S - 0.7).

5. Discharge frequency of IaINs during spontaneous

activity and fictive locomotion

Four: of the 6 Q-IaINs analyzed in the present

experiments discherged..tonically at rest at frequencies
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ranging from 15 - 65 Hz. In these IaINs, it \,üas of
interest to determine whether the discharge frequency

that was observed during the period of the step cycle

in wrrich the cell was minimarry active \^7as lower than thet
observed at rest (before the ÞfLR stimuiation was started).
Discharge frequencies during rocomotion that \,vere lower

than those seen at rest could be evidence that direct
inhibition of rarNs contributes to the modulation of their
discharge during fictive locomotion.

Table L4 summarizes the findings obtained in the 4

Q-rarNs that \^rere spontaneously active at rest. The

frequencies listed in the table l{ere determined by

dividing the interspike interval measured at rest and

during the periods of maximum and minimum firing during
fictive locomotion into l0oo msec. Alt 4 of the Q-rarNs
displayed discharge freguencies during the period of the

step cycre in which they were minimally ective that were

lower than those exhibited at rest. The mean frequency

of spontaneous discharge Tras 33 .B Hz, while the mean

minimum frequency was 7.3 Hz. Maximal discharge

frequencies seen during locomotion ranged from 50 - z5o

Hz and had a mean of L56.3 Hz.
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The evidence thus suggests that rhythmic excitation
and inhibition of rarNs is involved in the modulation of
their activity during fictive locomotion.

6. Relationship between rarN and Renshaw ce11 discharge
fre quencie s

Tn 2 experiments, it r,ras possible to record the
activity of Q-IaINs and E-RCs during fictive locomotion.
Figure 2L illustrates the activity Ln 2 e-rarNs and a

Q-Rc. since it has been shovm that transmission in the
ra inhibitory pathway to e motoneurons is diminished by

antidromic stimulation of the e nerve (Hultborn, et al=.

L97Lc), one would expect to find that the discharge
frequency of e-rarNs and e-RCs are reciprocally rerated,
that is, when e-RCs are most active, e-rarNs wourd display
a reduction of activity. This rerationship was found to
exist between the e-RC and e-rarN A as reveared by

comparing their respective freeuency histograms. e-rarN
A is tonically active throughout the step cycle, shows

an acceleration in firing at the onset and a reduction at
the end of the extension phase. The decrine in e-rarN A

discharge paralrels the increase in activity in the e-RC.
The same interrelationship was not evident between the e-RC
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and Q-rerN B, however, as the discharge patterns of these

2 cells \,ùere armost identicar to one another. The period
of most vÍgorous Renshaw cell firing (O.g _ l.O) ¿i¿ just
precede a reduction in e-rarN Brs activity, however.

There \^ras an inverse relationship betwlen the discharge

pattern of the F-Rc and the 2 e-rarNs which might reflect
a significant functional relationship.

There was also a reciprocar relationship between the

activity in an E-RC and e-rarN D in Figure 23. This e-rarN
T,ras surprisingly maximarly active during the frexion phase

of the step cycle. rt is possible that the cerl was onry
weakly excited by the spinar rocomotion generator, as

indicated by its fairly row discharge rates, and that the

inhibitory effects of E-RCs outweighed the excitatory drive
from the generator during the extension phase.

A comparison of the discharge patterns of the e-RC

in Figure 2T, the e-RC in Figure 24 and the E-RC in Figure

23 with those of the 3 e-rarNs illustrated in Figure 26

further suggests that Renshaw cells may function to diminish
the activity in rarNs projecLing to antagonistic motoneurons.

Again, the accelerated activity in the Rensharv celrs at
the end of extension coincides with a Teduction in e-rarN
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discharge. rf these 2 phenomena aTe c6usêrry related,
this wourd result in e disinhibition of frexor motoneurons
in late extension that wourd facÍlitate the onset of the
flei<ion phese- The E-Rc in Figure 22 was m¿ximerry áctive
¿t the beginning of extension, perhaps indicating that it
r¡7as coupled to a small motoneurc¡n thaL would be recruited
earlier in the extension phase than other laiger motoneurons
(Henneman, et al. L965a, b), Maximal Renshaw cell firing
during this period of the step cycre stirr can be rerated.
to decreased activity in r¿rNs projecting to antagonistic
motoneurons as cen be seen by comparing the frequency
histogram of E-RC #z in Figure 22 with those of e_rarNs
A and B Ín Figure 2L and e_IaIN D in Figur e 23.
7. Activity of unidentified interneurons

since this study úeinly dealt with the function
of spinal interneurons that might function as part of a
spinal l0comotion generet6¡, although the identified
interneurons, Renshaw ce11s and rarNs have been focused
upon, the activíty of other unidentified interneurons thet
exhibited rhythmic behavior during fictive rocomotion are
als<: of interest. The beh¿vior of 5 unidentified
interneurons will be discussed briefly.
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The frecruency histogram of an interneuron that

received a monosynaptic ra Epsp from the nerve to LG and
followed high frequency stimulation (250 Hz) but was not
inhibited by antidromic stimulation of the L5 - sl
ventral roots is presented in Figure ). The rhythmic membrane
potential changes thar occurred in a TA motoneuron are
also shown in Figure 7 - As shov¡n in the bar diagram, the
Ic-rN and the TA motoneuron were active out of phase with
one another, the TA motoneuron being active during frexion
and the IÆ-rN being active from late frexion through
extension. A comparison of the frequency histogram of the
LG-rN and the membrane potential oscillation of the TA
motoneuron shows a cl0se correspondence between the period
of maximal activity in the LG-rN and the hyperpoLarLza.tÍon
of the TA motoneuron. rt is not possible from the data
available to te11 whether there is a causal relationship
between the 2 cerrs, since the r,G-rN courd be an inhibitory
or an excitatory interneuron. rnterneurons in the
intermediate zone of the rumbar spinar cord have been found
that are monosynapticalty excited by ra afferents but do
not receive recurrent inhibition (Hultborn, e! al. LgTLb).
Flowever, this ce11 \.,üas located 3.6 mm along a dorso_ventral
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plane in the L6 segment of the spinal cord, which is an

area in which the rarNs that were recurrently inhibited
\.vere found. Another possibility is that it is an

"""itrtory interneuron that provides drive to LG

motoneurons during rocomotion. This i-" an interesting
possibility in light of recent evidence (pratt, e_t ar.
L979) that the spinar rocomotion generator must contain
some source of excitation to motoneurons during their
active period, since disinhibition alone did not appear

to be an adequate explanation of motoneuron deporarization.
A Q-rN that Ìvas active during the flexion phase of

the step cycle is illustrated in Figure 2L. e-rN E was

excited at a short latency (l msec) by low threshold
stimulation of the Q nerve. Ventral root stimulation had

no effect on this interneuron. This cell became active
coincidental wÍth the start of the flexion phase of the
step cycle. A possibre expranation for this pattern of
discharge may be that these rNs r.{rere primarily excited by

group rr afferents, which are active during muscle stretch
rather than during the period of muscle contraction during
locomotion (Loeb and Duysens, LgTg). perhaps this
excitatory drive to e motoneurons during the frexion phase
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serves to offset the effects of reciprocal inhibition which
should be focused on Q motoneurons during flexion.

A recording of another interesting interneuron that
r". t"corded in the seme experiment as the cells shown ín
Figure 23 is presented in Figure 30 along with Lhe nornarized
data. This data w¿s not incruded in Figure 23 because it
r^res an unidentified cell. The behavior of this cell during
fictive locomotion vüas recorded before the identification
procedures \,üere conducted and the cell was unfortunately
lost during the locomotion triars. rt began to discharge
just after the onset of extensor motoneuron activity in
the ventral root filament and fires for about 260 msec at
a frequency of about 50 Hz. This interneuron appears to
be inhibitory to the extensor motoneurons in the firament,
v¡hich discharged directly in phase with intracelrulerry
recorded Q motoneurons, since there is an obvious
reduction in motoneuron activity in the firament during
the burst of interneuron activity. rt is interesting that
the extensor motoneuron discharge that did persist in the
filament during the period of interneuron firing \,üês

characterized by an unusual preponderence of doubret firing;
this phenomenon \^zês also observed when motoneurons that
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\.vere activated by muscle stretch or MLR stimulation were

subjected to antidromic ventral root stimuration.
rnhibition of extensor motoneurons at the beginning

of trr" stence phase would seem to be counterproductive to
the smooth transition between the pr,"""s of the step cycle.
During an earlier locomotion trial, the discharge of this
interneuron seemed to be more coupled to the flexor phase

of the step cycle and out of phase with extensor motoneurons.

rn later trials, as shown in Figure 30, extensor motoneuron

activity commenced earlier in the step cycle ard overlapped

that of the interneuron. The activity period of the

interneuron (O.Z to 0.42) occurs primarily during what is
normally the flexion phase of the step cycle. rt might

be, therefore, that this interneuron i-s a flexor coupled

inhibitory interneuron and that the extensor motoneurons

\^7ere recruited unusually early in the step cycle. Thus,

the extensor motoneurons were inhibited during the period
of the interneuron firing. This interneuron may be a
flexor coupled rarN or Renshaw cerl since its rhythmic

activity during fictive locomotion \,vas completely

abolished by antidromic ventral root stimulation.
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ventral root stimulation on the

Renshaw ce11 during fictive

rn a separate series of experiments conducted in our
laboratory, the possibility that Renshaw cells were

inhibited during fíctive locomotion \^zas tested by comparing

the number of action potentials produced within a Renshaw

cell burst evoked in response to a single stimulus pulse

delivered to a cut ventral root during various phases of
the step cycle and at rest (Mccrea and Jordan , L976a).

rt \das noticed that, in some cases, Renshaw cells which

had discharged rhythmicarry during locomotion before ventral
root stimulation commenced, discharged only in response

to the ventral root stimulation and no longer displayed
any rhythmic activity coupled to the activity of motoneurons

in a ventral root firament. An example of this phenomenon,

observed in an intracellularly recorded E_RC (nC /É: in
Table L2 and in Figure 23), is presented in Figure 31.

The Renshaw ce11 responses that \,ùere evoked by antidromÍc

stimulation of a cut L6 ventrar root is shov¡re in A (middle

trace), and the extensor motoneuron activity in the ventral
root filament is shown fn the bottom trace. The upper
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trace shows the A gate pulses that rnark the time of ventral
root stimulation. The cycle Ínterval of ventral root

stimulation was 360 msec. The Renshaw cell responded to

"""h ventral root stimulus with a burst of activity
typical of that produced by antidromic stimulation (Renshaw,

L946; Eccles, et ql. L954) , and there is a reductÍon in
extensor motoneuron activity in the filament coincidental

with the Renshaw cell discharge. The spontaneously occurring
(not evoked by ventral root stimulation) activity of the

same Renshaw cell during fictive locomotion is illustrated
in B, and it is apparent that the Renshaw cell discharge

is rhythmic and occurs throughout the extension phase of
the step cycle (see Figure 23 for the normaLized data).
As shown in A, however, when the ventral root is

stimulated during fictive locomotion, the Renshaw ce11

discharge is almost entirely entrained to the stimulus

rate except for a few single action potentials which occur

near Renshaw cell bursts 3, 4 and 6.

A possible explanation for the inhibition of spontaneous

Renshaw cell activity during fictive locomotion by ventral
root stimulation is Renshaw cell - Renshaw cell inhibition,

which was described by.-Ryall (tglo) and reported to have a
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drrration of less than 500 msec. Thus, the rerationship
between the rate of ventral root stimuration and the

inhibition of spontaneous Renshaw celr discharge during
fictive locomotion wâs determined to see whether there
wes some cycle interval above which rhytrrmic Renshaw cell
activity persisted end below which it was abolished. rn
other words r T¡/âS there evidence that there 

'Vâs 
Renshew

cell - Renshaw cell inhibition which had a finite duretion.
T¿ble 15 summarizes the resurts of this anelysis.

l¡lhen the ventral root stÍmuli lsere delivered at intervals
of 220 msec or greater, Renshaw cerrs continued to dispray
rhythmic behavior during rocomotion. Inlhen 200 msec or less
separated the stimulus pulses,'rhythmic Renshaw cell activity
lvâs abolished in 5 of 6 cells. The evidence does suggest,

therefore, that rhythmic Renshaw cell ectivity during fictive
locomotion c¿n be inhibited by ventral root stimulation,
and suggests that Renshaw cell inhibition of other Renshaw

cells usually lasts about 200 msec. Rc lþ6 from Table 15

r^/as tested et ventr¿l root stimulation rates with cycle
intervals of 1400 msec and 200 msec; it displayed rhythmic
activity amidst the evoked responses when there \.rere l4oo

msec separating the stimulus pulses but dÍd not at the
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faster stimulation rate when there T,¡ere only 200 msec

between stimulus pulses. Another celr, RC /É5, wâs also

tested at high and low stimulation rates, but this cell
continued to exhibit rhythmic activity even when there \^7as

only 80 msec between stimulus pulses. since there is some

organi-zation to the distribution of the mutual inhibition
among Renshaw cells (Ryall, Lg7O, Ryall, etjrl. L97L)

with the most powerful inhibition being obtained by

stimulation of adjacent ventral roots (Ryall, CL_q_l_.

L97L), the failure of RC lþs to show evidence of inhibition
may be related to the anatomical or functional characteristics

of Renshaw ce11 - Renshaw cell inhibition.
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DISCUSSION

A. Efficiency of transmission in the recurrent inhibitory
pathway

1. Recurrent inhibition of moton"rrror," during controlled
treedmill locomotion

Before the recurrent inhibition of motoneurons produced

by antidromic ventral root stimulation during controlled
treadmill locomotion is discussed in detail, it is
important that it be established that the changes in
motoneuron discharge that r^7ere observed during ventral
root stimulation were mediated by Renshaw cells. rt is well
established that stimulation of a cut ventral root
monosynaptically excites Renshaw cells (Renshaw, Lg46;

Eccles, e_t__e_l. L954; Jankowska and Lindslrom , L}TL; Ross,

et e-L. L976) and results in a disynaptic inhibition of
certain motoneurons (gccles , g_t__e!. L954, L96La; trrlillis
and \niillis, L966; Bergmans, et*al_. Lg6g; Mccrea and Jordan,

L976b). Antidromic ventral root stimulation has been used

to study the recurrent inhibition of tonicalry active
motoneurons (Granit, et al_. L957,:L960; Granit and Rutledge,

1960; Granit and Renkin, L96L; Fromm, e-t ar. Lg77) and has
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been shov¡n to be effective in inhibiting motoneuron

activity. There has been no direct evidence heretofore,
however, that the reduction in motoneuron activity that
o"".rrs with antidromic ventral root stimulation is due

to the activation of Renshaw cells. rigure 3lA, which

shows the effect of periodic antidromic ventral root
stimulation on an intracerlularly recorded Renshaw cell
(middle trace) and motoneuron activity recorded

simultaneously in an L6 ventral root filament, establishes
the cause and effect relationship between ventral root
stimulation and the inhibition of motoneurons. rt can be

seen that coincidental with the stimulus pulse delÍvered
to the L6 ventral root (indicaied by the onset of the A

gate pulse in the upper trace) there is a characteristic
high frequency Renshavü cell response and an interruption
in the motoneuron activity in the filament that is of the

same approximate duration as the Renshaw cell burst. on

the basis of thiE illustration and the aforementioned

literature, it is deemed justifiable to attribute reductions
in motoneuron activity seen during antidromic ventral root
stimulation to the recurrent inhibitory effects of Renshaw

ce,lls on motoneurons.
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antidromic stimuration of the L7 ventrar root can
significantly reduce motoneuron discharge during MLR-

evoked treadmirr rocomotion, as werl as when motoneurons
are activated by cyclic passive limb ,no.r"*"r,a. In 19

motoneurons which \.,üere tested during both test conditions,
there rvas a mean reduction in motoneuron activity of
72.3% during cycric passive'rimb movement and 6g.5% during
controlled treadmirr rocomotion during the period of
antidromic ventral root stimulation. An anarysis of
covariance showed that the relationship between Fi and
Fs, which is an expression of recurrent inhibition, \,vas

the same during cycric passive rimb movement and rocomotion
after removal of the effects of initiar discharge frequency.
Thus ' the recurrent Ínhibitory pathway is esuarry effective
on motoneufon activity produced during either of the test
circumstances.

These resurts do not confirm those of severin, et ar.
(rg0s) obtained on 7 motoneurons using a simirar
experÍmental paradigm. There are several possible
explanations for the difference between these findings
and those reported by Se'verin, et al. (f gOg) . Foremost
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likely to be significantry inhibited by ventrer root
stimulation may have predominated their smarl sample.

Recurrent inhibition is maximal when the tested motoneuron

is a member of the muscre nerve that is antidromically
stimulated (Renshaw, Lg4L; Eccles, et _a1. f96l). In
contrast to the recurrent inhibition of agonists, antidromic
stimulation results in the facilitation , or disinhibition,
of antagonists due to Renshaw cell inhibition of rarNs
(Wilson, L959; Wilson, et a1_. l960 , Lg6Z). Antidromic

stimulation of an entire ventral root will activate
agonist and antagonist motoneurons and produce a mixture
of recurrent inhibition and faeilitation. The response

of an individual motoneuron to ventral root stÍmulation
will be determined by its functional relationship to the
population of motor nerves arising from that root and the

net facilitation or inhibition that results from the

anatomical pattern of convergence. The data of severÍn,
g:t aI. (rg6a) ¿i¿, in fact, show one motoneuron (motoneuron

1n6 in their Table f) which was recurrently facilitated
during controlled treadmirr locomotion. Given the

variability that can be..expected when a mixed population
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of motor axons in a ventrar root is stimulated, the

negative findings of the Russian authors may be explained
as a. sampling phenomena related to the limited number of
motoneurons inve stigated.

Another difference between the two studies Tras the

range of ventrar root stimulation freouencies employed;

severin, ç-E LL. (rgog) utilized freeuencies of 70 - 100 Hz

while in the present experiments, stimuration frequencies
of 20 - 30 Hz were used most often (in 73"A of the 75 trials
during cyclic passive limb movement and Ln 63% of the go

controlled treadmill locomotion trials). One motoneuron

T¡/as also tested using 70 Hz stimuration. The freguency

of antidromic ventral root stimulation has been shown in
the present study and in another (Granit and Renkin,

L96L) to affect the efficacy of recurrent inhibition.
Granit and Renkin (fgOf) showed that there vras a positive
linear relationship between À F and the freguency of
antidromic ventral root stimulation. Maximal recurrent
inhibition of tonicalry active motoneurons riùas obtained
with stimulation frequencies of 30 - 40 Hz; at higher
freeus¡s16s there lvas no further increase in a¡'. rn the

present experiments on rhythmically active motoneurons,
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the efficacy of recurrent inhibition steadily increased
from 10 Hz to 30 Hz stimulation of the ventrar root.
rn the one motoneuron tested at 70 Hz, the recurrent
inhibition was less than that produced at 30 Hz during
cyclic passive limb movement but greater than that
produced at 30 Hz during locomotion. The efficacy of
recurrent inhibition was significantly greater when rates
of 20 - 70 Hz were used as opposed to LO Hz, but there \,vere

no significant differences among the results obtained with
20, 30 and 70 Hz. Thus, due to a lack of observaLions,

it is not possibre to confirm with the present data, the
plateau in recurrent inhibition thaf occurred beyond

stimulation freouencies of 30 - 40 Hz as described by

Granir and Renlcin (1961).

There is additional evidence available that suggests

that the effects of antidromic ventral root stÍmulation may

be less powerful when higher rates of ventrar root
stimulation are employed. Eccles, et al. egS+) reported
that submaximal Renshaw cerr responses \,vere evoked by

ventral root stimuli when stimulation rates in excess of
L0 Hz r^rere used, and in a later study (Eccles, _el__el.

1961b), it T^zas reported that there \^ras a 607. decrease in
the amplitude of the Epsp in Renshar,{ cells when there was
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less than 150 msec between antidromic ventral root sLimulus

pulses. The probable explanation for these findings

surfaced in L97L when Ryall provided evidence to suggest

that there was mutual inhibition among 
.Renshaw 

celrs.

The duration of this Renshaw cell - Renshaw cell

inhibition T/ùas reported to be less than 500 msec (Ryall,

L970). In the present experiments, it \,vas found that the

rhythmic activity of Renshaw cells during fictive

locomotion was abolished in 5 of 6 cells by antidromic

ventral root stimulation when there \.^tas less than 200 msec

between stimulus pulses. It is somewhat surprising, on

the basis of this data, that L0 Hz ventral root stimulation

lvas less effective in inhibiting motoneurons than 20

30 Hz, but it does seem likely that the 70 - lOO Hz

stimulation frequencies used by Severin, et __q_l=. (f gOA)

were not optimal for producing recurrent inhibition.

A significant linear relationship was found to exist
between initial firing freeuency (fi) and AF which

represents the absolute amount of recurrent inhibition in
spikes/sec. Thus, the greater the frequency of motoneuron

discharge, the greater the reduction during antidromic

stimulation. The positiVe linear relationship between Fi
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and AF, which is illustrated in Figtrre 98, conflicts

with results obtained during tonic motoneuron activity
(Granit and Renkin, f96f). Granit, et al. (f96oa)

tetanized (tt+ pulses/second) the proximal ends of cut

nerves to the medial and lateral gurtro"nemius muscles

of. a denervated hindlimb and triggered the antidromic

stimulus pulses delivered to the ventral root by the

motoneuron action potential recorded in the ventral root

filament. Their data showed that recurrent inhibition

\,vas cumulative, reaching complete effectiveness after 50

seconds. In addition, vdren the antidromic stimulus train

vras presented 9.5 seconds after stretch, the rate of

inhibition \,üas greater than if the stimulus ï^7as presented

1 - 3 seconds after the commencement of tonic stretch.

Based on this evidence, the authors concluded that at the

initial stage of motoneuron activation there was a surplus

of synaptic excitation exerted upon the motoneuron in

excess of that needed to sustain a tonic discharge. The

I'surplus excitationrr which opposed the hyperpol ari-zLng

effects of Renshaw cells, diminished over the course of

activity, thus leading to a subseeuent increase in

recurrent inhibition. "
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During tonic muscle stretch, Granit, et al. (fg0O)

reported different slopes defining the relationship between

Àf'(m - fi in their text) and Fi. In some cases, the

slopes \.úere positive, indicating that recurrent

inhibition increased as Fi increased, while in other

instances negative slopes were found. Their explanation

for this variability was based on the effect of strrplus

excitation such that when Fi approached F max., 'ta surplus

excitaLionrr was minimal and recurrent inhibition was

proportional to Fi. Conversely, when Fi was less than F

max., the presence of surplus excitation antagonized the

effects of antidromic stimulation and the greatest

recurrent inhibition occurred at the lowest values of Fi.

In accordance with this hypothesis, Granit and Rutledge

(fg0O) stated that because of greater surplus excitation

associated with low-threshold tonically active motoneurons,

these motoneurons often showed greater resistance to

recurrent inhibition than rapidly-firing, high-threshold

motoneurons. This observation would explain the

discrepancy between the ea'rLLer study and the present one

regarding the relationship of Af to Fi. In the present

experiments, recurrent ínhibition was tested only on
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rhythmically active motoneurons as opposed to the tonic
motoneuron activity studied by Granit, et al_. (tgSl , L960a,

b, 1.961). Ir was shovm by Hetlweg, -el__ef.. (tgl+) that
90% of the Renshaw cells studied discharged in a burst-like
manner during the dynamic phase of ramp stretch of the GS

muscle and were usually active in parallel with phasically

active motoneurons rather than the tonically active

motoneurons recorded simultaneously in a ventral root
filament. The authors concluded that Renshew ce1ls aïe

primarily driven by the larger, phasicarly active motoneurons.

The correlation observed during fictive locomotion between

Renshaw ce11 activity and the larger amplitude action

potentials in the ventra I root filament shcwn in Figure 3OB

is consistent with this postulate. The linear relationship
between 'AF and Fi may be specific to populations of
rhythmically active motoneurons and might not be an accurate

description of events occurring during conditions of tonic
motoneuron activity evoked by static muscle stretch. rt
also appears that motoneurons discharging during locomotion

may operate at levels approaching F max. \,rith less surplus

excitation and would thus demonstrate greater recurrent

inhibition as the frecuöncy of discharge increases.
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Another major difference between the studies of

Granit and coworkers and the present study was that

antidromic ventral root stimulation was synchronized, with

motoneuron discharge in the former studies while a

stímulus train of constant rate r,vas employeA in the present

experiments. Since the severed peripheral nerve \,,ùas

stÍmulated at a rate of LT4 Hz, it is probable that the

efficacy of recurrent inhibition produced by ventral root

stimulation coupled to the ventral root activity was

submaximal.

Motoneuron discharge during antidromic stimulation

\,vas linearly related to Fi, a finding which is in agreement

with the relationship between Fi and Fs observed by Granit,

et q-L. (fgOO) and Granir and Renkin (fgOf) during ronic

motoneuron activity. The regression lines reported by the

latter authors are substantially different from those

found in the current study during cyclic passive limb

movement and locomotion, however, (Figure 9A). Granit

and Renkin (196r) showed that the slopes of the regression

lines for Fi vs. Fs were paratlel to a theoretical regression

line of slope b:l (the case when Fi: Fs). They concluded

that the amount of recurrent inhibition was a constant
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and independent of Fi.

rt is obvious from inspection of the regression línes
for cyclic passive limb movement and locomotion in Figure

9A that the slopes are significantly different from a

theoretical slope of b:l. This fact was confirmed by

statistical analysis. During rhythmic motoneuron activity,
Fs definitely appears to be dependent upon Fi, which lvas,

in fact shovm to be the most effective predictor of Fs.

The available evidence suggests that Renshw ce11 activity
is closely correlated w'ith motoneuron activity.

There was no correlation between initial motoneuron

discharge freouency during cyclic stretch and locomotion,

but there r'üas a linear relationship between motoneuron

discharge in the 2 test conditions during antidromic

stimulation, i.e., between c-FS and I:Fs. The correration
analysis may indicate that recurrent inhibition operates

to reduce motoneuron firing rates below a critical level
specific to each motoneuron that would result in a motor

unit or musclets elimination from the expression of a

motor act.

Severin, et a1. (fg0A) reported average motoneuron

discharge frequencies of 32.5 spikes/sec for static muscle
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stretch, 33.9 spikes/sec for cyclic muscle stretch and

47.7 spikes/sec during controlred treadmill locomotion.

These discharge rates are in agreement \r-ith ranges of
motoieuron discharge observed by Shik, et al. (Lg66)

during MlR-evoked treadmill locomotion in decerebrate cats,
but they are substantially higher than these reported in
the pi:esent study. The explanation resides in dif ferent
methods employed to measure motoneuron activity. severin,
et al. (1968) as well as shik, er al. (tgoo) ¿erermined

motoneuron discharge freeuency by dividing the duration of
the motoneuron burst of activity by the number of action
potentials that occurred in that burst and then expressed

this figure in frequencies per second. rn the present

study, the number of action potentials occurring in I
sec intervals before (fi¡ and during (fs¡ periods of
antidromic ventral root stimulation r,.ære counted. since

the duration of a walking step cycle is usually less than

I sec, each 1 sec interval contained a period of
motoneuron activity as well as a period of inactivity.
rt is understandable, therefore, that the freguencies of
motoneuron discharge obtained by the latter method will
be consistently lower than those based upon frequency/burst
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measurements" Analysis of the present data using the

counting method employed by the other investigators
indicates that the motoneuron discharge rates are

comjarable with those reported elsewhere (Sfrit, gl__e!.

Lg66; Severin, q_t aI. 1968 ; Zajac ard yo,rrg, Lg76).

Furthermore, according to the highly significant (p< .Ol)
linear relationship between Fi and A F observed in the

present study, greater amounts of recurrent inhibition
would be predicted with higher initial motoneuron

discharge rates. Multiple linear regression and corre ration
analysis revealed that Fi was the most weighted predictor
of aF, and analysis of covariance indicated that any

difference in treatment effects (recurrent inhibition)
between cyclic passive rÍmb movement and locomotion were

attributable to initial firing frec¡-rency. The reported

lack of recurrent inhibition by Severin, et al. (fgOa)

cannot be explained, therefore, on the basis of more

vigorous motoneut:cn activity.

Severin, et 4I. (fg6a) postulated that the diminished

efficiency of recurrent inhibition during MlR-evoked

locomotion could be attributed to either direct inhibition
of Renshaw cells or to the presence of surplus excitation
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that would render motoneurons more resistant to inhibition.
Neither of these rationales is supported, however, by

recently acquired data. Evidence from the present s:tudy

suggests that surplus excitation is not a critical factor
affecting recurrent inhibition in phasicatly active

motoneurons. This issue has already been discussed. in

some detail. rt \,vas first shown by Mccrea and Jordan

(tgløa) and confirmed in the present studies that Renshaw

cells are rhythmically active during fictive locomotion.

This does not support the notion that Renshaw cells are

inhibited during locomotion. Furtheïmore, the recurrent

inhibitory pathway to motoneurons was found to be

functional during all phases of the fictive step cycle

(Mccrea and Jordan, L976b). since significant recurrent

inhibition of motoner-ron activity \^7as observed during

controlled treadmill locomotion in the present study,

it has now also been established that the discrepancy

between the absence of inhibition of Renshaw cells during

fictive locomotion (Mccrea and Jordan, L976a) and the

failure of the Russian workers to observe recurrent

inhibition during treadmill locomotion cannot be due to

Renshaw cell inhibition' from afferent activity originating
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in the moving limb or from supraspinal centers.

The reason for the increased occurrence of doublet

firing during antidromic stimulation is not clear.

During static stretch, single motoneuron spikes seem to

be converted to doublet spikes if they occur at all. As

can be seen in Figure 108, the doublets occur at longer

interburst intervals than the interspike intervals present

before stimulation. The doublets seem neither phase

locked to the antidromic stimulus nor do they maintain a

constant interburst interval with other doublets. Some

insight into the phenomenon of doublet firing produced by

antidromic stimulation wes provided by Granit, q!__e_|.

(tgSl). After interruption of tonic motoneuron activity

by antidromic stimulation of a cut ventral root,

resumption of motoneuron activity was usually initiated

by doublet firing. The authors also found that the

occurrence of doublet firing was dependent upon recurrent

inhibition of the motoneuron, and it v/as postulated that

the rebound doublet reflected a faster rate of

depolarizatLon arising from a hyperpolarízation than when

the cell is maintained near threshold.

Motoneuron discharge can be converted from single
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âction potentials to doublets by normally occr:rring

inhibition that is orthodromically rather than

antidromically evoked. Figr:re 29 shows an apparent, but
.:unidentified, flexor coupled inhibitory interneuron that

Ìvas rhythmicatly active during fictive locomotion. The

extensor motoneurons in the ventral root filament began

to discharge with a pair of doublets before the interneuron

became active. During the period of interneuron discharge,

the extensor motoneuron activity was diniinished and was

restricted to doublet firing.

Motoneurons that rrere recorded intracellularly during

fictive locomotion or extracellularly in a ventral root

filament during controlled treadmill locomotion !üere found

to conmence rhythrnic activity with an initial doublet while

the action potentials in the remainder of the burst \^zere

separated by a longer and fairly constant rsr. zajac and

Young (tgl0) also reported observing initial doublet

firing in rhythmically active motoneurons during controlled

treadmill locomotion. InLracellular stimulation of

motoneurons with constant currents evokes a train of

motoneuron discharge that begins wílh a doublet

(naldissera and Gustafsson, L974; Calvin, Lg74).
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rntracellular stimulation of motoneurons resulted in
greater amounts of muscle tensj_on when stimuli Ì^7ere 3 - l0
msec apart than if single stimuli or trains of longer

spaced stimuli \47ere used (Burke, _el__e_L. L970). It has

been suggested that motoneuron discharge that cornmences

with an initial doublet represents a mechanism for
optimizing tension production that would facilitate the

initiation of muscre activity (za1ac and young, L976;

R.B. Stein, personal communication).

There is some evidence that the initial doublet is
a function of the amount of excitatory drive to the

motoneuron, as was suggested by Granit, et al. (tgSl),

since there was an obvious, b,ri statistÍcally insignificant,
inverse relationship between the duration of the initial
rsr and the number of action potentials in the burst.
Also, the initial rsr was substantially shorter in
motoneurons that lvere active during controlled treadmill
locomotion than during fictive locomotion.

The doublet firing produced by antidromic stimuration
during cyclic passive limb movement and locomotion in the

present study could be a rebound phenomenon, but it is
also possibl,: that antidromic stimulation was les s
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effective in inhibiting the initial doublet or triplet than

in depressing the remainder of the burst. rt is
noteworthy that Renshaw (tg+ø) reported observing a small

number of motoneurons that responded to a single antid.romic

ventral root stimulus with twc succe.rt.ru action potentials.
These antidromically evoked doublets may be related to the

effects of recurrent inhibition or possibly to motor axon

collaterals which have been found to terminate on

motoneuron somas and dendrites (Cullheim, et _A_L. Lg77).

Aside from inhibition during the stimulus train and

the appearance of doublets, L7 ventral root stimulation
produced only minimal effects on motoneuron discharge during
walking on the treadmill. rt is possible that this is
due to tight coupling between the motoneurons affected
by the stimulus and parts of the locomotion system which

are unaffected by such a restricted stimulus. Nevertheless,

these findings do not support the assertion by Miller and

scott (r977) thet the spinal locomotion generator consists
of antagonistic systems of motoneurons, ra inhibitory
interneurons and Renshaw ce11s. significant resetting of
the locomotor rhythm by the stimurus was observed in only

I motoneuron, in spite öf the presence of marked recurrent
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inhibition in 68% of the motoneurons duríng locomotion.

Even in c¿ses where inhibition \4/as present, but rhythmic

bursting of the cell could still be observed (Figure gA,

D), resetting of the locomotor rhythm during the stimulus

period was not produced. Large doses of mecemylamine and

atropine, which block the nicotinic and muscarinic ACh

receptors, respectively, did not produce any noticeable

impairment of MlR-evoked treadmill locomotion (Mccrea and

Jordan, L976b), and in the present study, ventral root
stimuletion elimin¿ted rhythmic RC activity during fictive
locomotion without affecting the rhythmic activity of
motoneurons (Figure 3l). These findings render the model

proposed by Miller end Scott unttt<ety.

2. Recurrent inhibition of laiNs during fictive locomotion

In 1975, Feldman and Orlovsky reported that the

recurrent inhibition of rarNs was diminished during fictive
locomotion which they suggested was consistent with
previous work (severin, et q_l. 1968) indicating th¿t

Renshaw cells \,üere depressed during locomotion. only 4

rarNs \,'7ere tested in the L975 study, however; the efficecy
of recurrent inhibition was reduced Ln 2 e-rarNs and was

not changed in another Q-IaIN and a pB-ST-IaIN.

rn the present study; the efficacy of antisiromically-

evoked reiurrent inhibition wes tested in 6 e-rarNs during
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fictive locomotion. In all 6 IaINs, the difference

between the discharge frecuency of IaINs during the

period of antidromic ventral root stimulation (f's)

was significantly lower than that observed during

locomotion without ventral root stimulation (Fi). The

mean toLal reduction in IaIN discharge by ventral root

stimulation was only 34.5% as compared to the powerful

recurrent inhibition of rarN spontaneous activity (92.5%).

However, the mean AF obtained drring fictive locomotion

(20.a spikes/sec) was f.aLrLy similar to the mean amount of

recurrent inhibition of spontaneous activity (21.0 spikes/

sec) despite the fact that IaINs discharged at twice the

rate during fictive locomotion (00.: Uz) than at rest
(zo.z Hz) .

As in motoneurons, the amount of recurrent inhibition

of rarNs was linearly related to Fi, but the increase in

recurrent inhibition per increase in raIN discharge \^ras

much smaller than was observed in motoneurons. The

recurrent inhibition of rarNs during fictive locomotion

( Af : 20.8 spikes/sec) was actually greater than the

observed recurrent inhibition of motoneurons during

controlled treadmill lcibomotion ( Ar' : 8.4 spikes/sec).
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The less effective recurrent inhibition of rarNs (34.5%)

as compared to motoneurons (64.9"/") primarily reflects the
greater discharge rate of IaINs (OO.S ttz) during fictive
loccimotion than that of motoneurons during treadmirl
locomotion and the fact that Renshaw cell activity is not
coupled to that of IaINs (vis a vis the difference in the
slopes of the regression rines showing the rerationship
between Fi and [F for motoneurons and rarNs in Figures
9B and L4B, respectively). This really is not a

surprising finding, since one would expect to see a croser
correlation between Renshaw cell and motoneuron activity
than between Renshaw cell and IaIN activity.

Hellweg, et al. Qgl+) demonstrated that Renshaw cell
activity during ramp stretch of the tendon to the G-s

muscle \iüas more closely correlated with that of phasicarry
active rather than tonically active motoneurons. Benecke,

et al. Ggls) then speculated and confirmed that the
recurrent inhibition of IaINs T¡¡as more potent during the
dynamic phase of ramp and hold G-s muscle stretch than

during the static phase. Renshaw cerrs \^7ere primarily,
if not exclusively active during the dynamic phase of
muscle stretch, and thei.r burst of activity was temporally
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related to a reduction in or cessation of rarN activity.
rarNs \'vere spontaneousry active at rates of 25 - 35 Hz;
these rates are in agreement with those observed in the
preèent experiments and others (Hultborn, 

_el__C_l_. L97Lb;
Feldman and Orlovsky , Lg75). During ramp stretch in a

decerebrate cat which had received an i.v. injection of
DHþB, which blocks the activation of Renshaw celrs via
nicotinic synapses' a rarN discharged at a frequency of
88 Hz. Before the administration of DHpE, the same rarN
discharged at a frequency of onry z0 Hz during the same

period of ramp stretch. These data indicate that during
movements involving dynamic muscle stretch, orthodromically
activated Renshaw cerrs can effectively inhibit rarNs
discharging at moderate frequencies.

The data suggests that a criticar factor affecting
the effÍcacy of recurrent inhibition is the rate at which
the rarNs are discharging. Tabre L4 shows that the mean

frequency of rarN activity was 33 .g Hz during spontaneous
activÍty and L56.3 Hz during the periods of maximar activity
during fictive locomotion. (these frequencies were

determined on the basis of interspike intervars whire those
in Table 7 were based on the number of action potentials
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that actually occurred within I sec). The frecluency of

rarN discharge during ramp stretch was intermediate between

these two rates. Ventral root stimulation was most

effective in inhibiting rarNs when they \^7ere spontaneously

active. During ramp stretch, Benecke and coworkers (1975)

reported almost a L00% decrease in IaIN activity

coincident¿1 with an B0% increase in Renshaw cell activity
(c.f. their Figure S). IaIN activity was reduced to well

below spontaneous levels during the period of augmented

Renshaw ce11 activity. During fictive locomotion,

antidromic ventral root stimulation produced a smaller

mean reduction in rarN âctivity, but all 6 Q-rarNs tested

\¡/ere significantly inhibited by ventral root stimulation

during fictive locomotion. The frequency of discharge

of 2 Q-IaINs (1f4 and lþø in Table 7) was lower during

antidromic ventral root stimulation during fictive

locomotion (ns¡ than at rest, although the mean Fs

during fictive locomotion (38.5 Hz) was greater than the

mean rate of spontaneous activity (SO.Z Hz). It is

apparent that the spinal locomotion generator provides a

very powerful phasic drive to IaINs during fictive

locomotion, as increasêS in j-nstantaneous frequency of
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235 Hz (latl¡ ra-33 ltLs in Table 14) above the spontaneous

discharge freguency have been observed. The fact that

antidromic ventral root stimulation is capable of blocking

a¡out 66% of the augmenLation of rarNs by the locomotion

generator, as evidenced by the fact that the Fi during

fictive locomotion was 30 Hz g'reater than at rest and the

Fs during fictive rocomotion showed a reduction of 20 Hz

(table 7), is evidence that the recurrent inhibitory

pathway is functional during fictive locomotion.

Although evidence of recurrent facilitation of

motoneuron activity in ventral root filaments lvas observed

in individual trials of antidromic ventral root stimulation

during controlled treadmill locomotion, none of the L9

motoneurons tested in that series of experiments exhibited

a mean Fs that was larger than Fi. The reason for this

probably relates to the fact that ventral root stimulation

resulted in a mean reduction in IaIN discharge of just

34.5% during fictive locomotion. A 20% increase in the

monosynaptic peroneal reflex was observed by Benecke,

çt al". (tglS) when there \,ras almost a 100% reduction in

IaIN discharge during ramp stretch. Thus, it would appear

that the amount of recurrent facilitation of motoneurons
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resulting from the recurrent inhibition of rarNs during

fictive locomotion is probably minimal.

The resurts from the present study have established

that rarNs are consistently and significantly inhibited
by antidromic ventral root stimulation during fictive
locomotion. These data further support the findings of
McCrea and Jordan (tglîa) that Renshaw cells are not

depressed during locomotion and that the recurrent

inhibitory pathway is functional during fictive locomotion

(L976b) - rn fact there is evidence that indicates that
Renshaw cells probably function optimally during motor

tasks like locomotion since they appear to be most

effectively recruited by Large, pr,asicalry active

motoneurons, as shown in Figure 3lB and as discussed by

Hellweg, ç_r__A_L. (J974) .

The decrease in the efficacy of recurrent inhibition
of rarNs produced by ventral root stimulation during

fictive locomotion appears to be primarily related to the

very high freeuency of rarN discharge that occurs during

locomotion. 'rhere was a positive linear re lationship
between the amount of recurrent inhibition ( AF) and the

activity of motoneurons" (t : .844) and IaINs (r : .967) ,
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but the 'rgain" of the recurrent inhibitory effects on

motoneurons Tdas greater (¡ : .749) than on IaINs
(b : "293). The explanation for the more effective
r""rrtr"rrt inhibition of motoneurons than of rarNs may

reside in the fact that the rate of antidromic ventral
root stimulatÍon used (30 Uz) more closely matched the

firing frec¡uency of motoneurons than of IaINs.

of course, it must be remembered that antidromic

activation of Renshaw ce11s is highly unphysiological and

really only provides information regarding the degree to
which the pathway is functional during locomotion and the

relative susceptibility of the target cells to the effects
of recurrent inhibition. However, there is indirect
evidence available that suggests that the recurrent
inhibition of rarNs that results from the orthodromic

activation of Renshaw cells is more related to the activity
of moloneurons than that of rarNs. Hultborn and Lundberg

Gglz) showed that when a monosynaptic pbst reflex was

conditioned by stretch of the tendon to the e muscle,

there was a positive linear relationship between stretch
of the muscle and the discharge of a Q ra afferent (which

provides input to the e-rarNs that reciprocally inhibit
PbSt motoneurons). [,lithin a certain range of stretch,
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there was also a linear increase in the percent reciprocar
inhibition of the pbst reflex, but after the tension in
the Q muscle increased, the amount of reciprocal
inhibition of the pbst reflex plateaued. This result
was interpreted to indicate that at a certain point of
muscle stretch, the ra drive to the e-rarNs was matched

by recurrent inhibition of the e-rarNs, thus preventing

the depth of reciprocal inhibition from increasing with
increased Ia afferent activity. Hultborn (tglø) often
saw that the plateau was temporary, and that there \,vas a

resunption in the increase in reciprocar inhibition with
continued muscle stretch. Thus, arthough there \,vas a

maintained acceleration in ra årive to the e-raïNs, the

amount of reciprocal inhibition varied due to some nonlinear
recruitment of motoneurons (Grillner and Udo, L}TL) and

subsequent Renshaw cell activity levels. At increasing
levels of stretch, larger motoneurons are recruited
(Henneman, _el__C!. 1965b). Thus, within the range of
muscle stretch in which there was a balance between ra

drive and recurrent inhibition of e-rarNs, the rargest
motoneurons might have been recruited, providing the

maximum drive to Renshaw cells and resulting in a period
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of most efficacious recurrent inhibition. As stretch
continued, the drive to Renshaw cells could not keep pace

with the continued increase in ra afferent activity, and

the amount of reciprocal inhibition once again became

defined by the amount of Ia afferent r"ar.rrar.

The issue of the efficacy of recurrent inhibition of
ïarNs and motoneurons and its relationship to the input

to Rensha\,v cells, rarNs and motoneurons is an important

one in view of the demonstration that a number of
descending and segmental pathways have parallel effects
on motoneurons and rarNs (Hultborn, Lg72; Hultborn and

Udo, T972; Hultborn, _el__e_L. L976b, c). It follows that
the answers to questions regarding the impact and the role
of recurrent inhibition during locomotion are dependent

upon information about the input to all three cell types

during locomotion. rt is obvious from a comparison of the

discharge rates of rarlrls and motoneurons that their input

is not identical during fictive locomotion. supraspinal

and segmental input to Renshaw cells wirr also likely
affect the "gain, of the system. rn a later section, the

activity patterns of motoneurons, Renshaw cells and rarNs,

which reflect their input during locomotion, will be
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discussed in an attempt to decipher the contributions
of r¿,rNs ¿nd Renshew cells to the control of locomotion.
3. Recurrent inhibition of Renshaw cells during fictive
locomot ion

The finding in the present experiments th¿t the

rhythmic activity of Renshaw cells could be abolished by

antidromic ventral root stimulation confirms observ¿tions

mede in chloralose, anesthetized spinal cats that Renshaw

cells inhibit other Renshaw cells and ftrther supports

the conclusion that Renshaw cells are not inhibited
during fictive locomotÍon.

rn 5 of 6 Renshew cerls tested, rhythmic activity
wés abolished when there \,üås 200 msec or less separating
the ventr¿1 root stimulus pulsesrwhich suggests that this
is the upper range for the duration of the mutual inhibition
among Rensh¿w cells. This finding is consistent with
reports (Eccles, et ¿1-. L954, 196rb) that in barbitu¿,te,
spinal c¿ts, Renshaw cells responses \^7ere subm¿ximal when

there \.,ü¿ìs less than 100 - r5o msec between s timulus pulses.

Membrane potenti¿l oscill¿tions in flexor ¿nd extensor

motoneurons during ..fictive locomotion

B.
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Essential to the understanding of the spinal
mechanisms involved in the generation of locomotion is
the determination of the synaptology impinging on alpha

motoneurons that induces rhythmic activity. Are the

rhythmic depolarizations and hype rpoLa'riza.tions caused

by postsynaptic excitation and inhibition or due to

presynaptic disinhibition and disfacilitation,

respectively? Evidence based upon chloride injections
and hyperpolarizing currents in some motoneurons suggests

that the interburst hyperpolarization is due to postsynaptic

inhibition (Edgerton, et q!. L976; Menzies, ç_t__al. LgTg).

strychnine, which blocks the postsynaptic inhibitory effects
of ra inhibitory interneurons and Renshaw cells (Lodge,

et -el. L977), promotes walking vrìren given in sub-convulsive

doses (Hart, L97L). prart, er al. (tglg) found rhar i.v.
strychnine removed the interburst hyperpolarization in
motoneurons that remained phasically active during fictive
locomotion- The evidence thus suggests that the interburst
hyperpolarization is due to the postsynaptic action of some

inhibitory interneuron(s) on motoneurons, but the fact
that removal of this inhibition does not disrupt the

rhythmicity of alpha motoneuron firing raises guestions

regarding the function of'this inhibition in controlling
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the pâttern of motoneuron firing during locomotion.

Although one model of the spinal locomotion

generator, has been proposed which assumes that motoneuron

depolarizat:-on resurts from disinhibition alone (t"tiller

and scott, L977), recent evidence suggests that the spinal
rhythm generator miJSt contain some source of phasic

excitatory input to motoneurons as welt. Menzies, _el__A_|.

(tglg) injected hyperpola'rLzlng current pulses through

the recording microelectrode while intracellularly recording

the activity of alpha motoneurons during fictive locomotion

in mesencephalic cats. By comparing the amplitude of the

current pulses produced throughout the step cycle it r.4/as

possible to determine whether the conductance change

associated with depolarization was less than that seen

during the hyperpolarLzed phase; this would be expected

if the depolarized phase !ùere due to disinhibition. There

was no significant differencebetween the conductance

measured during hyperpol arization and deporarizationrwhich

wourd indicate the presence of similar amounts of synaptic

activity. Pratt, e_t__C!. Qglg) found that numerous EpSps,

that were modulated in amplitude, \rere unveiled during

fictive locomotion after i.v. injection of strychnine,
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indicating the presence of phasic excitatory input to

motoneurons. Although motoneurons are rhythmicalty

âctive without an interburst hyperpolarízation during

fictive locomotion in strychnine treated cats, when 4

sec depolarizhng currents vrere inje"t"ã through the

microelectrode, the motoneurons fired tonically and no

longer displayed any rhythmic activity during fictive

locomotion (Pratt, gt _aL" T979). The fact thar

depolarizing current abolished motoneuron rhythmicity is

further evidence of phasic excitatory input to motoneurons

during fictive locomotion.

The aveilable data thus suggests that motoneuron

rhythmicity during fictive locomotion is due to periodic

excitation and inhibitio.n of motoneurons. Most of the data

discussed was obtained in extensor moLoneurons, however,

and it is not knornm whether the same spinal mechanisms

are responsible for the generation of rhythmicity in both

frexor and extensor motoneurons. There are some reasons

to suspect that there might be essential differences in the

spinal locomotion circuitry for extensor and flexor

motoneurons. The dendritic branching of flexor motoneurons

appears to be different than that of extensors since the
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dendrites of medial motoneuron poors (mostly flexor
motoneurons) tend to have more contralateral projections

than. do those of more lateral motoneuron pools (mostly

extensor motoneurons). The relative contribution from

various species of afferent input to fl"*ot urd extensor

motoneurons might differ since it !,/as observed that flexor
motoneurons \,üere less stable than extensor motoneurons

after deafferentation (zangger, LgTg). Andersson, _el_ al".

(rgza) reported that the membrane potential osciltations
of flexor motoneurons were greater than those in extensor

motoneurons in acute spinal cats treated with DopA.

An analysis of the membrene potential oscillations
that occur in flexor and extensor motoneurons during fictive
scratching (Berkenblit, cl__el. r97Bb) revealed that the

spinal circuitry for flexor and extensor motoneurons can

indeed be asymmetrical. During fictive scratching in
decerebrate cats flexor motoneurons \,vere tonically
depolarized:, as they became rhythmically active, the

membrane potential phasically hyperpolarized to about their
resting level during the extension phase of the scratch

cycle" Extensor motoneurons, oD the other hand, \^7ere not

tonically depolarized bút rather disprayed a brief
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depolarization follorved by a hyperpol a-rLzation that was

equel to or greater than the resting membrane potential.
The membrane potential fluctuations in extensor

motoieurons and flexor motoneurons and the relative
durations of the flexor and extensor phases of the scratch

cycle are just the opposite of that seen in frexor and

extensor motoneurons during a fictive wali<ing step cycle.

rn the latter case, the extension phase of the step cycle

is longer than the flexÍon phase (Engberg and Lundberg , L969;

Goslow, ql__q!. L973; Tokuriki, L973) and thus extensor

motoneurons tend to be depolarized for a longer period than

are flexor motoneurons. rt is apparent, therefore, that

the activity of flexor and extensor motoneurons can be

progranìmed with a high degree of specificity by different
spinal rhythm generators that reflect the demands of

particular motor tasks.

The results obtained in the present study do not

provide conclusive evidence of the nature of the flexor
and extensor motoneuron spinal locomotion generators and

whether they are similar or dissimilar. The majority of
extensor motoneurons (g of L2), all of which were a

motoneurons, were tonically depoLarLzed during fictive
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locomotion, while all 3 of the flexor motoneurons

hyperpola'rLzed below resti'g membrane potential levels.
Based on percentages (tOO% of the flexors and 75% of the

extensors), one might venture to speculate that, a.s in
the rhythmic act of scratching, flexor and extensor

motoneurons receive different types of synaptic input
from their respectíve rhythm generators that reflects
their specialized roles during locomotion; extensor

motoneurons are involved in the maintenance of posture

and maintained support during the stance phase of the step

cycle whÍle flexor motoneurons are phasically involved in
the transfer of the limb. Thus, it might be that there

is a tonic excitation or disinrri¡ition of extensor

motoneurons during locomotion that serves to keep their
membrane potential closer to threshold so they are lcept

ready for activation. The rhythmic activity of flexor
and extensor motoneurons seems to be due to periodic
excitation and inhibition (Menzies, et aL. LgTg; pratr,

-el--e-L. L97 9) , but it might be that the se cyc lic proces ses

are superimposed on a tonically depolarized membrane

potential in extensor motoneurons and on the resting
membrane potential in flexor motoneurons.
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since whether a motoneuron hyperpol arLzed, berow the
resting level was correrated to variables that could be

indicators of the general hearth of the cerr and the guarity
of the impalement or could reflect fundamental differences
in synaptic input from flexor and extensor rhythm
generators, it is difficult to know whether the difference
between the flexor and extensor motoneurons anaryzed was

due to the recording conditions or to the actions of
specific interneuronal circuits. Further study of a

broeder range of flexor and extensor motoneurons

associated with the different hindlimb joints is necessary

to resolve this issue. This study, which represents the
initial efforts to conduct a systematic quantitative analysis
of motoneuron membrane potentiar oscirrations during MLR-

evoked fictive locomotion, does indicate that further
efforts in this direction are warranted.

c. Activity and function of rarNs and Renshaw cells
The discussion of the possibre functions of Renshaw

cells and rarNs, as indicated by an anarysis of their
activity patterns and phase relationships during fictive
locomotion, that follows" is based on an acknowledged rimited
sample of data. A thorough anarysis wourd necessitate
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having data on the activity of Renshar^/ cerrs, rarNs

and motoneurons associated with flexor and extensor

muscles at all hindlimb joints. Ttre moderate yield from

these experiments is understandable considering the

difficulties associated with obtaining recordings of
several identified cell types in a fictively walking

cat in which the quality of locomotion was adequate

lo permit normalization of the data. Thus, while the data

presented here may be considered ttanecdotalrr examples of
the pattern and interrelationships of activity in Renshaw

cells, rarNs and motoneurons, they are considered to be

valuable well-documented descriptions that are significant
contributions to the existing rather scanty data base on

the activity of identified spinal neurons during locomotion.

1. IaTNs

All of the 6 e-rarNs that \,vere anaLyzeð, in the present

study displayed rhythmic activity during MlR-evoked

fictive locomotion. These resurts confirm reports by

Feldman and Orlovsky (tglS) and Edgerton, etjrl. (tglO)
that rarNs are phasically active during locomotion in the

absence of cyclic afferent input. since rarNs have been

shown in other studies to be rhythmically active in spinal,

ParaLyzed. cats (Edgerton, et jrl . Lg76) and in decerebelrate,
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now well established that the modurated activity of rarNs
during rocomotion is at least partly centrally programmed.
The'axonal projections of rarNs to motoneuron nucrei were
found to be organized with a high degiee of specificity
(Jankowska and Roberts, LgTZb) which supporrs available
electrophysiological evidence that rarN activity is
coupled with that of particular motoneuron pools.

Feldman and Orlovsky (tglS) reported that 22 of 23

Q-rarNs studied were rhythmicalry active with maximar
activity occurring i-n the stance phase of MlR-evoked
locomotion in cats which had been bitaterarly de_efferented
from L3 on caudally. Most of these e_ïalNs (fS of 22)
lfere silent during the flexion phase of the step cycle. ïn
the present study, 5 of 6 e_IaINs \,vere found to be
maximally active during the stance phase and 4 of the 6

Q-rarNs r,rTere compretely inactive during the reciprocal
phase of the step cycle. Those Q-rarNs that discharged in
discrete bursts during fictive l0comotion and 

'feremaximally active during extension became active at the
end of flexion (x : 0.43) and discharged until late
extension (y : 0.92).
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One Q-IaIN discharged at low rates throughout the

step cycle but was maximally active during frexion. one

possible explanation for this unexpected firing pattern

seen in Q-rarN D in Figure 23 is that this e interneuron

was primarily excited by group rr afferents. As has been

pointed out by others (Stauffer, et _4!. Lg76; Ilrlatt, çL-al.
T976), there is some unspecificity when graded electrical

stimulation is used to selectively activate various

populations of afferents contained in peripheral nerves.

There is some chance, therefore, that the stimulation of

the Q nerve was of sufficient intensity to incrude group

rr afferents. The group rr afferents arise from slowly

adapting stretch receptors in the muscle spindres, and

it has been shown by Loeb and Duysens (tglg) that group II

afferents are active when the muscle containing the parent

muscle spindle is stretched during normal walking in intact,
unrestrained cats. Thus, one would expect to find that

interneurons receiving input from e group rr afferents

would be active during flexion when the e muscles would be

stretched. Another possibility is that this e-rarN was

inhibited by Q-RCs which are active during the stance

phase. rt is also possibre that this cel-l is a vscr cell
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since some of these cells are monosynaptically excited by

Ia afferents (Lundberg and hleight, L97L; Gustafsson and

Lindstrom, L973; Lindstrom and Schomburg, L973), and

aUorrt 3% of these are also inhibited by Renshaw cells
(lindstrom and Schomburg , Lg73). VSCd cells have been

shown to be phasically active during locomotion in

deaf ferented cats (Arshavsky, e_t_ al. L972b). VSCT ce lls

are thought to transmit information regarding the

activity of inhibitory and excitatory interneurons in

spinal reflex pathways (Lundberg, L97L) functioning as

an integrator of several modes of information rather than

transmitting discrete sensory signals like the DSCT.

Thus, it is difficult to speculate about the phasing and

firing patterns that would be expected in VSCT cells

during fictive locomotion.

Frequency histograms describing Q-IaIN activity

during fictive locomotion \,vere anaLyzed to allow maximal

IaIN activity to be correlated with that of associated

motoneurons, in an attempt to discern causal relationships.

Four Q-IaINs displayed their periods of maximal activity

during the early and middle parts of the extension phase

while one Q-IaIN was maximally active at the end of the
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stance. Assuming that the freguency of Q-IaIN fÍring

is directly related to the amount of reciprocal inhibition

focused on antagonistic motoneurons, then it would appear

that maximal inhihition of knee flexors by Q-IaINs would

occur most often during the first half of the extension

phase and occasionally at the end of extension.

IaINs have been shown to be active in phase with

motoneurons receiving similar Ia input and simultaneously

with the inactive period of antagonistic motoneurons

indicating that ÏalN-mediated reciprocal inhibition

(Hongo, et a1.. L97Lb) is a feature of fictive locomotion.

As can be seen in Figure 26, Q-IaINs are active in phase

with Q motoneurons in a ventrai root filament, and the

onset of their activity coincides with the onset of

hyperpoLarLzation in a Sart motoneuron which is an

antagonist of Q motoneurons. These results are consistent

with the findings of Pratt, et q-L. (tglg) that srrychnine,

which blocks the inhibitory effects of IaINs (l-odge, 9!_al.
L977), removes the interburst hyperpolarLzation of

phasically active motoneurons during fictive locomotion.

The activity of IaINs during normal locomotion in
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intact cats would be determined by central progrenming,

descending information (c.f. Intro. 3a) and input from

ra afferents. of course, phasic contributions from the

latier source r,üere absent in the present study, but under

normal conditions the ra afferents ro.rio probably provide

tonic and phasic excitatory input to rarNs. Feldman and

Orlovsky (tgls) found that e-rarNs had a lower mean

frequency of discharge during their active periods of
locomotion when the ventral roots had been cut (1 : LZ} Hz)

as opposed to when they \,vere intact and the cat r s hindlimbs

were free to move (X : 150 Hz). Static stretch of the a
muscle in the former preparation resulted in a substantial
enhancement of Q-rarN activity during locomotion, but

the pattern of rhythmicity was not altered.

The first recordings of the activity of muscle

primaries during locomotion were obtained in decerebrete

cats by Severin and coworkers (tgøla). Ia afferents were

phasically active with their burst of activity coinciding
with ankle extensor EMG activity. primary endings from

anlcle flexcrs !üere also active during homonymous muscle

contraction but displayed peak freguency of discharge

when their parent muscl'e r^ras passively stretched. The
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demonstration that ra activity continued without pause

during extrafusar muscle fiber contraction, particularly
in the ankle extensors, \.^zas interpreted to indicate the

presence of. ¿ -I coactivation. Such pronounc.ed and

consistent coactivation of o< and ìf mot'oneurons has not

been observed, however, during locomotion in intact,

awake animals (Prochazka, e-t al. L976, Lg77 , LgTg; Loeb

and Duysens, L979). These date \¿üere obtained by chronic

recordings of ra afferents during normal, unrestrained

locomotion in healthy, awake cats. trrlhile there was evidence

of moderate fusimotor activity during periods of active

muscle shortening during locomotion, much less pronounced

d- - Y coactivation was observeö than that seen in antr<le

'extensor ra afferents in decerebrate cats (severin, g!. al.
L967a). The concept of invariable o< and, Tmotoneuron

coupling does not appear feasible on the basis of reported

examples of obvious independent a( and T motoneuron control
(Prochazka , _e_! al . L977 ; Loeb and Duysens , Lg7 g) . Loeb,

et al-- Aglg) observed examples of ra afferent activity
which occurred in the absence of or inversely with EMG

activity in the receptor bearing muscles during normal

locomotion. These observations of fusimotor activity
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which occurred out of phase with ^ motoneuron firing Trere

restricted to muscres which tr^7ere not operating as prime
movers at the time.

' The avairabre evidence supports the notion that
the nervous system is capable of employing various strategies
oL o< and r motoneuron control depending upon the muscre

being observed and the task the muscre is engaged in
performing (Loeb and Duysens, LgTg; prochazka, et al.
L979). Loeb, et a1_. (Lg7g) suggested that prime movers

engaged in rtstereotyped, cyclical, nonballistic movements,'

aTe typically coactivated with fusimotor motoneurons causing
modest firing levers of primary afferents to persist
throughout muscre shortening. The velocity of muscre

shortening has arso been proposed as the primary factor
determing the amount of coactivation of o< and ?r motoneurons
(Prochazka, g-t g1. TgTg) - Movements associated with muscre

velocities less than .2 resting lengths per second may

receive more powerful fusimotor support than those
incorporating more vigorous movements, such as warking
(Prochazka, er al. LgTg) .

since ra afferent activity is ress tightly coupred
to a particulai: phase o.f locomotion in intact cats than in
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decerebrate cats warking on a tre¿dmilr, it might be that
the primary responsibility for the regulation of rarN
activity during norm€r locomotion resides with the spinar
locomotion generator. The evidence suggests that the
modulation of rarN ectivity by the spin"l l0comotion
generator involves periodic excitation and inhibition of
rarNs- The frequency of rarN discharge at rest was found
to be intermediate between the rates seen during the periods
of maximum and minimum activity during fictive rocomotion.
Also, the empritude of ra rpsps evoked in e motoneurons by
stimulation of the TA nerve during fictive rocomotion were
greater than contror re rpsps when Q motoneurons were
maximally depolarized and were'smalrer than contrors when

Q motoneurons r^/eïe hyperpol arLzed..

There is also evidence indicating that Ia
modulated during fictive locomotion which also
contributes to the regulation of IaIN e.ctivity.

Feldman and orlovsky (tglS) found that stimulation of
the Q nerve in de-efferented cats evoked monosyneptic
reflexes in Q-rarNs only during the phase of the step
cycle in which the Q-rarNs were active. ra Epsps !{ere
shovøn by Schomburg and Behrends (fgZS¡) and in the present

input ís

probably
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i.e., during their active phase of the step cycle.
Polysynaptic Ia EpSps have been reported (W¿tt, et al.
L976.; Schomburg and Behrends , LgTgb), but they occur only
during the phase of motoneuron deporarization in parar yzed.,

spinal DOPA treated cats (Schomburg and Behrends, 1978b).
Henneman (tgll, LgTg) has proposed. that transmission in
large ra afferents with profuse terminar branching is
normally less efficacious than in smaller ra afferents
because of the slowing of cond.uction at a greater number

of branch points. post-tetanic potentiation was reported
by Henneman (tglg) to have a greater effect on rarger ïa
afferents. Thus, it might be that during the active phase

of the step cycle temporal summation increases the number

of active ra afferent terminels and tr¿nsmission to rarNs

¿nd motoneurons is facilitated.

During normar locomotion, rerN activity is probabry
regulated by Ia afferent activity, the presynaptic

inhibition of ra afferent terminals and/or changes in the

efficacy of transmission in the terminars, supraspinal
centers and the spinal locmotion generator. The present
data, in eccord with previous reports, (Feldman and
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Orlovsky , L975; Edgerton, 9l__e_1" L976) supports the

concept of. ¿- - T - linked reciprocal inhibition that

forwarded by Hongo, _el__ê-l_. (tgOg) and indicates that

programming for this basic feature of locomotion is

contained within spinal interneuronal àircuits.

2. Renshaw cells
(a) Coupling with motoneurons

The activity of 7 E-RCs and 3 F-RCs during fictive
locomotion was analyzed in detair in the present study.

rn addition to confirming a previous report (Mccrea and

Jordan, L976a) that Renshaw cerls are rhythmically active

during fictive locomotion in phase with the motoneurons

that excite them, the present Ëtudy provides the first
quantiüative assessment of the phasing of Renshaw cell
activity during locomotion. This analysis was performed

in hopes of learning more about the input to Renshaw cells
as well as the function of recurrent inhibition in the

control of locomotion.

Both F-RCs and E-RCs became active just after the

onset of the flexion and extension phases of the step cycle

(Figure 28), indicating that they are activated by and

secondarily to flexor a.nd extensor motoneurons,

I^7aS

the
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respectively. of particular interest was the relationship
between the offset of Renshaw cell activity and the

cessation of motoneuron activity. All 3 F-RCs stopped

discharging just after the end of the flexion phase of
the step cycle. The mean offset for the flexion phase hTas

0.44 and for F-RCs iL \.^ras 0.47. The mean offset point
for E-RCs (y:0.93) 3ust preceded the end of the

extension phase, but 3 of 5 E-RCs that \,rere recorded in
experiments in which an extensor motoneuron \,vas also

recorded, r^7ere active beyond the offset of extensor

motoneuron activity.

F-RCs T^7ere active throughout virtually all of the

flexion phase while E-RCs discharged throughout about 75"/"

of the extension phase. The fact that Renshew cell
activity was usually spread across either phase of the step

cycle suggests that there is a convergence onto Renshaw

cells from small and large motoneurons that are recruited
sequentially (Henneman, et al. 1965b) during their active
period. A substantial convergence onto Renshaw cells \^7as

reported by Eccles, et al.. GgS+) since as many as l0
axons from 5 motor nerves \.{ere seen to converge onLo a

single Renshaw cell. There is evidence in the present
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data rhar, as suggested by Hellweg, _el__e!. (tgl+),
Renshaw cells are most effectively driven by large
phasically active motoneurons that are the rast to be

recruited. Eight of the 10 Renshaw cells studied \^rere

either recruited or r,üere maximarry ."ti.r" at the end of
their particular active phase of the step cycle.

The fact that a majority of flexor and extensor
coupled Renshaw cerls were maximarly active at the end of
the flexion or extension phase of the step cycre and had
activity periods that extended beyond the cessation of
motoneuron activity suggests that Renshaw celrs may

function to help terminate motoneuron activity at the
transition points in the step cycle. As can be seen in
Figure s 22 and 23, there was a correspondence between

maximal actÍvity in E-RCs and the onset of hyperpolarization
in Q motoneurons. F-RCs and E-RCs r,vere found by Deryagina
and Feldman (tgla) to be active at the end of the flexion
and extension phases, respectively, of the fictive scratch
cyc le .

since Renshaw cerl activity largely coincided with
that in coupled' motoneurons, it is likely that, as suggested
by Eccles, et al. (tgS+), Renshaw cells serve to curtail
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motoneuron discharge during their active period to promote

fluid movement and to prev'ent highly intense, spâstic
movement during locomotion. strychnine, which reportedly
blocks the postsynaptic inhibition mediated by Renshaw

cells and rarNs (todge, et al_. Lg77) i" a convulsant which

can facilitate walking in spinal dogs (Hart , L}TL).

strychnine also abolishes the interburst hyperpoLarLzation

in motoneurons that continue to display rhythmic activity
during f ict ive locomotion (prart , gl__A_L . Lg7 g) . The

activity patterns of Renshaw cells indicate that the

interburst hyperpola'rLzation is not the result of the

recurrent inhibition of motoneurons. Thus, the convulsive
effect of strychnine might result from the blockage of the

rarN-rnediated interburst hyperpol arLzation and the removar

of Renshar^7 ce11 regulation of motoneuron discharge. There

is a substantial amount of evidence now available that
suggests that the regulation of motoneuron activity during
fictive locomotion must involve both postsynaptic

excita'tion and inhibition (Menzies, el__al. LgTg; pratr,

et al. L979). The removal of the excitatory drive to
motoneurons plus the increased activity of Renshaw cells
at the end of the active phase may combine to shut off
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motoneuron activity prior to Lhe onset of the subsequent

phase of the step cycle. rt does not appear, however,

that Renshaw cells are essential to the proper phasing

of motoneuron activity since they are active concurrentry

with their associated motoneurons and .irr"" motoneuron

phasing is not disrupted by strychnine. Mccrea and

Jordan (tglíA) also reported that large doses of

mecamyramine and atropine did not noticeably impair

controlled treadmill locomotion. Furthermore, as can be

seen in Figure 31, when antidromic ventral root stimulation
results in an inhibition of the rhythmic activity of
Renshaw cells during fictive locomotion, the rhythmicity

of the motoneurons in the filarìlent is not perturbed.

since Renshaw cells are active in parallel with the

motoneurons which excite them and which they recurrently
inhibit, it would seem that there are 3 possible !ùays that
Renshaw cells contribute to the control of locomotion.

Firstly, Renshaw cells probably act as a'rquality control
systemrr acting to keep motoneuron discharge within moderate

rates. The recurrent inhibition of motoneurons may help

ensure that motoneuron actÍvation is normally asynchronous

so as to prevent spasti.c movements. Secondly, since
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Renshaw cell activity is apparently related to the discharge

frequency of motoneurons as indicated by the linear

rela.tionship between Fi and 6 F, Renshaw cells may function

as an efferent monitor of motoneuron activity, It would

seem that supraspinal centers, in particular the cerebellum,

would require information of the activity in various

motoneuron pools that was not coded in proprioceptive

signals such as are carried by the DSCT" Renshaw cells

have been shovrn to affect transmission in the VSCT

(Gustafsson and Lindstrom, L973; Lindstrom and Schomburg,

L973), and Lundberg (tglt) has proposed rhat rhis

ascending pathway may provide a means for supraspinal

monitoring of the activity of spinal neurons. The third

function of Renshaw cells might be to contribute to the

phasing of other interneurons, such as IaINs, that might

be associated with the spinal rhythm generator.

(b) Coupling with IaINs

Benecke, el__ql. (L975) suggested that the recurrent

inhibition of IaINs projecting to antagonist motoneurons

would disinhibit those motoneurons and facilitate the

switching between antagonist motoneuron pools during fast

alternating movements.'. Both IaINs and Renshaw cells have
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been found to be rhythmically active during fictive

locomotion in phase with motoneurons to which they are

coupled, i.e., Q-rarNs and e-RCs are active in phase with

Q motoneurons. This phase relationship would not be

consistent with the idea that the t""rrtr"rrt inhibition

of IaINs contributes to the control of alternating

movements such as walking since, for instance, e-IaINs
projecting to knee flexor motoneurons would be recurrently

inhibited by Q-RCs during e motoneuron activity; thus,

knee flexors would be disinhibited during the stance

phase of the step cycle.

rn order to determine the interrelationship between

rarN and Renshaw cell activity, it is important to consider

the rerative discharge frequencÍ-es of these interneurons

that are observed at various points of the step cycle.

IaINs are most effectively recurrently inhibited by

antidromic stimulation of the peripheral nerve containing

the Ia afferent thaL excites the IaIN (Uuttborn, _el__LL.

L97Lc). Thus, Q-IaINs receive the most powerful

recurrent inhibition from Q-RCs. one would therefore

expect to find a reciprocal relationship between the

activity of Q-RCs and Q-IaINs. A comparison of the
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frequency histograms of e-rarN and E-RC activity during
fictive locomotion shows that 5 of the 6 e-rarNs
anaLyzed exhibited a decrease in discharge freguency

at the end of the extension phase which was coincidental with
increased rates of firing in 5 of the ) u-nc, anaLyzed.

(Z q-RCs, 2 E-RCs and I LG-RC). This finding would

suggest that the most powerful recurrent inhibition of
ïarNs occurs during late extension. e-rarNs which

discharged in discrete bursts during fictive locomotion

were active from 0.43 to 0.92 of the normalized step cycle.
E-RCs were active from 0.55 to 0.93. These data are

consistent with the possibility that E-RCs function to turn
off the activity in e-rarNs during late extension.

Disinhibition of knee frexor motoneurons at this point
in the step cycle would facilitate the smooth transition
between the extension and flexion phases.

During fictive locomotion the amplitude of ra rpsps

evoked in Q motoneurons by stimulation of the nerve to
TA were largest when the e motoneuron was deporarLzed

during the stance phase of the step cycle. During flexion,
when the Q motoneuron is hyperpol arLzed., TA-rarNs should

be recurrently inhibited by TA-RCs. Thus, the larger TA
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rPSPs seen in e motoneurons during extension could be

due to the depolarization of the membrane potential
and to the fact that the TA-rarNs aTe not inhibited by
Renshaw cells at that time. The fact that the amplitude
of TA rPSps r,ras smaller during flexion than control varues
obtained at rest, is further evidence for direct inhibition
of TA-IaINs.

The recurrent inhibition of rarNs during fictive
locomotion does not appear to be very potent. The

recurrent facilitation of motoneurons Ìvas only occasionally
and inconsistently observed when an entire venLr¿1 root

'{as stinulated during controlled treadmill locomotion.
A similar procedure did result in the recurrent
facilitation of one motoneuron in the work of severin,
et eÄ' (rg6a), however. Also, activation of a massive

population of Renshaw cells by stimulation of a ventral
root could reduce rarN discharge by onry 34.5% during
fictive locomotion. Thus, it does not se€m rikely that
the recurrent inhibition of rarNs during locomotion resurts
in a significant faciritation of antagonist motoneurons.

rt is more probabre that Renshaw cells limit the activity
of rarNs projecting to antagonist motoneurons in a fashion
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similar to their control of motoneuron discharge. The

suggestion that the recurrent inhibition of rarNs

functions to keep the revel of reciprocal inhibition of
antagonist motoneurons fairry constant despite increases
in ra afferent activity during static stretch (Hurtborn

and Lundberg, L97Z; Hultborn, Lg76) might pertain to
locomotion as werr. rt is obvious that the recurrent
inhibition of rarNs is not powerfur enough to block the
reciprocal inhibition of antagonist motoneurons since 5

of 6 Q-rarNs lvere maximarly active during the stance phase,
the exception being the e-IaIN in Figur e 23. It \,vas

reasoned by Hultborn (tglZ, Lg76) that the depression
of Renshaw cerls during lo"o*otion that had been reported
(Severin, et al. 1968; Bergmans, et al. Lg6g; Feldman

and Orlovsky, Lg75) was necessary for o< _ T _ linked
reciprocal inhibition to operate during locomotion. rt
is now well estabrished that Renshaw cerls are not
inhibited dr:ring rocomotion, however. rnstead the

coincidence of E-RC and e-rarN activity can be interpreted
to indicate that the recurrent inhibition of rarNs does

not interfere wíth the timing of t - r - linked reciprocal
inhibition, just as the'recurrent inhibition of motoneurons
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does not appear to affect their rhythmicity, but rather
merery serves as a brake that prevents the reciprocal
inhibition from becorning too intense. The data arso

suggests that the increase in E-RC activity at the end

of extension may contribute to the termination of
activity in Q-IaINs.

3. Summary

Motoneurons, Renshaw cerls and rarNs have all been

shown to be rhythmically active during fictive locomotion

in the absence of cyclic afferent input. Motoneurons

(Edgerton, e t-.a 1-. Lg7 6; Anders son, e t .41 . Lg7 g, schomburg

and Behrends, L978a, b) and rarNs (ndgerton, et al. Lg76)

have also been found to be rhythmically active in spinal,
pas:aLyzed cats treated with DopA. Thus, the modulation

of motoneuron and rarN activity during locomotion appears

to be centrally programmed by the spinal locomotion

generator, and the evidence suggests that this modulation

involves direct periodic excitation and inhibition. The

activity patterns of e-rarNs during fictive rocomotion

suggests that -< - Y - linked reciprocal inhibition of
antagonist motoneurons is also a centrally programmed

feature of locomotion.'- e-RCs and other E-RCs \,vere active
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throughout the extension phase simurtaneousry with e
motoneurons and e-rarNs and tended to exhibit an

accereration of activity at the end of their active
period. Recurrent inhibition of Q motoneurons and e_rarNs
by Q or E-RCs most likely serves to keLp the discharge rates
of these neurons within moderete ranges so as to prevent
spastic, synchronous activity of knee extensors and

extreme amounts of reciprocal inhibition of knee flexors,
respectively. The active periods of E-RCs suggest that
they might also function to help terminate activity in Q

motoneurons and Q-rarNs at the end of extension, most
probably in conjunction with the removar of excitation by
the spinal generator. since rhythmic motoneuron activity
persists ¿fter strychnine administration but is abolished
by depolarj-.zing current injection after strychnine (pratt,
et- a1-. L979), it wourd appe€r that the most significant
element in the regulation of rhythmic activity in motoneurons
and perhaps rarNs is the phasic excitatory drive from the
spinal locomotion generator. rarNs may contribute to the
appropriate phasing of motoneuron activity during alternating
movement, but Renshaw cell activity seems to be more involved
in "qurlity control" rather than phase contror. Renshaw
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cells may contribute to phase control, hoÌvever, by
providing ascending pathways with immedÍate, reliable
information of the activity in various motoneuron pools.

D. Summary and Conclusions

1' The recurrent inhibitory pathway to motoneurons was
found to be functional durÍng controrred treadmilr
locomotion in postmammillary cats. 19 motoneurons
isolated in reft L7 ventrar root firaments lvere activated
by both cyclic passive movement of the left hindrimb and
MLR stimulation. Antidromic stimulation of a cut L7
ventrar root produced a me¿n reduction in motoneuron
activity durÍng cycric passive rimb movement of 72.3%

and of 68-5% during controrred treadmirr rocomotion in
these 19 motoneurons. There 

'{as no significant difference
between the amount of recurrent inhibition produced during
these two test conditions. The rate of firing was

significantly reduced by ventral root stimulation during
cyclic passive rimb movement Ín 15 of the 19 motoneurons
and in 13 0f the 1g motoneurons during controrled
treadmill locomotion.

2 ' There Tras a signifi.cant positive linear rerationship
between the initial firing,rate of phasicarly active
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motoneurons (r'i) and the amount by which their discharge
\'vas reduced by antidromicarry-evoked recurrent inhibition
(¿r). These results contrast with previousry reported
data on the recLlrrent inhibition of tonicarry active
motoneurons (Granit, et ar. Lg6o; Granit and Renkin, 196r).
3 ' The locomoror rhythm disprayed by hindrimb
motoneurons in the L7 ventrar root filament was not
affected by antidromic stimulatÍon of the ipsiraterar
L7 ventral root. The initiation of motoneuron activity
occurred within predicted latencies following cessation
of the stimulus train; and the ensuing pattern of
motoneuron activity was not significantly different from
that observed in the filament þrior to antÍdromic

st imulat ion.

4' The firing pattern of motoneurons that responded

tonically to static muscre stretch was altered by

antidromic stimulation of the ipsilateraL L7 ventral root.
rn addition to significant reductions in motoneuron firing
frequency, motoneuron activity was often seen to switch
from single spikes appearing at a consLant interspike
interval to doublets with a v¿riabre interburst intervar.
cyclic movement of the passive hindrimb and stimuration
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of the MLR evoked bursts of motoneuron activity in the L7

ventral root filament characterízed by an initial doublet
which was less effectively inhibited than the remainder

of the burst during antidromic stimulation of the

ipsilateral L7 ventral root

5. rt is concluded that Renshaw cerrs respond to
antidromic stimulation with equal effectiveness during

cyclic passive limb movement and controlled treadmill
locomotion. None of the evidence indicates that Renshaw

cerls, are depressed during controlled treadmill locomotion,

as had been previously reported (Severin, et a1*. 196g).

These results further illustrate that the discrepancy

between the absence of inhibition of Renshaw cells during
fictive locomotion observed by Mccrea and Jordan (rgloa)
and the failure to observe recurrent inhibition during

controlled treadmill rocomotion (severin, _e.L_ê_L. 1968)

cannot be due to Renshaw ce11 inhibition by rhythmicalty
active segmental afferents not present in the paralyzed

preparat ion.

6. Antidromic ventral root stimuration produced a

significant reduction in e-rarN activity during fictive
locomotion. The amount..of recurrent inhibition ranged
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from 26-7% to 60.0% and had a mean of 34.7%. All 6

Q-raïNs tested v/ere significantry recurrentry inhibited
during fictive rocomotion. As was found to be true in
motoneurons, a positive linear relationship existed
between aF and e-IaIN Fi.
7 . Antidromic ve'trar- root stimurat ion..during f ictive
locomotion evoked typical high freguency Renshaw cerl
discharges throughout the step cycre which could be

shovsn to occur concurrently with depressions of motoneuïon
activity in ventral root filaments.
8' Antidromic ventral root stimulation courd abolish
the rhythmic activity of Rensha!,ü cells when rates of
ventral root stimuration in exiess of 5 Hz 

'{ere used.
The duration of Renshaw cerr - Renshaw cerr inhibition
appeared to be about 200 msec.

9 ' The results of this study confirm the findings of
McCrea and Jordan (t9lOa, b) that Renshaw cells are not
depressed during fictive rocomotion. The recurrent
inhibÍtory pathways from Renshaw cerls to motoneurons

rarNs and Renshaw cerrs \,rere found to be functional
during fictive locomotion. rn agreement with Mccrea and
Jordan (tgl0a), Renshaw.cerrs Trere found to be rhythmicatly
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active during MLR-evoked fictive locomotion in
posìtmarnmillary cats" Rhythmic Renshaw cell activity
has also been observed during spontaneous fictive
locomotion in thalamic cats (Mccrea and Jordan, L976a).

Recurrent inhibitory effects have been observed in these

preparations and in non-paraLyzed cats during controlled

treadmill locomotion. Thus, it is concluded that Renshaw

cells are not inhibited by supraspinal or segmental

mechanisms during locomotion in cats that have been

decerebrated at the precollicular-postmammillary or more

rostral levels.

10. The amplitude of ra Epsps evoked by stimulation of
the femoral nerve was found to be greatest when quadriceps

motoneurons rirere most depolarized during fictive locomotion.

This finding is in agreement with data reported by schomburg

and Behrends (rgzg¡) obtained in high spinal, DopA-treated

cats. There lvas a positive linear relationship between

ra EPSP amplitude and motoneuron membrane potential in
3 of the 4 quadriceps motoneurons studied. rn 3 or. 4

motoneurons, the amplitude of the control Epsp was of a

value that was intermediate between the largest and

smallest EPSPs seen duríng fictive locomotion. The
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modulation of ra EPSPs during fictive locomotion may be

due to phasic presynaptic inhibition of Ia terminals

by either the spinal locomotion generator or descending

pathways.

11. A significant inverse linear relationship was found

to exist between the amplitude of Ia IPSPs evoked Ln 2

quadriceps motoneurons by stimulation of the nerve to

tibialis anterior during fictive locomotion and motoneuron

membrane potential. TA Ia IPSPs \,üere greatest when

quadriceps motoneurons were active and the recurrent

inhibition of TA-rarNs by quadriceps Renshaw cells should

be maximal. lt{otoneuron membrene potential oscillations

appears to affect the amplitudã of Ia IPSPs to a greater

extent than does the recurrent inhibition of IaINs.

L2. Analysis of the membrane potential oscillations

that occurred relative to the resting membrane potential
(f-) in flexor and extensor motoneurons during fictiveK

locomotion revealed that in all 3 flexor motoneurons and

in 3 of L2 extensor motoneurons the membrane potential

depolarized abov" ER during the motoneuronfs active

phase and hyperpoTa'rLzed below E* during the inactive

phase; in 9 of LZ extensor motoneurons the membr¿ne
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potential was tonically shifted above En throughout the

entire step cycle such that the depolarized and

hyperpolarized periods all occurred above ER. Inihether or
not motoneurons hyperpol arlzed, below \ during fictive
locomotion \¡7as inversely related to E* and to the difference
between E* and peak hyperpor arLzation during fictive
locomotion- since these variables might also be a
function of the health of the cerl and/or the quality
of the impalement, these resurts cannot be interpreted
to conclusively show that there may be basic differences

in the synaptic input to flexor and extensor motoneurons

during fictive locomotion.

13. rn addition to confirming the findings of Mccrea

and Jordan (tgl0a) that Renshaw cells are rhythmically
active during fictive locomotion and discharge in phase

with motoneurons from which they are excited, the present

s tudy has provided the first detailed quantitative

assessment of the phase relationships between Renshaw

ce11 and homonymous motoneuron activity during fictive
locomotion. Both frexor and extensor coupled Renshaw

cells became active after the onset of flexor and extensor

motoneuron activity, respectively, indicating that Renshaw
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cells are activated primarily by motoneurons during
fictive locomotion. on the average, the extension phase

extended from 0.5 to 1.0 whire the 7 extensor Renshaw

cells anaLyzed were active from 0.55 to 0.93 0f the step
cycle ' Maximar activity in extensor Renshaw cells
occurred at the end of the extension phase (O.S _ 1.0)
and could be seen to correspond to the onset of
hyperpolarLzation in extensor motoneurons and decreases
in extensor motoneuron discharge.

The flexion phase extended from 0 _ 0,44 while the
mean onset and offset points of flexor Renshaw cell
activity were 0.04 and 0.47, respectively. Alr 3 frexor
Renshaw celrs studied stopped firing just after the end

of the flexion phase. Maximal frexor Renshaw ceI activity
occurred during middle to late flexion (O.f _ 0.4) and

could be seen to correspond to the onset of reduced flexor
motoneuron activity.

L4. All 6 e-rarNs studied in the present experiments !üere

rhvthmically active during fictive rocomotion which confirms
the findings of Feldman and Orlovsky (tglS) and Edgerton,
et al. (tglî). The mean period of Q_IaIN activiLy
exceeded that of the extension phase of the step cycle;
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the former extended from 0.55 to 1.0 and the ratter from
0'32 to 0'86 0f the step cycle. Two Q-rarNs displayed
elevated but modulated discharge rates throughout the

rt"p cycle while the other 4 e-rarNs fired in discrete
bursts. on the average, Q-rarNs displayed elevated
discharge rates from 0.4 to 1.1 0f the step cycle with
maximal activity occurring during early extension
(o.s - 0.7). Maximar activity in e-rarNs courd be shown

to be coincidental with the onset of hyperporarization in
sartorious motoneurons. Thus, in generar, the activity
pattern of e-IaIN activity indicated that ¿_ _ y linked
reciprocal inhibition is a centralry progr¿,mmed feature
of fictive locomotion. The variabirity seen in e-rarN
activity patterns during fictive rocomotion may have been

related to functional subdivisions of e_IaINs, i.".,
coupling to one of the 4 component quadriceps muscles.

15' All 4 e-rarNs that were tonicarry active at rest
displayed 'lis^harse frequencies during their inactive
phase which \,üere lor,uer than their spontaneous discharge
frequencies. These 4 e-rarNs had a mean frequency of
spontaneous discharge of 33.9 Hz while the mean rrrinimum

and maximum fre:iuencies..seen during fictive locomotion
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r'vere 7 .3 and L56 .3 Hz , re spe ct ive ry . Further evidence

of periodic inhibition of rarNs during fictive locomotion
\¡/as provided by the fact that the amplitude of control
ra ipsp. were rarger than the smalrest rpsps evoked

during fictive rocomotion. These data suggest that the
modulation of rarNs during fictive locomotion is due to
periodic inhibition and excitation directed at either the
rarN and/or at excitatory interneurons that impinge upon

them. The modulation of ra Epsps during fictive locomotion
indicates that there is a phasic presynaptic inhibition of
ra afferent terminars which could also contribute to the
modulation of rarNs during fictive rocomotion.

T6. 5 of the 6 Q-rarNs anaLyzed. exhibited a decrease in
discharge frequency at the end of the extension phase which

'vas coincidental with increased rates of firing in 5 of
the 7 extensor Renshaw cells anaryzed. e-rarNs which

discharged in discrete bursts during the extension phase

were active from 0.43 - 0.92 of the step cycle. Extensor
Renshaw cells r^/ere active from 0.55 to 0.93 and maximally
active from 0.9 - r.0. These data are consistent with the
possibility that extensor Renshaw cells contribute to the
reduction in Q-rarN discharge with the most powerfur
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recurrent inhibition occurring during late extension.
since Q-rarNs were mainry active during extensÍ-on, the
recurrent inhibition of Q-rarNs by Renshaw cells obviously
is not powerfur enough to interfere with the recíprocal
inhibition of antagonist motoneuïons, tut it might be

instrumental in preventing the amount of reciprocal
inhibition from becoming too intense.
L7. The analysis of the patterns and phase rerationships
of motoneuron, Rensha\.^/ cerr and rarN activity has provided
some insight into the possible functions of the inhibitory
interneurons in the contror of locomotion at the spinal
level. IaINs appear to mediate 4- - T _ tinked reciprocal
inhibition during fictive rocomotion thereby contributing
to the hyperpoLarLzation of antagonist motoneurons during
their inactive phase. The data suggest that Renshaw cerrs
may function to limit motoneuron and rarN activity during
their active phase, and, in conjunction with the removal
of phasic excitatory input, herp to terminate activity
in these neurons prior to the onset of the subsequent
phase of the step cycle. This role of Renshavü cells could
facilitate the transition of activity betwen poors of
antagonist motoneurons .as r{as suggested by Benecke, ç_t_el.
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(tgls). The recurrent inhibition of r¿rrNs would limit
but not interfere with the appropriate phasing of ¿ - y
- linked reciprocal inhibition. ph¿sic excitatory input
to motoneurons during fictive locomotion äppears to be

prÍmarily responsible for controlling the rhythmic onset
of activity in approprie:te motoneuron pools and the removal
of this excitation elong with the activÍty of Renshaw

cells and rarNs together function to suppress motoneuron

discharge during the reciprocar phase of the step cycre.
These interpretations are consistent with the findÍng
thåt strychnine removes the interburst hyperpol arLzatíon
but does not aborish motoneuron rhythmicity during
fictive locomotion (pratt, et å1. LgTg). In addition
Renshaw cells may function as an efferent monitor of
alpha motoneuron activity and could reLay this inform¿tion
to the cerebellum via the ventral spinocereberlar tract.
This information could be essential in co-ordinating fine
movements.and/cir setting the lever of garTunâ bias.
18. No significant difference was found in the basic
pattern of motoneuron discharge observed during controlled
treadmill locomotion and fictive locomotion. rn both
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cases, motoneuron discharge was characterized by a short

initial interspike interval (ISI) while the action

potentials in the remainder of the burst rìzere separated

by a longer and fairly constant ISI (I: 44.0 msec).

The mean initial ISI was shorter during controtled

treadmill locomotion (l.t msec) than during fictive

locomotion (Zg.Z msec) and may be related to the magnitude

of the excitatory drive to the motoneuron. The similarity

in the pattern of motoneuron locomotor activity in

paraLyzed and non-paraLyzed cats suggests that the phasing

data obtained during fictive locomotion may also pertain

to conditions in which locomotion occr:rs in the presence

of rhythmic afferent input.
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Table I

comparison Between Mean Motoneuron Discharge Frequencies(spikes/sec) Before (¡'i) and During (rsï A";iå;;i;stimulation of the L7 ventrar Rooã in Motoneurons
Tested During cyclic passi-ve Limb Movement andControlled Treadmill Locomotion

Fs

1 s 9.0 4.9 72 5 f6.8 7.6 :ki< 73 s L2.3 4.4 5
4 3 9.8 0.5 >kjc 4s 5 0.9 0.8 5
6 I l.l 0.1 :kj<:k 4
7 4 7.2 L.4 :k:k 6

3 4.0 0.6 7
5 L0 .7 l. g :k:kjç 6
5 8.2 1. 0 :'r;k 6
1 L9.2 19.3 1
5 L4.5 7 .L jc:k 4
5 L6.7 L.9 :kjç:k 4
4 L2.9 0.3 Jr>k I
4 3.9 0 :kjc 1
4 25 .5 3. 1 :k:k;k 1

Q. Q/ :k:kt'r 5
Q. l/ :k:k 5

7.4 4.9 ,)

L2.3 9.1 :kjr

3.7 2.0
4.6 l.Q :k:k

7.9 4.6 ir
L2.4 f .J ;k>k;k

14.3 d.[ t'c;k

13.1 l.Q :k/c:k

14.0 L0.2 r,-

11.6 Q. g :k>k>k

26 L6
30 .2 Q. { :k:k

L.9 0. I :k

18.3 0.6
1.0 0
2 0.3

L5.7 3. 1 'k2L.2 [, .9 :k:k

18.3 9.0

8
9

10
11
L2
13
L4
15
L6
L7
18

7 LL.7
3 8.8

19 3 _11.2 S.6 i. z

-_x _ _
.I'n : Nl¡mber of trials. Each trial consisted of 1 recurrentinhibition test, i.€., the motoneuron activity duríngthe 3 second train of ventrar root stimulatioí (rs) e

and the normal motoneuron activity in the 3 secondperiod preceding (r'i) and following (rp) rh"-;;;rrrfroot stimulation. Each trial nor*ãlly had about 3cycles of motoneuron activity during -Fi 
and Fs and 1during Fp.

:k Indicate s leve 1
with a paired t
;k:k:'.- _ p <.00f).

of significance between Fi and
test (:k: p1.05; >k:k - pl.Ol;

Fs tested
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L7

Table 2

Effects of Antidromic Stimulation of the

Ventrel Root on Motoneuron Discharge During

Cyclic Passive Limb Movement and Locomotion

Number

Number

a .Ft

b

cl !-oçomqtion

L9

8r

L2.4

4.0

8"4

68. s%

13

of motoneurons

of trials
L9

79

10. 8

3.2

7.6

72.3"A

15

Fs

"ar
Relative reduction

Significant t-tests

b

Mean initial motoneuron discharge freouency (spikes/
second).

Mean motoneuron discharge frequency during L7 ventralroot stimulation

AF : Fi - Fs.
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Table 3

lrleans and Standard Deviations of Motoneuron

Discharge Frequencies and Changes in Freçruency

During Ventral Root Stimulation

Parameters _ ___Number_-qf_Sjqlkçs (pe, sec)

C_Fi

C-Fs

c - (¡'i - Fs /FL)

C - AF
I It

L¿ - .Ul

L-Fs

L-(r'i-Fs/Fi)

L - ar

f 0.8 + 6.2

3.2 + 4.6

0.72 + 0.30

7.6 + 5.4

L2.4 t 8.2

4.A + 4.4

0.69 + 0.26

8.4 + 7.2

t-
C

+.L
Cyclic passive limb

Controlled treadmill

movement.

locomotion.
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Effect of Antidromic

Amount of Recurrent

Percent Reduction

Table 5

Stimulation Frequency on the

Inhibition Expressed as a

in Motoneuron Discharge

Stimulat ion Number of Standard
Fre quencv Tria Deviat ion

ic Pa

LO HZ

20 HZ

30 HZ

70 HZ

Limb

L7

13

42

3

52.5"/.

84.7%

85.2%

8T.3"/"

L9.2

22.6

L5.g

L4.8

rolled dmill omotion

LO HZ

20 HZ

30 HZ

70 HZ

24

L2

38

7

36.3%

74.8%

77 .L%

84 .6"k

18. 9

L3.7

26.9

7.4
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Table 6

Comparison of lrfotoneuron Firing

Controlled Treadmill Locomotion

Characteristic s During

and Fictive Locomotion

ab
- MN ISII ISI2 ISI3

It of spikes
ISI4 ISI5 1516 per bursr n

Treadmill
1
2

3
4
5

4.L
69 .5
37 .0

107"8
36 "6

4
11

6

7
7

7.9
36.7
37 .0
s7 .7

11.3
5L.7
35"5
94.8
28 .6

L4.8
52.2
4s. 0
6L.9

18.6
36.2
29 .3
87.3
38.8

8.4
14. B

19. 0
LL.7
13.6

7
6

T

9
B

Mean
dc,

7"L 51. 0
39"3

: Motoneuron
: Interspike interval

.3 .0

35. 5 44.4 4L.8 42.0
7.8 3 18.0 26.

13.5
3.9

Fictive
6 L2.9 46.9 4L.4 40.0 42.9 44.6 10.3 107 9.0 23.6 18.9 24..L 2L.9 28.6 16.0 78 6.4 L2.3 30. 9 28. s 42.L 37 .L L4.2 159 L9.4 46.4 4s.6 44.4 34.0 43.0 9.2 g

10 38.7 39.L 57.7 60.0 70.2 70.7 6.8 1011 3s.4 6s.2 7 6 .L 82.5 85. 9 90. o 6 .2 10L2 L0 .7 20 .7 3 0. 0 25 .0 3L.7 3L.7 I .7 313 2L.7 43 . B 38.3 30. 0 28. I 28.8 13.6 BL4 66. s 64.4 s7 .3 s2.2 4s.o 4s.o B. B 10ls 27 .9 36 .4 39 .4 39 .2 34.2 34.2 23.4 10L6 72.2_ 6 ._ç L_4_

Mean 29.2 42.3 44.6 44.0 46.3 47.8 L2.4s.p. 22"6 l8.s 16.0 ]€J 2Q,7 20.6 3.7

a
b
c
d

MN

ISI
n : Number of trials
S.D. : Standard deviation
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Table l0
comparÍson of Monosynaptic Epsp Amptitudes obtained

at Rest (Control) with the Largest and Smallest

values obtained During Fictive Locomotion

_ Locomotþn

Ia-26 lþ5

Ia -B lf3

2.0 mv

2.0

1.1 mv 3.6 rnv

TL-27 -6 lþ3 3. s

Ia-24 ln9 3.0

2.0

1.5

L.4

8.7

4.5

4.L

Mean 2.6 _t 0.8 1.5 t 0.4 s.2 4:2.4
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Table L4

comparison of 'k Frequency of rarN Discharge at Rest

(Spontaneous Activity) with the Minimum and

Maximum Frequencies observed During Fictive Locomotion

IaIN Spcntaneous Locomotion

Ta-L} llL 65 Hz 5 Hz 200 Hz

Ta-Z 1þ7 t5 2 sO

ra -33 lftt 40 20 L25

Ia -33 llLs 15 2 250

Mean 33"8 7.3 156.3

Frequency : 1000 msec/interspÍke interval
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Table 15

Effect of Antidromic ventral Root stimulation at

various Frequencies on the spontaneous Rhythmic

Behavior of Renshaw cells During Fictive Locomotion

Renshaw Cell Cyc le
Interval

Rhythmic Activity During
Ventral Root Stimulation

+

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

I
9

10
¿+

6
11
L2
13
L4

5

2300 msec
2280
2200
2052
1140
L200

920
550
360
220
220
200
200
136
100

80
80

+
+
-t-

+
+
+
I

+
+
+
+

+
I

I

+
+
+

Ident ificat ion
is provided in

of Renshaw cells listed in this table
Appendix I.
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Figure l: schematic drawing summarizing the synaptic

connections among motoneurons (t"tns ) , Renshaw ce lls (ncs )

and Ia inhibitory interneurons (latNs) within a given

motoneuron pool (i"e., FMns, FRCs and FIaINs) and between

pools of antagonist motoneurons. Excitatory synapses are

represented by a bar and inhibitory synapses by a filled
circle. Flexor coupled neurons are indicated by a hatched

soma and extensor coupled neurons by a clear zone.

Illustrated at the bottom of the figure is a

hypothetical approximation of the phasing that might be

expected to occur during locomotion among the phasic

activity periods of the elements shown. The traces read

from left to right.
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Fiqure 2: schematic diagram of a saggital section of the

cat brainstem 4"1 mm from the rnidline. The dorsoventral

broken line indicates the plane of the transecLion used

in these experiments. These mesencephalic prepârêtions

do not walk spontaneously but will when..r ut"u below the

inferior colliculus (rc¡, designated the mesencephalic

locomotor region (vLn¡, is electrically stimulated. The

effective site for producing locomotion is indicated in
the diagram by a solid black spot between the cuneiform

nucleus (C¡¡f') and the brachium conjunctiwum (eC). Other

abbreviations used in the diagram are:

MB

OT

PG

R

SN

SUB

3n

mammillary bodies

optic tract (chiasm)

pontine gray

red nucleus

substantia nigra

subthalamic nucleus

exit of third cranial nerve
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Figure 3: Diagramatic representation of the experimental

arrangement used in the controlled treadmill locomotion

experiments. The cat \^7âs supported above the treadmill

belt by the sterotaxic head holder end clamps on the

iliac crests and the L3 spinous process. constant current

square \^7eve pulses r^zere delivered to a monopolar electrode

in the MLR to induce locomotion. The L7 ventral root (vn)

\,ías mounted on bipolar stimulating electrodes. Signals

from the L7 VR filament were led to â high gain AC

differential preamplifier and then to an oscirloscope and

an audio monitor.
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Figure 4: MLR evoked locomotion before and after
paraLyzation with gallamine triethiodide. Examples of
motoneuron firing recorded from ventral root filaments
to the ieft hindlimb ín 2 cats (A and ¡) are shown before
(pre) and after (post) administration of a paraLyzíng

dose of gallamine triethiodíde. The middle trace (n-Hr)

in A is a record of right hindlimb movement (flexion

upwards) derived from a potentiometer attached by a lever
to the ankle joint. Flexion of the right hindlimb is
synchronous with activity of quadriceps motoneurons in
the left L7 ventral root filament. The stimurus to the

MLR was applied at the time indicated by the stimulus

artifact in A and at the beginning of the record in B.

The stimulus was maintained throughout the illustrated
periods in both cases.
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Figure 5: schematic representation of the experimental

arrangement used in the fictive locomotion experiments.

constant current scuare r¡/ave pulses \rere delivered to a

tonopoiar electrode in the MLR to induce locomotion. The

L5-Sl ventral roots (VRs) were cut arrd rounted on bipolar

stimulating electrodes. Nerve cuffs were fastened about the

nerves to the muscles listed. A silver tipped ball electrode

was placed at the dorsal root entry zoÍre to record cord

dorsum potentials. signals from a vR filament \.,üere led to
a high gain AC differenrial preamplifier (W.p.f. DAM 5A)

and then to an audio monitor and the oscilroscope. The

activity of spinal neurons \^7as recorded by a microelectrode

which was connected to an electrometer (W.p.f. Model 4A).

The output of the electrometer was led to AC and DC coupled

vertical differential amplifiers (Tektronix 5A22N) and to

an audio monitor. The circle in the upper right hand

corner represents the face of the oscÍlloscope (Tektronix

565 dual beam) on which the AC and DC coupled records from

the microelectrode and the cord dorsum potential were

displayed at a fast sv/eep speed and the vR firament at a

slow s\iüeep speed. The data was stored on a 4 channel FM

tape recorder (Hewlett Packard 3690) and/or photographed

from the oscilloscope with a ,camera (Grass c4N Kymograph).
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Figure 6: rllustration of procedure used to construct the

frequency histograms, activity periods and membrane

potential oscillation plots in normalized step cycles.

The tot;l duration of the step cycre (T) is measured from

the onset of the flexor motoneuron burst in the ventral root

filament (upper trace). F refers to the flexion phase and

E the extension phase of the step cycle. The bottom trace

is the intracellular record of a tibialis anterior
motoneuron (fn -lttt) . Both recordings were obtained

simultaneously during fictive locomotion in a mesencephalic

cat. The initiation of neuronal activity (x) is measured

from the onset of the step cycle to the onset of cell
activity. Y represents the point-at which the cell stops

firing. The step cycle is divided into 10 egual intervals
and the frequency of cell activity and the membrane

potential is measured in each bin.
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Figure 7: Examples of measurements from a tibialis
anterior (TA) motoneuron and en interneuron monosynapticarry
excited by stimuratÍon of the rateral gastrocnemius nerve
(Lc{N) are irrustrated. Graphs were constructed from means
of measurements at r0 separate point" arrirrg ro consecutive
step cycles for each cell. The upper trace shows the
motoneuron membrane potential depolarization (upward
deflection) or hyperpolarízation relative to the membrane
potential prior to the initiation of locomotion (ER). The
histogram shows the firing frequency (spikes/second) of
the lG'rN during the step cycle. The lower paner shows the
duration of activity in the 2 cells relative to the firing
of a TA MN in the L7 ventral root firament. The non-
normalized activity of the xA r4N and the ventrar root
filament are illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 8: Effects of antidromic stimuration of the teft
L7 ventral root on three motoneurons of the reft hindlimb
recorded in an L7 ventral root filament during cyclic
passive lirnb movement (le, fC) and during locomotion
(1n, rD). Records A and B are from a difierent firament
than c and D. The larger ampritude spike in rA and tB
(motoneur on lfL4 in Table I ) is a knee extensor. An ankle
extensor (smaller amplitude spike) is also activated
during cyclic passive limb movement but not during
locomotion. Two motoneurons are identifiabre in lc and
lD, both ankle extensors . The rarger ampritude spike
(motoneuron lfg) shows greater reduction during cyclic
passÍve limb movement than during rocomotion while
motoneuron llL' was armost completely inhibited during
both conditions. The stimulus artifact above each record
marks the period of antidromic stimulation.
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Figure 9: Relationship between motoneuron discharge

frequency (spikes/second) ¡efore (¡]i) and during (fs)

antidromic stimulation of an L7 ventral root (9A);

98 shows the relationship between Fi and the amount of
recurrent inhibition (¿f : Fi - ps). Data obtained

during cyclic passive limb movement and controrled

treadmill locomotion are illustrated. The correlation
coefficients (r) and regression coefficients (b) are

indicated in each graph. The standard error of the

estimate is dravm at the meens for each regression line.
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Figure l0: Motoneuron discharge in an L7 ventral root
filament during static muscle stretch (fOe and B), passive

cyclic limb movement (fOC) and controlled treadmill
locomotion (fOl) which exhibits a greater incidence of
doublet firing during antídromic stimulation of the L7

ventral root. The dots above each trace indicates the

period of ventral root stimulation. Record B is an

expanded version of 104; traces A, C and D were all
firmed at the same speed" The larger amplitude spike is
motoneuron 1 and the smaller one is motoneuron 2 from

Table 1.
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Figure ll: I4ean interspike interval (fSf) duration

the first 6 rsrs observed in 5 motoneurons recorded

ventral root filaments during controlled treadmill

locomotion (solid line) and in 11 motoneurons recorded

intraceltularly or from ventral root filaments during

MlR-evoked fictive locomotion (broken line).

for

in
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Figure L2: rdentification of rarNs. The upper trace in A - E

is the microelectrode recording of a quadriceps-coupled rarN

(ra-ro/Ér). The bottom trace inpanels A - D is the record from

the cord. dorsum electrode situated at the L6 dorsal root entry
zone. The bottom trace jn E is the recording of an L6 ventral
rooi filament. The calibration shown in panel B applíes to
panels A - D. Panel A shows the monosynaptic (o.a msec)

response of the IaIN to stimulation of the fa afferents in the

nerve to Q quadriceps. panel B shows the faithful response of
the rarN to 250 Hz stimuration. The microelectrode slipped
outside of the cell after high frequency stimulation. The

traces shov¡n in panel c are several superimposed svTeeps showing

the repeated activation of the rarN at sÞort latency to low

threshold stimulation of the e rrerve. rn D a stimulus purse

delivered to the cut L6 verrtral root 10 msec prior to the

stimulation of the Q nerve blocked the activation of the rarN.
The record in E shows the tonic spontaneous activity of the

rarN at rest (note the absence of activity in the filament).
The small vertical lines are the stimulus artifacts marking

the period of antidromic ventrar root stimulation. rt can be

seen that the activity of the rarN is completely abolished by

the train of ventral root stimulation and by the single spurrious
stimulus which preceded eachr train by about 250 msec.
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Figure 13: Effects of antidromic ventral root stimulation
on spontaneous rarN activity (Rl, Bl) and rarN discharge

during fictive locomotion (Az, Bz) . The cell irlustrated
in Al and A2 is TarN lfL and the one shown in Bl and 82

is rarN /É5 from Table 7. The periods of veirtral root
stimulation are indicated by the stimulus artifact in Ar,
Bl and. 82 and by the ho::izontal lines drawn above the record

Ln Ã2. The bottom trace in each record is the recording
from an L6 ventral root filament. rarNs /É1 and /É5 were

recorded in different experiments.
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Figure L4: Relationship between rarN discharge before
(ri¡ and during (n's¡ antidromic ventral root sLimuration
(solid line) and between Fi and the amount of recurrent
inhibition (¡f : Fi - Fs) (broken line). The correlation
coefficients (r) and regression coefficients (b) are

presented for each line. The standard error of the

estimate is drawn in at the means for each regression

1ine.
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Figure 15: Monosynpatic EPSPs evoked Ln z motoneurons.

ra-25 lþs (144) and la-B lf3 (r+n) during fiçrirrs rocomorion.

The arrowheads mark the evoked EPSPs. The time scare

shov¡n in B applies to both records. In both A and B,

membrane potential shifts in an upv/ard direltion indicate

depolarization. rn B, 4 msec pulses of hyperpolarLzíng
current were injected through the recording microelectrode

just prior to the genere,tion of Çhe Epsp to meâsure membrane

resistånce. The a.mplitude of these pulses (downward

deflections) is inversely related to changes in membrane

conductance.
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Figure 16: Relationship between the amplitude of ra

EPSPs and motoneuron memhrane potential (E ) for two

motoneurons, Ia-8 lf3 (solid line) and Ia-26 lþ5 (broken

line). fft" regression (b) and correlation (4)

coefficients are presented for each regrerrron line.
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Figure L7: TA Ia IPSPs evoked in a e motoneuron (la_Z lf6)
during fictive locomotion. A. Monosynaptic Epsp evoked at
ra strength. The upper trace is the AC coupred and the

bottom tiace the Dc coupled microerectrode records. The

calibration refers to the AC trace. The ,ià¿tu trace is
the cord dorsum potentÍal which shows that the stimulus
strength was at group r strength. B. Anridromicarry evoked

action potential produced by stimulation of the proximal
portion of the severed L5 ventral root. c. TA rpsp evoked

by stimulation of the nerve to TA at ra strength and at a

latency ot 2 msec. D. The continuous record is the DC

coupled record of the motoneuron during fictive locomotion.
The trace above it shows the A gate'purses which \^rere evoked

simultaneouslv with the stimurus purse to the nerve to TA.

The rPSPs that occur at A gates numbered L - 4 are presented

again at higher gain and a slower svreep speed in the bottom

of the figure. rpsps I and 2 were evoked when the

motoneuron membrane potential was more depolarized and are

substantially larger than IPSPs 3 and 4 which were evoked

when the motoneuron \,ras inactive.
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Figure 18: RelatÍonship between Ia TPSP amplitude and

motoneuron membrane potential for two e motoneurons,

Ia-Z 1f6 (solid line) and TL-27-6-78 lþtO (broken line).

The tegr""sion (b) and correlation (r) coefficients are

presented for each regression line, and the standard erroï

of the estimate is drav¡n at the means for each line. The

rower x axis is associated with the solid regression line

and the upper X axis with the broken line. The resting

memþr¿¡s potential (h) is indicated by an arrow for each

motoneuron. rn both motoneurons, the rPSp was evoked by

stimulation of the nerve to the TA muscle at ra strength

and at latencies that \,vere clearly disynaptic ( ¿Z msec).
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Figure 19: Membrane potentials taken from the DC record of

4 Q motoneurons recorded during fictive locomotion" The

membrane potential plots represent the oscillation about

the resting membrane potential (U*). The abscissa

represents the normalLzeð. step cycle. Each measurement

point is the mean measured over 10 step cycles. The

motoneurons illustrated are, from top to bottom, motoneurons

7, L, 2 and 3 from Table 11.
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Figure 20: Membrane potentials taken from the DC record

of 3 flexor motoneurons recorded during fictive locomotion.

The membrane potential plots represent the oscillation

about the resting membrane potential (n*). The abscissa

represents the normaLLzeð. step cycle. Each measurement

point is the mean measured over 10 step cycles. The

motoneurons illustrated are, from top to bottom, motoneurons

13, L4 and 15 from Table 11.
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Figure 2L: Normalized data from experiment Ia-10 showing

the phase relationships among the fictive locomotor activity

of 2 quadriceps-coupled IaINs (A and B), a quadriceps-

coupled RC (c), a flexor-coupled RC (D) and an interneuron

which was monosynapticallv excited by low threshold

stimulation of the nerve to cluadriceps but which was not

inhibited by ventral root stimulation (E). The data

represent the means of measurements made during 20,10, B,

l0 and 10 step cycles for neurons A through E, respectively.

The motoneurons in the ventral root filament \,vere extensor

moLoneurons; the vertical hashed line represents the

division between the flexion and extension phases of the

step cycle as based upon the activiiy in the filarnent.

Records of the non-normaLLzed fictive locomotor activity of

the neurons ilhrstrated in this figure are shown in Figure

27.
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Figure 22: Normalized data from experiment ra-24 showing

the phase relationships among the activity of an

intracellularly recorded quadriceps motoneuron (e), an

extensor-coupled RC (e) and a flexor-coupled Rc (c) during

fictive locomotion. The motoneurons in the ventral root

filament \ùere knee flexor motoneurons. The data represent

the means of measurements made during 5, 6 and ll step

cycles for neurons A through C, respectively.
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Figure 23: Normalized data from experiment Ia-3 showing

the phase relationships among the fictive locomotor

activity of 2 quadríceps motoneurons (A and B), an

extensor-coupled RC (C) and a quadriceps-coupled IaIN

(D). The motoneurons in the ventral root filament Ìrere

knee extensors. The data represent the means of

measurements made during 10, 10, l0 and 7 step cycles

for neurons A through D, respectively.
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Figure 24: Normalized data from experiment DA-3 showing

the phase relationship between the fictive locomotor

activity of a quadriceps-coupled RC (A) and flexor

motoneuron activity in an L6 ventral root filament.

The data represent the means of measurement" ru¿" during

10 step cycles.
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Figure 25: Normalized data from experiment TL-20-2-79

showing the phase relationships among the fictive

locomotor activity of an extensor motoneuron (e), a

lateral gasLrocnemius-coupled RC (g), a semitendinosus

motoneuron (C) and a posterior biceps-coupled RC (O).

The data represent the means of measurements made during

9, 5, 5 and 9 step cycles for neurons A through D,

respectively. The motoneurons in the ventral root filament

\,vere flexor motoneurons.
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Figure 26: Normalized data from experiment ra-33 showing

the phase relationships among the fictive locomotor

activity of a sartorious motoneuron (a) and 3 quadriceps-

coupled IaINs (n,CrO¡. The motoneurons in the ventral
root filament lvere extensor motoneurons. rhe data

represent the means of measurements made dtring 6, 5r 5

and 7 step cycles for neurons A through D, respectÍvely.
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Figure 27: Records of the activity of 5 neurons that \¡/ere

recorded during fictive locomotion at different times during

experiment ra-10. These records correspond to the

normalized data presented in Figur e ZL. The top trace in
each panel is the microelectrode recording and the bottom

trace is the recording of extensor motoneuron activity in
an L6 ventral root filament which was not changed throughout

the experiment. The time calibration in eaah panel represents

500 msec. The regularly spaced vertical lines in the

microelectrode trace in panels A, B, D and E are the

stimulus artifacts associated with stimulation of the MLR.

rnterneuron E was the l3th cell recorded in this experiment,

and it can be seen that the step cycle has increased in
duration in correspondence with the elongation of the

extensÍon phase. Despile the reorganization of the

locomotor rhythm, the tight coupling between interneuron

and motoneuron activity is still apparent.
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FÍgure 28: Diagramatic sru'mary of the pattern of discharge

and the activity periods of 7 extensor-coupled RCs (g-acs)

and 3 flexor-coupled RCs (r'-Rcs) during fictive locomotion.

The mean x and Y varues for each RC and the. population

means which are diagramatically presented in this figure
are presented in Table Lz. The solid horizontal lines
represent the mean duration of the normaLLzed. activity
period and the dashed lines represent 1 tait of the standard

deviation of the x and y values of E-RCs and F-RCs and

extensor and flexor motoneuron activity recorded in ventral
root filaments. since the beginning of frexor motoneuron

activity and the end of extensor motoneuron activity \4rere

used as arbitrary definitions of the onset of the flexion
phase and the end of the extension phase of the step cvcle,
respectively, there are no standard deviations associated

with these values.
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Figure 29: The frequency histogram represents the average

pattern of discharge of 6 guadriceps-coupled IaINs

recorded during fictive locomotion. The solid horizontal

lines represent the mean activity periods of 4 of these

Q-rarNs which discharged in discrete bursts during fictive

locomotion and of extensor motoneuron activity recorded in

ventral root filaments. The mean x and Y values for each

of these 4 Q-IaINs and the population means are presented

in Table 13. The dashed horizontal lines represent 1 tail

of the standard deviation associated with the X and Y

values.
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Figure 30: The upper trace in A and B is the microelectrode

recording of the activity of an unidentified but aooarently

flexor-coupled inhibitory interne.u.ron during fictive

locomotion, and the bottom trace is the recording of extensor

motoneuron activity recorded in an L6 ventral root filament.

This interneuron \^7as recorded during the same experiment

as the neurons illustrated in Figure 23. The interneuron

fires just after the onset of extensor motoneuron activity

in the filament in these records, although in earlier trials

it was active primarily during flexion. There is a

reduction in motonelrron activity coincidental with the

discharge of the interneuron which can be seen more clearly

in B which is an expanded illustration of the first step

cycle show-n in the far left in A. The motoneurons that

discharge during the period of interneuron activity fire

in doublets only while they fire in doublets and singly

after the interneuron ceases firing"

The darkened section in the top trace in A is the

stimulus artifact of a train of stimuli delivered to the

L6 ventral root. Ventral root stimulation abolished the

interneuron activity and reduced activity in the ventral

root filament. Thus, this interneuron could be a RC or

a IaIN
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Figure 3r: Antidromicarry evoked and spontaneous discharge
of a quadriceps-coupled RC (nC lþg in Teble L4; see also
Figure 23) during fictive rocomotion. The middle trace in
A and the top trace in B are the intracellular recordings
of the RC end the trace bel0w this is a re"or¿ of extensor
motoneuron ectivity in an L6 ventral root filament. A.
single stimuli delivered to the L6 ventral root at a rate
of 2.8 Hz (¡OO msec interpulse interval) during fictive
l0comotion evoked typical high frequency RC discharges
which occurred concurrently wiht a reduction in motoneuron
activity in the firament. The A gate pulses shown in the
top trace in A lvere elicited simurtaneousry with the purse
from the stimulator to the ventral róot. B shows the
spontaneous activity of the RC during fictive l0comotion
in the absence of ventrar root stimuretion. The rhythmic
activity of the RC was aborished by ventrar root stimuration
in A as virtually all of the RC activity is entrained to
Ehe ventral root stimulation.
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Appendix A

Analysis of covariance on Þ-s (Dependent variabre)
vs Fi (Covariate) During Cyclic passive Limb Movement

(Group 1) and controlled Treadmirl Locomotion

(Group 2 ) .

Group InEer DF

1
2
Total
Pooled
Pop

-1. 039
.923

.07 0

MStot"l

.393

.2sL

.303

.306

27 5.527
272.29L
547.8L8
556.677
5s7.810

S

L6.207
T6 .0L7
L6.LLz
15. 905
L5.495

L7
L7
34
35
36

Tests of significance:

1. Eaual slope: F (f.:4¡ : .550

2. Ecual intercepts: F (t.:S) : .O7L

3. Equal treatment effects:
F:SSpop-SSao.", : 557.g10 _547.g1g : .620

L6.LL2

DF: (2(k-L), roral) : (2.34)

4' Test of whether !h" population regïession rine ofFi vs Fs has a slope signific""ii;-different from r.
SST:SSç+SS3

SSç:n1-1( f)+nz-l ( 22)
: t¿ (o .zæ2) + 18 (a. tss2¡ : LB26 .66
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sss : (',r-1r)2 + t"r-xr)l - (n1-f, * nzxù2

"rÐ--
(L9 x T0.758)2 + (tg x L..4L6_)2 - (tg x to.zsa + t9 x L2.4L6)Z.Ie-ieffi

:2L98.96 + 2928.98 _ 5l0t.S3 :26.LL.
SST : L826.66 + 26.LL : LB5Z.77

Var6 : MStrù : 15.495 : .008

"r, tgsz jl
1 - b_ : 1 - .j106 : .694 : -/.gJ )<**
Var6 .008 .091

r.ggg (so) : 3.586
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Appendix B

Factorial Analysis of Effect of Ventral Root
Stimulation Frecuency (Factor A) and Mode of
Motoneuron Activation (tr,actor B) on Amount

of Recurrent Inhibition Exprerru¿ *. percent

Decrease in Motoneuron Discharge

Analysis of Variance

A 3 684.408 L7.02 (p 4.001)
B 1 L2O.43L 3. O0

AB 3 33. 182 . 83
Error L47 407.767
Adjusted Error 40.2L0
Total L54
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Appendix C

Analysis of variance Test of Effect of stÍmulation
strength of ventral Root stimulation on Amount of' Recurrent rnhibition Expressed as a percent

Reduction in Motoneuron Dis"h"rg"

l. During cyclic passive limb movement:

eroup _

1 (3ouA) 15 8:.:? 20. s3 3.472 (3oouA) 3s lt.zt ,;..íi 3.5e
Analysis of Variance

Source _ DF MS F
Be tween
I,rlithin
Tota I

1
72
73

3015. B6
464. s4

6.49t,

2. During controlled treadmill locomotion

L (30uA) n ry.g: rs.3e 3.212 (3oouA) 4s ss.tz ié..ag 4.46
AnalysÍs of Variance

1
66
67

L292L.4L
674.39

19. f 6tt''.tt

$-e.urcc_. oF MS r
Be tween
hlithin
Total
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Appendix D

Identification of MoLoneurons Included in Table 6

Ce11 4Í

1 
s8_3

2 
Sg_5

3
SB-B

SB -2

SB -4

r_L-27 -6 F

rL-20_2 lfzs

Ia-3 lfg
rL-26-6 lþLO

Ia-5 F

Ia-2 ln\

Ia-8 lt2
Ia-2 lfL
Ia-3 lnLj

Ia-2 !f9

9

10

11

L2

13

L4

15
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Appendix E

Two-way Analysis of variance on the Duration of the
First 6 ISIs (Factor A) Recorded in Two

bifferent Locomotion preparations, Controlled
Treadmill Locomotion and MT.R_errot e¿ Fictive

Locomotion (Factor B).

Analysis of Variance

å
A s z3L.6L 3.48 (p s.01)
B 1 88. 01 L.32
AB 5 52.52 .7g
Error g4 457.g0

Adjusted Error L47 66.58

Total 95
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Identification
Appendix F

of IaINs Included in Table 7

IaIN /É

1 Ia-10 lÊL

Ia-l0 lf 5

Ia-11 lÊ4

Ia-2 lf7

Ia-33 //15

Ia-33 lfLL
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Appendix G

rdentification of Motoneurons rncruded in Tabre 1r

1 
tL_27 _6_78 lf3

2 ra_24 lþg

3 rL_2L_6_7g lf6
/,r 

]-a_Z lfS
s 

TL_20_2_78 lf6
6 ra_26 lþ5

7 ra_3 lfLl
B ra_3 lf4
9 

rL_27 _6 _7 8 lt'LO

10 
rL_27 _6_78 1f2

lt Ia_2 lf6
L2 rL_2L_6_7s lts
t3 Ia_5 lfZ

Lt+ 
Ta'.B lf2

ls ra_33 lfg
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Appendix H

rdentification of Renshaw cerls rncruded in Table L2

Rensharv Ce 11 /É IdeÂ!¿É¿çerisn
1 

r a_LO lfLL
2 ra_24 lf|
3 ra_3 lfz
4 DA_3 lþ2

Er Sandl _30 lf7
6 tL_28_2_78 lf6

7 rL*20_2_78 lf24
I ra_l 0 lf2
o, Ia_24 lf2

10 rL_20_2_78 ltLi
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Appendix I
rdentification of Renshaw cerls rncluded Ín Tabre 15

Renshaw Cell /É Identification
t 

,1_1s _2_78 lf s
, ,r_ls _2_78 lfL4
3 

r L_28_2_78 tÊ4

4 
ra_25 IFL

s 
rL_L4_6_7g lfg

u 
,L_2s_2_78 lf6

, ,a_33 lf7
8 

I a_24 lf2
9 ra_3 lþ2

10 Ia_10 Jþ2

11 Ia_10 iÉtl
Lz 

r a_24 lt|
t3 

DA_3 lfz
L4 

ï1_14 _6_7s lþB
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